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CELEBRATING 10 YEARS

MERCHANTS SPONSOR RACE
TO BEAUTIFY SQUARE
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Having bettered his position
over last year in the Wine and
Chocolate 5K Road Race, second-place men’s finisher Neil
Chandler enjoys a glass of wine
with his sons, Aidan and Ryan,
and wife, Allison. More than
1,500 runners turned out for the
event in San Marco April 22.

FREE TREES TO GOOD HOMES
Tracey Arpen, Scenic Jacksonville President Susan Caven,
and Zimmermann Boulos volunteered at Greenscape’s inaugural Tree Festival April 1 at
Metropolitan Park, where 5,000
trees were given away to help
the city replenish those lost
during Hurricane Matthew in
October 2016.

CELEBRATING
THE PERMANENT
COLLECTION IN STYLE

Dan Ernst, Pete and
Marilyn Carpenter,
Paige Ernst with David
and Michelle Alvarez

The theme of this year’s Cummer Ball, Classic to Contemporary, brought patrons together to celebrate the museum’s
permanent collection. Guests were treated to cocktails and hors d’oeuvres in the gardens, followed by live and silent auctions,
dinner, dancing and a diamond drop. The event took place April 22 at the museum at 829 Riverside Avenue in the historic
gardens and museum gallery spaces. READ MORE, PAGE 26

WHAT’S INSIDE DEVELOPERS PLAN “LESS INTENSE”
• New seating makes
Balis Park a destination
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• Streetscape artists
spiff up Downtown
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• City endorses “car-free” week
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• Retiring principal surprised
by student celebration
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• Twins Day celebrant
inspires by doing good
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• Advocates model passion
for St. Johns River
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JACKSON SQUARE DEVELOPMENT
By Marcia Hodgson
Resident Community News

Judd Bobilin of Orlando and Jeff
Rosen of San Jose, principals of
Chance Partners, have a motto for
their development firm: “Changing
the World…One Building at a Time.”
Having developed successful
infill projects in Mississippi,
A l ab ama , G e org i a , and i n
Tallahassee, this year the duo has
turned its sights toward two
Jacksonville developments – the
repurposing of St. Johns Village
and the Commander Apartments
near the Shoppes of Avondale,
which is currently under construction, and now Jackson Square,
the formerly contested planned
unit development in San Marco

at 2600 Philips Highway, just
south of Interstate 95.
Chance Partners has a contract
with Cypress Real Estate Advisors
of Austin, Texas, owner of Jackson
Square, to purchase the blighted
17.3-acre property. They expect
to close on the property in midMay, said Bobilin.
Once the site of a Jerry Hamm
Chevrolet car dealership, Jackson
Square had been zoned as a PUD
and FirstStar Developer Steve
Cissel had planned a “Transit
Oriented Development (TOD),”
the largest redevelopment project
on the boards in the San Marco
district before the 2008 recession
hit and ruined his lofty plans.
READ MORE, PAGE 40

Tournament
Chairmen
Michael Price
and Mark Lodinger

GOLF CLASSIC DRAWS A CROWD
Traditions are alive and well for River Garden Foundation’s
Annual Golf Classic, as participants and organizers celebrate another
successful year. The tournament draws talent and golf enthusiasts
who believe in the mission of the River Garden Senior Services.
The tournament was played at Deerwood Country Club, April 26.
READ MORE, PAGE 30

LOCAL MARINE SCIENTIST PREDICTS TOXIC ALGAE BLOOM IN RIVER THIS SUMMER
“The river is warming up rapidly
after what was a very mild winter.
I’m very concerned that because
the water is so warm, and we have
By Marcia Hodgson
so many nutrients in the river,
Resident Community News
there is a good chance a toxic algae
bloom may occur sometime this
Conditions are ripe for a “toxic” summer,” White reported.
algae bloom to crop up in the St.
In his report to the Waterways
Johns River this summer, warned Management Commissioners,
Dr. Quinton White, executive director White also said he was concerned
of the Marine Science Institute at about “high salinity” in the river
Jacksonville University during a due to warmer water temperatures,
meeting of the City’s Waterways
Commission April 12.
READ MORE, PAGE 40

IN HOMES BY MAY 5TH, 2017

Residents play key role in
bettering health of St. Johns

Dr. Quinton White

Jacksonville’s new hospital is here.

Opening in May
UF Health North opens the region’s newest — and North Jacksonville’s only — hospital in May.
Our patient suites offer private accommodations in a comfortable atmosphere, with staff who deliver
outstanding hospitality and service. And our renowned UF Health specialists provide quality, compassionate
care using the most advanced treatments in medicine. Learn more by visiting North.UFHealthJax.org.

15255 Max Leggett Parkway, Jacksonville, FL 32218
North.UFHealthJax.org

UF Health accepts most major commercial insurance plans, including TRICARE.
000284-SAN MARCO RESIDENT_HOSPITAL MAY AD.indd 1
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Letter to the Editor
By the time you read this letter, the current Florida
Legislative session will have ended with a decision made
on whether to change a long-standing Medicaid reimbursement plan that encourages providers to actually
spend money on patient care.
For over 30 years, the Florida Legislature understood
that available public funds were inadequate to fully pay for
Medicaid nursing home costs. And so the Legislature made
a responsible decision to leverage those available dollars
to their highest and best use – patient care. Our current
Medicaid nursing home reimbursement plan says to any
provider, regardless of ownership type, “If you are willing
to spend money on patient care, then the Medicaid nursing
home program will reimburse you for those patient care
costs up to very reasonable limits and caps.” The Legislature
understood that these were precious taxpayer dollars and,
as elected representatives, they had a responsibility to use
the dollars toward a clear public purpose.
Now comes a push by large corporate nursing chains
that are acting through the Florida Health Care Association
(FHCA) in an orchestrated effort to change the existing
reimbursement plan. They claim that the current plan is
antiquated and out of touch with managed care. And
while nothing could be further from the truth, it is that
argument that has been fostered, backed by hundreds of
thousands of lobbyist dollars and PAC contributions.
Politicians have been overwhelmed by FHCA lobbyists
and staff, all of them intent on convincing elected representatives to free up scarce Medicaid funds so that nursing
homes that haven’t been spending on patient care might

receive windfall profits as the entire field is moved to a
median payment. And so nursing homes that have consistently spent money on patient care – including St.
Catherine Labouré Manor, Cathedral Gerontology Center,
Moosehaven, Brooks Bartram Crossing and River Garden
– all experience severe financial losses, with St. Catherine’s
losing the most, at over $1.3 million annually.
At the same time, the FHCA plan delivers unearned
profits to providers that never spent the money on care.
The poster child for these unearned profits is Consulate
Health Care with 82 nursing homes in Florida. Consulate
will benefit by almost $16 million in windfall profits! And
it’s important to understand that none of the nursing homes
that will benefit financially under the FHCA plan have the
first requirement to spend a dollar more on patient care. All
of these taxpayer funds will go to unearned profits.
Florida Medicaid spends over $3.3 billion annually
caring for frail seniors residing in almost 700 nursing
homes. This is a significant piece of the state’s budget and
yet there wasn’t the first committee hearing scheduled
on a FHCA plan that reallocates tens of millions of dollars
and disenfranchises seniors. All of this is for the benefit
of corporate profits, so that Wall Street can boost stock
prices and give dividends to shareholders and bonuses
to administrators.
We are talking about hard-earned taxpayer dollars and
our Legislature has been reckless in even considering such
a plan. It’s time for citizens to finally realize that we’re
getting the government we deserve, and until we demand
better, all we are going to see is more of the same.

Martin A. Goetz, CEO
River Garden Senior Services

Child Struggling
with Reading
and Spelling

I Can Help!

Nancy Kravet

Dyslexia Screener since 2015
Certified Public School
Teacher since 1997

Dyslexia Consultation Services, Inc.

(904) 302-4624
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JSO gets serious
about safety
enforcement
The Jacksonville Sheriff ’s Office began
issuing citations April 17 as part of the
second phase of a four-month grant from
the Florida Department of Transportation
to ensure bicyclist and pedestrian safety
along four dangerous traffic corridors,
including the US 90 corridor known as
Beach Boulevard from St. Johns Bluff road
to South Shores Road.
The other three areas targeted by JSO are
the corridor of 103rd Street from Hillman
Drive to Blanding Boulevard; the corridor
of Atlantic Boulevard from Cortez Road to
Arlington Road; and the corridor of US 23
from I-95 to North Canal Street.
The safety deployments began in February
in four high traffic areas, which are prone
to motor vehicle crashes and fatalities
involving pedestrians, cyclists, and motorcycles. During the first two months of
the grant’s period of operation, education
materials were distributed to drivers, cyclists,
and pedestrians during interactions with
individuals in these areas.
JSO will continue to collect data during
the deployments for submission to FDOT.
At a minimum, one deployment took
place each week on one of the four corridors.
At least one deployment is scheduled to take
place on each corridor every month.
The deployments come courtesy of a
$50,176 FDOT bicyclist and pedestrian
safety grant provided to JSO in January.
For more information visit JSO’s
website at www.jaxsheriff.org/departments/sheriffs-office/news-room/
jso-news/2017-fdot-grant.

S
L S

elling
the
hare
ion’s
with knowledge, integrity and experience.

nancy@dyslexiaconsult.com
www.dyslexiaconsult.com

Karen Zambetti
REALTOR®

904-537-4744

zambettisellsjax@gmail.com

RAGSDALE HOLDEN WEALTH MANAGEMENT

4749 River Point Road – Built
around 1876, this towering,
Queen Anne style mansion has so
much history! Updated, yet retains
the original splendor. 6,000
square feet sits on incredible
grounds with a large swimming
pool and Venetian lanterns. A Koi
pond with ballast rock from early
ships also highlights the grounds
with incredible striking oaks. The
home has 21 rooms, 5 baths and
121 windows. $1,490,000

Advice. Beyond Investing.

Linda McMorrow
REALTOR®

904-626-9900

florida_legends@msn.com

Selby Kaiser
REALTOR®

904-626-8800
selbykaiser@bellsouth.net

4068 Corrientes Court South –
You can enjoy carefree living in
this three bedroom, two bath
patio home in the Villages of San
Jose. Features include over 1,900
square feet, new carpet and paint
throughout, kitchen with new
granite countertops and fixtures,
living room with fireplace and
atrium, formal dining room, sun
room, private walled garden with
patio and two-car attached garage.
$279,900

In today’s world, you need to understand how
all the pieces of your complex life can affect your
pursuit of important financial goals. Managing
your wealth goes beyond managing your money.
We serve our clients, as their trusted advisors, to
build a solid foundation for their financial future
and a legacy for their families.
Contact us to learn more about
how we can serve you!
Please visit: www.UBS.com/team/RHWM
Sally T. Ragsdale
Vice President –
Wealth Management
sally.ragsdale@ubs.com
904.301.3129

Jennifer S. Holden, CFP®
Molly Hill
Financial Advisor
Sr. Registered
jennifer.holden@ubs.com
Client Associate
904.301.3113
molly.hill@ubs.com
904.301.3132

For some of life's
questions, together we
can find an answer.

UBS Financial Services, Inc. | One Independent Drive, 30th Floor Jacksonville, FL 32202 904.354.6000
In providing wealth management services to clients, we offer both investment advisory and brokerage services which are separate and distinct and differ in material
ways. For information, including the different laws and contracts that govern, visit ubs.com/workingwithus. UBS Financial Services Inc., its affiliates and its employees
are not in the business of providing tax or legal advice. Clients should seek advice based on their particular circumstances from an independent tax or legal advisor.
Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards Inc. owns the certification marks CFP® and CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ in the U.S. ©UBS 2016. All rights reserved.
UBS Financial Services Inc. is a subsidiary of UBS AG. Member FINRA/SIPC.

4011 San Remo Drive - This
spacious concrete block home
is in the lovely Villa San Jose
neighborhood! With large
rooms and ample storage space,
Linda McMorrow this mid-century modern home
REALTOR®
is perfect for the open concept
904-626-9900 floor plan desired by today’s
florida_legends@msn.com buyers! The guest and owner’s
baths have been beautifully
Selby Kaiser
updated! Four bedrooms,
®
REALTOR
three baths and over 2,300
904-626-8800 square feet complete this home.
selbykaiser@bellsouth.net
$279,900

6750 Epping Forest Way
North, Villa 101 - The views
from this magnificently updated
Villa are of the St. Johns River,
as well as the formal gardens
Linda McMorrow and marina of the Epping Forest
REALTOR®
Yacht & Country Club! History was
904-626-9900 made here and you can watch
florida_legends@msn.com it continue from the windows
and balcony of this 3 BR/3 BA
Selby Kaiser
home with a chef’s dream kitchen
REALTOR®
opening to a spacious dining
904-626-8800 room, with living room and river
selbykaiser@bellsouth.net
room beyond. $850,000

904.739.7100 (Office) | 904.425.3989 (Fax) | info@sellinglegends.com | TheLegendsOfRealEstate.com
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Realtors lose open house sign exemption
By Lilla Ross
Resident Community News

Mother's Day arrangements
for the perfect woman
in your life
who deserves it all.

Mother's Day is May 14th!

Let Kuhn be your first choice!
3802 Beach Blvd.
Jacksonville, FL 32207

904.398.8601

www.ResidentNews.net
Phone: (904) 388-8839
Fax: (904) 423-1183
1650-302 Margaret St. #310,
Jacksonville, FL 32204

PUBLISHERS
Seth Williams
seth@residentnews.net
Pamela Bradford Williams
pamela@residentnews.net
EDITORS
Managing Editor - Kate A. Hallock
News Editor - Marcia Hodgson
editor@residentnews.net

Fair warning: The public right-of-way is
off limits for all those “little signs.” You
know the ones – garage sale, I Buy Junk
Cars, lost dog.
Those signs – called snipe signs – have
been illegal, unless they’re on private property,
since 2005 when a zero-tolerance policy for
litter on public property was enacted. If the
signs are on public right-of-way – the space
between the sidewalk and the street – violators are subject to a fine of $55 per sign.
More commonly, the signs just mysteriously
disappear when someone throws them in
the trash, and as far as the city is concerned
everyone is welcome to do that.
So, if you’re having a garage sale, you are
welcome to put a sign in your front yard or,
with their permission, a neighbor’s yard,
but if you put it in the right of way in front
of your house or at the end of your street
to alert passing motorists, you’re violating
the law. And the fine is $55.
The one group that has gotten a pass – up
until now – is realtors.
In 2013, realtors were given an exemption
for “open house” signs through Ordinance
2013-0262. At-Large Councilman John
Crescimbeni said the rationale was that the
real estate industry was still recovering from
recession and were dependent on the signs
to market houses.
There were rules. Under the exemption,
realtors had to get an annual $30 permit,
good for up to five signs, and put the permit
number on the signs. The signs had to be
set out no earlier than late Friday afternoon
and be picked up by Sunday afternoon.
But, no more. The exemption expired
June 30, 2016 and won’t be reinstated because
of a 2015 Supreme Court decision in Reed
v. Gilbert, Crescimbeni said.
Clyde Reed, the pastor of a small church,
sued the town of Gilbert, Ariz., when he
was cited for posting signs advertising
church services at an elementary school.
The town’s sign law had stricter requirements
for church signs than other signs.
The case went all the way to the Supreme
Court, which ruled that signs cannot be
regulated based on their content, Crescimbeni
said.
The decision doesn’t have any wiggle
room, he said. “I have two options. No one
puts signs in the right of way or to allow
everybody to put signs in the right of way,”
Crescimbeni said. “It wouldn’t matter what
was on the sign. It could be a ‘for sale’ sign
or hate speech.
“I know the realtors are upset,” he said.
“I’ve had calls from realtors wanting me to
redo the ordinance I originally introduced
in 2013. But there’s no way we can redo it.”

Signs placed in the public right-of-way are illegal and violators are subject to a fine.

District 6 Councilman Matt Schellenberg
Vining said she has always used the
introduced a bill March 28 that would have signs as well as the internet to advertise
granted weekend exemptions for signs, but open houses.
then withdrew it because it would have
“We post on Facebook, realtor.com, Zillow
violated the Supreme Court decision.
and Berkshire Hathaway,” Vining said.
Another bill introduced at the same time “Signage with balloon gets the attention of
by Schellenberg would give events – like those driving by. People who may have no
the River Run – an exemption for things interest in buying a house might stop to see
like detour signs that affect the flow of traffic. a house and fall in love with it because they
It is likely to survive because it affects saw a sign.”
government functions. The bill, 2017-0230,
The realtors said they will be asking
is currently in committee with Land Use homeowners for permission to put open
and Zoning where a public hearing is house signs on their property. But they also
scheduled for Tuesday, May 2, and with the might get creative – decorating cars or
Neighborhoods, Community Investments getting people to wave signs.
& Services Committee (NCIS). A public
They also wonder whether the sign code
hearing is scheduled before City Council will be enforced, noting that it is erratically
on Tuesday, May 9.
enforced now.
Although the ordinance to exempt open
There are currently three sign enforcement
house signs expired nearly a year ago, realtors volunteers, who are trained by code enare now scrambling to find new ways to forcement officers on sign enforcement
market their houses.
and writing citations, according to Tia
What’s at stake? In 2016, 937 houses sold Ford, public information officer for the
in San Marco, San Jose and St. Nicholas. That City of Jacksonville. “Code Enforcement
had the potential for a lot of open houses.
wrote 1,507 citations for illegal snipe signs
“We have always put out a limited number in Fiscal Year 2016 [October 1, 2015 to
of signs for open houses and picked them September 30, 2016],” she said.
up. That’s the way the majority of people
Crescimbeni said the city can deputize
find out about houses,” said Sheron Willson citizens to issue citations in the same
of Berkshire Hathaway. “This is going to way citizens can issue citations to people
hurt our customers.
who park illegally in handicapped parking
“We’ll make adjustments. Use the internet spaces. They can also use the free MyJax
more, do more personal marketing. We’ll mobile app to report blight, such as
work around it. Whatever it takes. If it’s the illegal signs.
law, it’s the law,” she said.
And then there’s the annual city buy-back
Lee Norville of Norville Realty said the for tires and snipe signs Saturday, May 6 at
restriction “inhibits our right to do business. EverBank Field. The city will pay $2 per tire
They are the bloodline of our business. It for up to 20 tires and 50 cents a sign for up
will be very hard to hold open houses to 40 signs.
without them.”
Interested parties can apply to become
“Signage is what drives people into open a sign enforcement volunteer through the
houses,” said Anita Vining of Berkshire Office of Volunteer Services (email volunHathaway HomeServices Florida Network teer@coj.net). Once they’ve gone through
Realty. “I don’t like the litter but people should that process, they will be trained by code
be responsible and remove them or get fined. enforcement officers on sign enforcement
I understand we have to have regulations.”
and writing citations, said Ford.

Got a Story?
Email us at editor@residentnews.net
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Come and see our new finds
for Mother's Day gifts
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Residents weigh in on new signage restrictions
By Marcia Hodgson
Resident Community News
Based on a 2015 U.S. Supreme Court ruling, which mandates that municipalities take
an “all or nothing” approach to allowing any type of signage on public right-of-ways,
including sidewalks, street posts, easements, etc., the City of Jacksonville’s Office of the
General Counsel has determined that no signs will be posted within the city limits.
Included in the ban are yard sale signs, party directions, lost and found signs for pets
and realtor open house signs. The new rule means that the City’s Municipal Code

Compliance Division has the right to confiscate and/or cite owners of such signs, which
are also known as snipe signs. Further, the City has a class that citizens can take to be
authorized to issue citations for snipe signs on a public right-of-way.
The Resident asked local residents how they felt about temporary signage in the neighborhood. Do they agree or disagree with the City’s decision to take the conservative
approach and ban any type of temporary signage on public property? What do they think
about citizens issuing citations against their neighbors for posting yard sale signs and
the like? Would they allow neighbors to place such types of temporary signage on their
property to avoid putting it on a public easement or sidewalk?

Stephanie Winter, St. Nicholas

Kelly Tomson, St. Nicholas

I think signs should be allowed if they are one-day only yard
sale signs or those for a lost cat or dog or direction signs. If I
lost my pet I would be using everything I could – social media,
signs on poles, etc. – to get it back. I don’t agree with the city
on this issue. If neighbors turn in neighbors over the posting of
signs, it will create lots of animosity in the neighborhood. I don’t
think any of my neighbors would do it. I certainly wouldn’t
mind at all if a neighbor wanted to post a sign on my property.
Anything to support my neighbors.

I’m okay with putting up signs as long as anyone who puts them
up cleans them up afterward. I don’t want to see signs put up
for weeks on end, but if the person posting the sign is responsible,
that’s okay. I disagree with the city on this issue. Having signs
like this can be useful for a community. I disagree with allowing
neighbors to cite neighbors. I think it will create strife with the
neighbors and it’s not a great idea. I have no problem allowing
my neighbors to post signs in my yard. As long as they ask me
first, I have no problem with it.

Hugh Greene, San Jose

Wally Ericks, St. Nicholas

Generally, I hate to see the clutter those signs create. They
distract from the natural beauty of our community, but I am
less clear about whether that necessitates a total prohibition.
Yet, I would still rather take a more conservative approach
than have no limitation on such signs. To let anybody put up
anything anywhere would bother me. I think citizens should
be informed so they can report violations, but to create potential enmity against neighbors by issuing citations may go
too far. Likely not, on posting signs in my yard. For a yard sale that is up for a few
hours, what’s the harm? And there is no harm in open-house signage. How else
would you know there was an open house? Perhaps it goes too far to have all or
none, but on the other hand, I don’t like the clutter.

If a sign is for a garage sale or realtor and is put up at 7 a.m.
and taken down at 7 p.m., I’m cool. But those signs that say
“Mattresses for Sale,” or “We Buy Houses,” no. I’m the first one
to steal them and put them in the back of my car. I hate them,
and I think they are ugly. Some people stick them every 10 feet
and it’s beyond ugly. There is a difference between signage and
art. I do like art on electrical boxes. There is nothing wrong
with that. I agree with the city in the big picture with the little
exception I just mentioned. If you don’t have a regulation, people will put free signs
up everywhere. I don’t agree with neighbors citing other neighbors. People should
just go over to their neighbors and tell them it bothers them. Isn’t there a rule you
can only have so many yard sales a year? If the neighbors won’t move the signs, people
should just call the city. Yes, I would allow my neighbors to put signs in my yard as
long as they are not big neon signs. Some people need to be more friendly.

Brynn Titone, San Marco
I don’t mind the signs at all, especially if I see one for a lost
cat or dog. It puts me on the lookout because I have a dog
myself. Further, I’ve never seen a sign in San Marco that made
me think ‘EEEWWW, I don’t like that, or that brings down
the level of the neighborhood.’ Any signs we have in San
Marco are always in good taste. I disagree with the city. I’m
totally against the ban. I feel they will be spending taxpayer
money to issue fines against taxpayers. If my neighbor personally asked me to allow a sign to be posted in my yard I would say yes, but I
would rather them be put on public property than my yard, and that might be
hypocritical of me.

AnitaVining.com

Selling the Best
of Jacksonville...
RIVERFRONT TO OCEANFRONT

San Marco ~ $3,450,000

Jim Price, St. Nicholas
Basically, I don’t mind a temporary sign, but the key word is
temporary. I would agree temporary signs should be permitted
and that means not more than 48 hours. I don’t think neighbors
should cite neighbors. With that you are creating a negative
environment in the neighborhood. Yes, I would allow a sign
to be put in my yard. Neighbors help each other.
Extraordinary San Marco Riverfront | 5 bedrooms/4 full bathrooms 2 half baths/5,375 square feet
Elegant, traditional home on the St. Johns River at one of Jacksonville’s most prestigious
addresses. A private gate leads to a grand entrance boasting astonishing architectural details that
continue throughout the home. Panoramic views captured from every room. Features gourmet
kitchen, luxurious outdoor space with pool, gardens and dock. Front of the home overlooks
beautiful Gavin Park. MLS# 876387

Avondale

San Marco ~ $1,279,900

~ $3,250,000

OVERLOOKING ALEXANDRIA PARK
• 5 bedrooms/4.5 bathrooms/4,231
square feet
• New construction in the heart of
San Marco
• Overlooking spectacular Alexandria Park
• Open floorplan and spacious rooms
• Walk to shopping & restaurants in San
Marco square
• MLS #875289

HISTORIC RIVERFRONT ESTATE
5 Bedrooms/5.5 bathrooms/7,575
square feet
• 140 feet on the St. Johns River
• Recently updated and renovated to
the highest quality
• Wine cellar and separate guest
quarters
• Shopping and museums nearby
• MLS#875105

San Jose ~ $382,500

San Jose ~ $250,000

IMMACULATE MOVE-IN READY
4 bedrooms / 2.5 Bathrooms /
2,617 Sq. ft.
• One owner custom home
• Large kitchen with ample storage
• Wood beams in family room
• Separate office
• Spacious back yard with 2-car garage
• MLS #877500

Proud Supporter of:

Cell: 904-923-1511
Office: 904-739-1626
Email: anita@anitavining.com

SAN JOSE POOL HOME
3 bedrooms/2 bathrooms/1,782
square feet
• All brick home recently updated
• Ample natural light throughout
• Wonderful pool and patio area
• Convenient location near schools
• Separate office
• MLS # 876193

Call Anita for information
on privately listed
homes for sale.

© 2017 BHH Affiliates, LLC. An independently operated subsidiary of HomeServices of America, Inc., a Berkshire Hathaway affiliate, and a franchisee of BHH
Affiliates, LLC. Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices and the Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices symbol are registered service marks of HomeServices of America,
Inc.® Equal Housing Opportunity. Information not verified or guaranteed. If your home is currently listed with a Broker, this is not intended as a solicitation

1983 San Marco Blvd.
Jacksonville, FL
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Home Street apartment
complex clears first hurdle

Rendering of the new Southbank apartment building planned on Home Street, one block west of
Hendricks Avenue.

Hurricane Grill
building sold
By Marcia Hodgson
Resident Community News
A large piece of retail property along
Hendricks Avenue in San Marco has recently
sold for $2.5 million.
The 5,900-square-foot free-standing
building known as LaSalle Square, located
at 1615 Hendricks Avenue, where the
Hurricane Grill and Wings and Saucy
Kitchen restaurants currently reside, has
been sold in an off-market transaction to
a Texas-based 1031 investor, who was
represented by Ronald McVay of Colliers
International of North Florida, according
to information from Colliers International.
The property was sold at an aggressive
sub-seven percent cap rate.
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The seller, Lasalle Square PB LLC, a
limited liability company owned by Mark
Rubin, was represented by the retail investment services team consisting of Scott
Rogers and Ernie Saltmarsh IV.
R u b i n’s c o m p a n y, A c c u b u i l d
Development, Inc. bought the property
in 1998 from Margaret and Robert Soud
for $247,500, according to property
appraiser records. In 2007, Rubin transferred the ownership to Lasalle Square
PB LLC with a quit-claim deed.
The portfolio sale is comprised of five
parcels – a two-tenant retail center with
two leased restaurants, two residential
properties and a vacant lot. Included on
the property are 50 parking spaces.
The buyer purchased the property as
an investment, said Scott Rogers, vice
president of investment sales for Colliers
International, who represented the seller.
“He is looking to collect rent for years to
come,” he said.

By Marcia Hodgson
Resident Community News

of 143 units including studios, one and
two-bedroom apartments, said Mike
Koppenhafer of Fisher Koppenhafer
The San Marco Apartments, a residential Architecture and Interior Design. Also,
complex being developed by Catalyst included in the plans will be two internal
Development Partners on land owned by courtyards, a pool and, as of now, undeDr. Robert Bass, a gastroenterologist from termined “activity” features, he said. The
Jacksonville Beach, received its conceptual leasing office, club room and fitness
approval from the Downtown Development center will be located on the first floor
Review Board (DDRB) April 20.
and a new three-story parking garage
The project, located on 1.9 acres at 1444 will be located between the apartment
Home Street on the Southbank, will consist building and Interstate 95 will accomof a four-story apartment building with modate approximately 214 spaces, 1.5
courtyards and a three-story parking garage. spaces per unit, he said.
The developers still need to go before
Bass’s company, San Marco Professional
the Downtown Investment Authority and Building LLC, purchased the property in
receive final approval from the DDRB 2004 from Southbank Partners for $1.43
before construction can begin.
million. According to records from the
The proposed building, which will be Property Appraiser’s office, the land was
designed to face Home Street, will consist valued in 2016 at $964,622.

Make this summer

COUNT

Join us for
Mother’s Day!

WITH SUMMER LEARNING AT SYLVAN

Kids can lose up to 2 1/2 months of learning in the
summer. Stay ahead of the curve with Sylvan’s
summer sessions!
Summer sessions are filling up fast. Call today!

Turkey Breast & Ham
Carving Station
served with sliced dinner rolls,
cranberry relish, creole mustard
& herbed mayonnaise

at the Lexington hoteL

Mother’s Day

Brunch Buffet

ONLY $75 FOR A SKILLS TEST. Exp 5-31-17. Not valid with other offers.

Seafood Salad

Adults $26.95

Applewood Smoked Bacon

Children under 12 $10.95

Garlic & Herb Roasted Potatoes

RESERVATIONS SUGGESTED

800-838-7231

ASK ABOUT OUR ROBOTICS, CODING, ENGINEERING,
READING AND MATH CAMPS.

Poached Salmon
with Capers, Chopped Egg & Onion

Cheese Blintz
with Fruit Compote

Unlimited Mimosas &
Bloody Mary’s $10.00

North Jacksonville & Orange Park

Crab Cake Benedict
with Chipotle Hollandaise & Chives

Sunday, May 14
10:00aM-2:00pM

San Marco developer Mark Rubin has sold his property at the corner of Hendricks and LaSalle Street to a
Texas Investor for $2.5 million

Creamy, Southern Cheese Grits

904.396.5100

Roasted Vegetable Medley

1515 PRUDENTIAL DRIVE

Coffee & Tea

The Marina at Ortega Landing is more than just a marina,
it’s the boating lifestyle. We don’t just store your boat and
see you in passing; we invite you into our community.
Relax on your boat with friends and enjoy the picturesque
views. Have drinks by the pool or relax in our clubhouse.
Make The Marina at Ortega Landing your homeport.

904-387-5538 | 4234 Lakeside Dr., Jacksonville

www.OrtegaLanding.com | Office@OrtegaLanding.com
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ADA sidewalk ramps first taken
out, then replaced in San Marco
By Marcia Hodgson
Resident Community News

Pedestrian Steering Committee meeting
March 27 at the Ed Ball Building. Concerned
the city was removing perfectly good sidewalk
The Jacksonville Public Works Department ramps, Boyer questioned the validity of the
discovered not everything the federal gov- decision and sought advice from the comernment demands makes sense when, in mittee on how to stop it.
attempting to follow the letter of the law
“If there is a crossing, we will put in the
regarding the Americans with Disabilities landing area first, but if there isn’t, we don’t
Act (ADA), it removed and sodded over more want anyone crossing there,” explained
than 30 sidewalk ramps in the San Marco, Nelson Caparas, chief city traffic engineer,
only to be forced to put them back again.
during the meeting. “We are following what
Jacksonville is under a “consent order” to the ADA requirement says by removing
make sidewalks in many areas of the city that link. We don’t want to advocate allowing
ADA accessible, said City Council President someone to cross there,” he said.
Lori Boyer. To do this, Public Works hired
The city’s nervousness about following the
a contractor to remove the sidewalk ramps exact letter of the law stems from an earlier
on perpendicular and parallel streets that incident in South Florida, said another
have no receiving ramp directly across the meeting attendee. “There was a ramp to
street, and sod over the last 10 feet of sidewalk nowhere and someone in a wheelchair went
to the curb, she said during a Bicycle/ out into a six-lane highway and was hit.

New Balis Park seating
helps make San Marco
a destination
By Marcia Hodgson
Resident Community News
Thanks to the efforts of both the City of
Jacksonville and the San Marco Merchants
Association (SMMA), Balis Park is becoming
a more comfortable destination.
As part of an overall park beautification
plan, SMMA installed three concrete tables
and adjacent benches on the plaza near
the Statue of Lions in mid-April.

Courtesy of the San Marco Merchants Association,
three concrete tables and adjacent benches now
adorn the Balis Park Plaza near the Lions statue for
the public to enjoy.

The benches were installed to give park
users a place to eat lunch, enjoy a cup of
coffee, read a book, or comfortably hang
out in the Square, explained SMMA
Executive Director Diane Martin, adding

This Could be Your Next Home
4345 Silverwood Lane

FDOT (Florida Department of Transportation)
was sued, so they know now not to do that
any longer,” he said. “If you plan to build a
sidewalk in the future, you better build one
on the other side to accept the pedestrian as
a landing spot.”
However, Boyer was still incredulous
about it. “What we are doing in conjunction
with this is where you had a previous sidewalk
link that went down to the curb in the street
and there is no continuation of the sidewalk
to the next block, we are eliminating the
sidewalk ramp and tearing it up,” she said.
“To me it is so counterintuitive that we would
take up the sidewalk we already have just
because the next link is not there.”
Boyer said more than 30 sidewalk ramps
had been removed in the San Marco area
– several in her River Road neighborhood.
“Lots of residents raised the alarm causing
me to drive around and look at them,”
Boyer said. “We’re trying really hard to
modify everything to comply, but the
problem is sometimes the decisions you
make are not practical.”

Apparently, Boyer’s concerns were heard.
According to City Spokesperson Tia Ford, on
April 14 the city began restoring ADA-compliant
ramps in the locations where formerly
“substandard” ramps had been removed.

that the cost of the tables and benches was
approximately $1,500. In the next couple
of weeks, the city is going to add six additional bistro tables and chairs in the area
surrounding the gazebo, she said.
Also in the works is a landscaping plan
to add more flowers to the park and to
improve the park’s sound system, which
is housed in the fire station, so music will
continuously play between the hours of 9
a.m. and 9 p.m. The City also plans to
restring twinkle lights in the trees around
the gazebo, said Leah Roesler of Cascade
Outdoor Design, SMMA’s beautification
committee chair. New banners will be hung
in the Square and, during the holidays,
SMMA intends to put out even more
decorations, she said.

“We want to have more Christmas lights.
We want to make San Marco a holiday
destination like St. Augustine is a holiday
destination,” said Martin. “Making this a
destination for Christmas shopping benefits
everyone in San Marco.”
SMMA President Robert Harris said the
merchants are “testing the waters” with the
new concrete tables. The San Marco
Preservation Society and the City, which
did not weigh in before they were installed,
still have them under consideration.
“So far, we’ve gotten a great reception with
them (from the public),” Harris said. “We just
want to make sure they meet with the
Preservation Society’s approval. All this is to
create usage in the park and to make it more
convenient and user friendly for everyone.”

On April 1, the sidewalk ramp at the corner of Largo
and Arbor Lanes was removed and sodded over.

By April 24 a new ADA-compliant ramp had been
installed at the corner of Largo and Arbor lane.

CHOOSE A LOCAL BANK THAT’S

Move in Ready!
4 Bedrooms,
2 Bathrooms,
2916 Square Feet

$480,000
3540 Beauclerc Circle North
Great home with in-law suite

Lynne

F E R G U S ON
REALTOR ®

At FirstAtlantic, being a local bank is important to us.

4 Bedrooms,
3.5 Bathrooms,
4149 Square Feet

It means our employees live here, we’re available to meet

$560,000

face-to-face, and we support the local economy just like you.

3135 Waltham Square

Call Us. We’re Local. We’re Experienced.

Gated Community
in San Marco
5 Bedrooms,
3.5 Bathrooms,
3006 Square Feet

5939 Tavernier
Street
$715,000
1117 Riviera Street
Bungalow Near
San Marco Square
3 Bedrooms,
1 Bathroom,
1550 Square Feet

7

Visit our Corporate Headquarters located at 1325 Hendricks Avenue.

$309,500
Flagler Station
Town Home-Private Preserve Lot
3 Bedrooms/2.5 Bathroooms, 2341 SQ. FT. $225,000

Historic
Homes Realtor®
Lynne
Ferguson
7931 Dawsons Creek Drive
to HigH rises

Historic Homes to High Rises

8 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU:

Jacksonville • Orange Park • St. Augustine

Cell: 904.514.0577
Office: 904.739.0717

Lynne Ferguson
1983 San Marco Blvd.,
®
Jacksonville, FL 32207
REALTOR
Ferguson.Lynne@gmail.com
A member of the franchisee system of BHH Affiliates, LLC.
www.LynneFerguson.com
1983
San Marco Blvd.
Spacious Open Floor Plan-Downstairs Master
Jacksonville, FL 32207
6 Bedrooms/4.5 Bathrooms, 3755 SQ. FT. $330,000

www.FirstAtlantic.Bank

Member FDIC
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City leaders tired of hearing about river’s ‘potential’
TEDxJacksonville
focuses on untapped
resource
By Lilla Ross
Resident Community News
Speakers at TEDxJacksonville put the
spotlight on the St. Johns River at an April 5
salon, establishing that although Jacksonville
owes its very existence to the river that runs
through its midst, the City is just now getting
serious about embracing its waterway as its
most valuable asset.
The TED Talk, moderated by Avondale
resident Jeanmarie Grimsley, included a
panel discussion with five experts on water-related topics: Daniel Bean, president
of the Jacksonville Historic Naval Ship
Association (JHNSA); Alyssa Bourgoyne,
Groundwork Jacksonville interim director;
Lori Boyer, City Council President; Aundra
Wallace, Downtown Investment Authority
CEO, and Dr. Quinton White, executive
director of the Marine Science Research
Institute at Jacksonville University.
Open to the community and held at
Jacksonville University, the discussion focused
on cultural, economic and recreational
efforts to develop a river-centric identity.
Boyer said the City’s latest “activate the
river” initiative, which seeks to provide
better access to the river by extending the
riverwalks, adding boat ramps, and encouraging development, is building on previous
efforts to better use the river.
“The city was created around waterways,”
Boyer said. “The Navy is here because of

water. The port is here because of the river.
Our neighborhoods are defined by the water.
We need to embrace water as our identity.”
City leaders have visited other cities like
Oklahoma City and San Antonio to see
how they use their rivers, but Boyer said
Jacksonville can’t be like other cities. “We
have a wide expansive river, you can’t
pretend you can kayak in it,” she said. “It’s
not that kind of waterway.”
The city Waterways Commission is coming
up with recommendations for “activating”
the river as well as a Maritime Management
Plan, said both Boyer and White.
Having spent several days on the river
recently, White said he is “looking at the
river with a different eye,” scouting out areas
of the river that are not being used.
“There are some incredible jewels,” said
White, a San Jose resident. “Some are
low-hanging fruit and others are more far
re aching . We’re de veloping s ome
recommendations.”
Making the river more accessible isn’t
just about more marinas and boat ramps,
he said. It is helping people get to the river
and develop a relationship with it. For some
people that could be fishing or boating, for
others it might mean having dinner at a
riverfront restaurant.
The effort to bring the USS Charles
Adams to the downtown waterfront as a
naval museum is one way to attract people
to the river. A campaign is underway by
the JHNSA to raise $3 million to refurbish
the ship and open it as a naval museum
downtown along Pier No. 1 at the Shipyards
property. It could arrive by fall, after undergoing work at The Navy Yard in
Philadelphia for four weeks.

An early rendering of what the Northbank could look
like when the USS Charles Adams arrives in Jacksonville.

“We are a Navy city, the third largest in
the country and one out of every four people
has some connection,” said Bean, who is
also a partner at the law firm of Holland &
Knight. “This is a way to integrate the river
with the Navy and to get more people to
the river.”
Wallace said Jacksonville needs to manage
its expectations and set its priorities. It
needs to develop a strategy similar to South
Florida by attracting state money like Forever
Florida funds.
“We are in a good position, we just have
to strategize and go after the dollars,” said
Wallace, who lives on the Southbank. “We
can be whatever we want to be as long as
we are willing to invest.
“Whatever we decide, the private sector
will be there with us. They don’t always want
to be in South Florida. Some of them want
longer returns on their investment.”
One vision for connecting to the river
that is still in its infancy is the Emerald
Necklace project being developed by
Groundwork Jacksonville.
Alyssa Bourgoyne, interim director, said
Groundwork plans to create an 11-mile
greenway that will integrate the Hogan’s
Creek parks and the S-Line Rail Trail in
Springfield with McCoys Creek in Riverside
and the Northbank Riverwalk.
The project could take a decade to
complete and will include restoring
brownfields in the area as well as incorporate the needs of the residents who are
often excluded from development plans,
Bourgoyne said. It also could involve
“daylighting” McCoys Creek, which runs
under the Times-Union building. Uncovering
the creek – exposing it to daylight – could
be part of the property’s redevelopment.

The T-U building has been on the market
since June 2016.
Groundwork Jacksonville’s partnership
with the Environmental Protection Agency
and the National Park Service enables it to
tap into federal funds. “But the city is going
to have to step up,” she said.
Both Boyer and Wallace said they are
tired of hearing about the “potential” for
using the river.
“There is momentum now,” Boyer said.
“We are making connections across the
river. We need to bring the two sides of
downtown together.”
So much is happening, Wallace said,
ticking off a list that included the Shipyard’s
development, Brooklyn, The District and
other Southbank apartment projects. Other
development will happen eventually at the
Landing, at Berkman Plaza 2, at the old
courthouse and City Hall sites and the
Times-Union property, he said.
“We have to manage everyone’s expectations,”
Wallace said. “We want to see change happen
so fast. We are going through an evolution.
We are strategically on the path. I can’t do
everything everyone wants done. We are
going to make sure it’s right for Jacksonville.”
TED is a nonprofit organization devoted
to Ideas Worth Spreading. Started as a
four-day conference in California 30 years
ago, TED has grown to support its mission
with multiple initiatives. One of those
initiatives is TEDx, where x equals the
independently organized event, which
supports individuals or groups in hosting
local, self-organized TED-style events
around the world. TEDxJacksonville was
started in 2013 by Avondale resident
Douglas Coleman, a co-founder of the
Riverside Arts Market in 2008.

The 6th Annual

Jacksonville Jewish Food Festival
Sunday, May 7, 11:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
Congregation Ahavath Chesed
8727 San Jose Boulevard Jacksonville, FL 32217
904.733.7078 | www.TheTempleJacksonville.org

• $25 General Admission

• 50/50 Raffle 1 for $5 and 5 for $20

• $75 Families (includes 2 adults &
• Bake-Off $10 per Entry
2 children under 16) Children 3 & under, Free (Unlimted entries per person)
• Wine Wall $18 each or $30 for 2

• Tickets available at the door or at
www.TheTempleJacksonville.org
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Riverkeeper files legal challenge
of St. Johns dredging project
By Marcia Hodgson
Resident Community News

The Riverkeeper is particularly concerned
the mitigation plan is “woefully inadequate,”
because it requires no restoration projects
By filing a lawsuit against the U.S. Army or strategies to offset damage incurred from
Corps of Engineers, the St. Johns Riverkeeper, the dredging, said Orth. One big problem
a nonprofit, citizen-supported organization, is that dredging causes salt water to move
is determined do all it can to protect the further upstream, destroying wetlands,
river that flows through the heart of submerged grasses, and trees that provide
Jacksonville from irrevocable damage due critical habitat for fisheries as well as pollution
to a proposed dredging project by JAXPORT. filters for the river, he said.
On April 7, the Riverkeeper filed a Complaint
Also, monitoring comprises the vast
for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief in majority of the mitigation expenditures and
federal court against the United States Army is a standard permit condition, not a subCorps of Engineers (USACE) regarding the stitute for true compensatory mitigation,
proposed St. Johns River harbor dredging he said, noting that post-project monitoring
project, according to Jimmy Orth of Riverside, will not undo damage from an irrevocably
executive director of the St. Johns Riverkeeper. altered salinity regime in the St. Johns.
In April 2015, the Record of Decision
According to Orth, the USACE analysis
was issued to approve the USACE’s Final is flawed and incomplete, significantly
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) underestimating the potential threats to
for the JAXPORT proposal to dredge 13 the health of the St. Johns River, because
miles of the St. Johns River from a depth it used two different salinity models for
of 40 feet to 47 feet, finding the plan to be the main stem and tributary analyses. Use
“economically justified” and “environmentally of different models for the salinity intrusion
acceptable,” Orth said.
makes the evaluation unreliable, he said,
adding the USACE’s river channel sedimentation model does not provide necessary
information to establish environmental
“If the deep dredge doesn’t
effects for sedimentation.
The adverse impact on endangered species
make economic sense, why such
as manatees, short nose sturgeon,
even gamble with the
North Atlantic Right Whales and sea turtles
health of our community’s from the blasting of bedrock and sedimentation required in the dredging is of particular
greatest natural asset in
concern to the Riverkeeper, he said.
Also, federal and regional economic inthe first place?”
terests have not been demonstrated or
— Lisa Rinaman, St. Johns Riverkeeper
verified, as required by Federal Law, according
to Orth, who noted that a multi-port analysis
assessing competition among regional ports
The Riverkeeper’s complaint seeks review was not conducted. The economic analysis
of the FEIS under the National Environmental did not follow USACE guidelines, nor were
Policy Act (NEPA) citing five failures in economic methods and assumptions adethe USACE’s proposal: 1) to take a hard quately documented, he said.
look at the environmental consequences
“Regrettably, the Army Corps of Engineers
of dredging; 2) to provide appropriate has underestimated the environmental
in-kind mitigation for the environmental impacts, done nothing to offset the damage
damage that will result from the dredging; that will occur, and failed to demonstrate
3) to provide adequate comprehensive a clear economic need, leaving us with no
economic analysis to determine the merits choice but to challenge this project,” said
of such a massive expenditure of public Rinaman, who added that local logistics
funds; 4) to comply with public participation expert Dale Lewis recently conducted an
requirements; and 5) to supplement the independent analysis that questions the
FEIS when relevant new information or economic viability of the proposed
circumstances arose.
dredging.
“We can’t afford to roll the dice with the
“This recent analysis needs to be taken
future of the St. Johns. Once the damage is seriously to make sure we are not pursuing
done, there is no turning back,” said St. Johns a dredge to nowhere,” said Rinaman. “If the
Riverkeeper Lisa Rinaman. “Unfortunately, deep dredge doesn’t make economic sense,
the Army Corps has failed to exercise due why even gamble with the health of our
diligence and provide the public with as- community’s greatest natural asset in the
surances that our river will be protected.”
first place?”

Mark Rubin plans to transform the office building at 1639 Atlantic Boulevard into a “landmark” building
with retail and office space.

Rubin to purchase Atlantic
Boulevard office building
By Marcia Hodgson
Resident Community News
The East San Marco project may be in
limbo, but that is not going to stop San
Marco developer Mark Rubin from refurbishing an office building across the street.
Rubin Companies, a new name for
Rubin’s development and construction
firm, which was formerly called AccuBuild,
has a contract on the Family Counseling
Services Building at 1639 Atlantic Blvd.
The building is located next door to
Rubin Companies headquarters at 1649
Atlantic Blvd.
Rubin said he intends to completely
repurpose the two-story, 7,500-squarefoot building, making it into a San Marco

landmark. “We will have a retail component. Atlantic Boulevard needs more
retail,” Rubin said, adding he could easily
put a restaurant in the space because he
owns all the parking around the building
– a total of at least 40 spaces – and will
reconfigure the parking lot.
The building, which was built in 1960,
is owned by Family Counseling Services,
Inc., and its current assessed value is
$928,700, down from $940,600 in 2016.
Due diligence has already been done on
the building and the closing is set for the
second week of May, Rubin said.
The project is currently in its design
phase with Cronk Duch Craftsmen LLC
as the architect.

Discounts as
big as a house.
Or condo.
Or apartment.
See just how big your
savings could be.
Matthew F Carlucci Ins Agy Inc
Matt Carlucci, Agent
3707 Hendricks Avenue • Jacksonville, FL 32207
Bus: 904-399-5544

1103155.1

Your savings could add up to hundreds of dollars
when you put all your policies together under our
State Farm® roof.
GET TO A BETTER STATE.TM
CALL ME TODAY.

State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company, State Farm Indemnity Company, Bloomington, IL

1671 Woodmere Dr.
Magnificent Water Views
Beautifully Renovated
on a Double Lot

4 Bedrooms, 4.5 Bathrooms
5017 square feet

Offered at $1,290,000

Jane

Slater

3627 St. Johns Ave. | Jacksonville, FL

realtor®, gri

cell 904.333.3883
Jane.Slater@BHHSFNR.com | NeighborhoodsofJax.com
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Top 4% of the Network
Connecting You to
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© 2017 BHH Affiliates, LLC. An independently operated subsidiary of HomeServices of America, Inc., a Berkshire Hathaway affiliate, and a franchisee of BHH Affiliates, LLC. Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices and the Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices symbol are registered service marks of HomeServices of America, Inc.® Equal Housing Opportunity. Information not verified or guaranteed. If your home is currently listed with a Broker, this is not intended as a solicitation.

The #1 Metropolitan Real Estate Company
with Offices in San Marco Square
and The Shoppes of Avondale

www.SanMarcoHomes.com

Call (904) 739-0717

Anita Vining
REALTOR®
(904) 923-1511

Beverley Brooke
REALTOR®
(904) 910-2782

Billie Bernhardt
REALTOR®
(904) 710-1550

Caroline Powell & Allison
Steilberg, REALTORS®
(904) 463-1898
(904) 252-5181

Camilo Ramirez
REALTOR®
(954) 805-0428

CeCe Cummings
REALTOR®
(904) 434-9777

Dee Burnett
REALTOR®
(904) 923-4073

Claire Franson
REALTOR®
(904) 923-5331

Dylan Rigdon
REALTOR®
(904) 540-7672

Elizabeth O’Steen
REALTOR®
(904) 465-1706

Taft Alexander
REALTOR®
(904) 994-1840

LISTED AND SOLD BY US
2722 HENDRICKS AVE
Susan Tuohy
REALTOR®
(904) 707-6548

4/3-3,180 sqft. SOLD by Anita Vining and Camilo
Ramirez! Like NEW home in the heart of San Marco.
Stately All brick 2 story features beautiful hardwood
and terrazzo floors. Enter through architecturally
designed heavy wooden door.

SOLD

LISTED AND SOLD BY US

SOLD

6120 SAN JOSE BLVD WEST

6/8/2- 14,455 sqft. SOLD by Anita Vining and Judy
Law! Palatial riverfront estate on approximately
4-acres and 243 feet of river frontage. Private gated
entrance leads through ancient and breathtaking
oak trees draped w/Florida moss.

9425 CONIFER RD

4068 LONDON RD

3/3-3,020 sqft. Designed for Generous Space and
Flexibility for Family or Lifestyle! This Midcentury
Modern Pool Home offers over 3000 sf of upgrades
& classic design on almost 1/2 acre.

3/1/1- SOLD by Anita Vining! Dream Starter!
Absolutely charming all brick home with separate
office located in desirable neighborhood. Inside
Laundry room features full size front loading washer/
dryer. Beautiful hardwood floors flow throughout.

Nelson Higgins & Shannon
Mckinnon, REALTORS®
(904) 613-4514
(904) 686-4312

Natalie Reese
REALTOR®
(904) 535-7386

Genni Jet
REALTOR®
(904) 802-0820

Heather Buckman
REALTOR®
(904) 233-6755

1431 RIVERPLACE BLVD 1808 - $325,000 3754 RUSTIC LN - $250,000
1/1-1,123 sqft. Amazing Eastern St Johns River Views! Italian
cherry kitchen cabinets and KitchenAid appliances. Beautiful
Italian marble baths. Includes 1 assigned, covered parking
spots, 1 assigned storage locker. Take the St Johns River taxi
to sporting and cultural events from your back door!

3/2-1,782 sqft. The Perfect Starter Home! Charming
all brick home has recently been updated. Abundance
of windows bring in natural light. Living area and
bedrooms overlook pool and patio area. Updated
Kitchen w/loads of cabinets and dining space.

2407 SEDGWICK PL - $382,500

4/2/1-2,617 sqft. One owner custom-built home.
Unbelievably immaculate home. 9 ft ceilings
throughout. Meticulously maintained from stem to
stern. Double Door Entry leads into foyer and opens
into formal living room and lovely family room.

6740 EPPING FOREST WAY NORTH 105 - $565,000
2/2-1,724 sqft. What a view! Watch the sunsets from this
attractive 2 bedroom, 2 bath villa located in the Hampstead at Epping Forest. Master en-suite with Jacuzzi tub
and separate shower, 2 walk-in closets and a built-in
desk plus a second bedroom with built-in shelves.

Heather Riley
REALTOR®
(904) 993-4483

Melissa Lewis & Marcia
Simmons, REALTORS®
(904) 716-1342
(904) 708-2423

Helen Willoughby
REALTOR®
(904) 655-8232

Melissa Keyes & Bronwen
Krause, REALTORS®
(904) 616-6425
(904) 616-6523

Jane Slater
REALTOR®
(904) 333-3883

2300 RIVER RD - $3.45MM

5/4/2-5,375 sqft. Riverfront Elegance in the heart
of San Marco. Privately Gated all brick and situated
on high bluff lot offering the most captivating views
on St. Johns. You will be wowed by the architectural
details that are present throughout the home.

1431 RIVERPLACE BLVD 1403 - $250,000 3135 WALTHAM SQUARE - $715,000 1431 RIVERPLACE BLVD 1104 - $325,000
1/1-1,125 sqft. Italian cherry kitchen cabinets and
KitchenAid appliances. Beautiful Italian marble baths.
Includes 1 assigned, covered parking spots, 1 assigned
storage locker. 24 hour unlimited valet/concierge as
well as unlimited access to 9th floor club room.

5/3/1-3,006 sqft. Stately all brick home in gated
community just minutes from San Marco Square & A+
rated elementary school. Kitchen boasts granite counters,
stainless steel appliances, gas range, wine chiller,
convection oven, tile floors, and attractive back splash.

2/2-1,382 sqft. Pristine beauty!! Immaculate and
HEAVILY upgraded. Beautiful Hardwood flooring,
crown molding throughout, custom closets, just to
name a few. Most impressive tiled balcony in the
building affording amazing river and city views!

Margee Michaelis
REALTOR®
904-614-6949

Jill Islava
REALTOR®
512-202-6172

Lynne Fergusen
REALTOR®
(904) 514-0577

Josh Nugent
REALTOR®
(904) 962-5176

SOLD
4810 EVENLODE LN
Liz Bobeck
REALTOR®
(904) 210-6399

SOLD

3/2/1-1,550 sqft. Adorable 3 bedroom 2.5 bath
condo located in the popular Wilshire Condo
community of San Jose. Boasting over 1,550 square
feet of living space, this two-story unit features a
spacious living room & dining room.

Lisa Ly Nguyen
REALTOR®
(904) 755-1911

Linda Maxwell & Sarah
Leuthold, REALTORS®
(904) 534-7253
(904) 233-5533

SOLD

1320 SAN AMARO RD

3/2/1-2,061 sqft. SOLD by Lynne Ferguson and
Josh Nugent! BEST DEAL IN SAN MARCO! This
one story home boasts gorgeous hardwood floors
throughout, spacious living areas & abundant
closet space.

Leslie Fraleigh
REALTOR®
(904) 705-6464

Leighton Tesche
REALTOR®
904-608-5481

Lee Sheftall Elmore
REALTOR®
(904) 699-4503

SOLD

3727 CATHEDRAL OAKS PL NORTH

4/3-3,225 sqft. SOLD by Anita Vining! Pristine &
Perfectly ready for move in. Family home located
in riverfront neighborhood of San Jose. Superior
location. Open floor plan and multiple living spaces
perfect for growing families.

Laura Wesson
REALTOR®
305-331-6518

Kyle Meenan
REALTOR®
(904) 463-1463

4385 WORTH DR EAST

3/2-2,080 sqft. BACK ON THE MARKET! This lovely
brick traditional home is located in one of the most
desirable neighborhoods in Jacksonville down the
street from the St. Johns river. It is situated on a very
large lot that could easily accommodate a pool.

Kathy Suber
REALTOR®
(904) 509-0587

Julio Cesar Mendez
REALTOR®
(904) 304-5458

Julia Fattahi
REALTOR®
(904) 728-8992

© 2017 BHH Affiliates, LLC. An independently operated subsidiary of HomeServices of America, Inc., a Berkshire Hathaway affiliate, and a franchisee of BHH Affiliates, LLC. Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices and the Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices symbol
are registered service marks of HomeServices of America, Inc.® Equal Housing Opportunity. Information not verified or guaranteed. If your home is currently listed with a Broker, this is not intended as a solicitation

© 2017

Joy Walker
REALTOR®
(904) 699-4417
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Streetscape art enhances Downtown
City officials dedicate
Phase 1 of DIA’s urban
arts initiative

Cultural Council, its executive director,
staff, and talented group of artists, Phase
1 exceeds expectations.”
The DIA urban arts initiative comprises
three phases and will take about four years
to complete, said Parrish. “It’s incredibly
By Marcia Hodgson
rewarding to see the art that has already
Resident Community News
been completed as a result of this process,”
she said, adding that Phase 2 is currently
Downtown Jacksonville is looking prettier being planned and will seek to revitalize
by the day as several notable artists have the Elbow area of Downtown near the
brightened up the city with “streetscape” art. Florida Theatre.
During a dedication ceremony April 4 in
At present, all three phases will take place
front of Iberia Bank on Hogan Street, several within the City’s Community Redevelopment
city officials, artists and members of the Agency’s retail enhancement boundaries on
Cultural Council gathered to honor the near the Northbank of the St. Johns River, said
completion of Phase I of the Cultural Holechek. Although there is an interest in
Council’s Art in Public Places initiative in also beautifying areas of the Southbank,
the downtown core.
that area of Downtown is not in the scope
Included among the dignitaries who of the initiative, she said. “We are putting
spoke at the dedication were Aundra our focus here first, and in following years
Wallace, chief executive officer of to come we will make the transition over
Jacksonville’s Downtown Investment the river as well,” she said. “We know the
Authority and a Southbank resident, Southbank is on the horizon for the future.”
Nathaniel P. Ford, Sr., chief Executive
Officer of the Jacksonville Transportation
Authority, Christie Holechek of Riverside,
director of Art in Public Places (APP), “Public art contributes to
Christina Parrish of Springfield, chairman
our quality of life and
of APP, and Tony Allegretti, executive
director of the Cultural Council of Greater
helps build the character
Jacksonville, a San Marco resident.
of our unique spaces.”
At Phase I’s completion this spring, more
than 34 functional and aesthetic pieces will
— Tony Allegretti, executive director of the
adorn the area around Hogan, Monroe,
Cultural Council of Greater Jacksonville
Duval, Adams, Bay, and Forsyth Streets,
known as the Retail Enhancement area.
Funded by Jacksonville’s Downtown
Investment Authority (DIA), 17 decorative
Ford said JTA was pleased to be part of
murals painted by Andrew Reid SHEd of the urban arts initiative. “The vibrant
Miami and Cecilia Lueza of South Florida paintings on the Skyway columns help
will grace skyway pillars along Hogan and create a sense of place and revitalize
Bay Street. UNF Sculptor Lance Vickery Downtown,” he said. “The art is an important
created eight bike racks, while his wife, part of the Skyway as we move forward to
UNF Sculptor Jenny Hager created seating implement the Ultimate Urban Circulator
on Hogan Street near Hemming Park. system or U2C.”
Painter Michelle Weinberg embellished
Adhering to the City’s Art in Public
seven traffic signal cabinets and Sculptor Places ordinance, enacted in 1997, APP
Rafael Consuegra provided an iconic convened an art selection panel of nine
sculpture on Laura Street. In total the six community members to select the six artists
artists commissioned to complete Phase 1 from a pool of regional artists who responded
produced more than 30 pieces of art.
to its call last year.
“The Downtown Investment Authority
Allegretti said he has been pleased with
recognizes that public art, along with the artists’ interaction with the community
continued investment by the DIA to increase and the positive response Jacksonville
retail, office, and residential opportunities, citizens have had to seeing public art pop
are important elements of furthering the up along the city streets. “Public art is free
renaissance of Downtown,” said Wallace. and accessible to all,” he said. “Public art
“The Urban Arts and Façade Program is contributes to our quality of life and helps
one of several investments made by DIA, build the character of our unique spaces.
including the funding and creation of We are thrilled to be ushering in new and
Downtown’s first free public Wi-Fi program, compelling work to our city center and
to enhance the pedestrian experience and very much look forward to the next two
vibrancy of Downtown. Thanks to the phases of this brilliant DIA initiative.

Aundra Wallace, chief executive officer of Jacksonville’s Downtown Investment Authority, Cultural Council
Director of Art in Public Places Christie Holechek, and Jacksonville Transportation Authority CEO Nathaniel
P. Ford stand in front of a newly-painted skyway pillar on Hogan Street April 4.

Artist Cecilia Lueza of South Florida stands with
her husband Rick Munne and daughter, Constanza
Munne, as she paints murals on skyway columns
on Hogan Street in Jacksonville March 4.

Cecilia Lueza, an artist from South Florida, spray
paints a mural on a skyway column on Hogan
Street April 4.
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Aquatic nonprofit still struggling
to bring major attraction to city

LOCaL. NeIGHBOrLy.
aLterNatIVe.
• Organic Wine

• Organic Dairy

• Vitamins & Herbs

• Organic Groceries

• Gourmet Cheeses
Celebra

ting

Over 4OO Craft &
Import Beers

Organic Smoothies & Juices

amazin

g year
s

Grab & Go Organic
Sandwiches & Salads

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Mother’s Day

Sunday, May 14

Come check out our wonderful gift ideas...
Make her a spa basket with our unique beauty finds,
create a decadent package of organic chocolates,
wines and gourmet cheeses or ask us for suggestions.
Still unsure? Our gift cards are always appreciated!
While you’re here, be sure to stock up on ingredients
to spoil Mom with the traditional breakfast in bed.
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

@Grassroots5Pts

www.TheGrassrootsMarket.com
904-384-4474 • 2007 Park Street • Located in Historic 5 Points
monday-saturday 9am-8pm

Shad Khan lends quiet
support to the effort
By Kate A. Hallock
Resident Community News

• Organic Produce
• Organic Meats

Early rendering of proposed Jacksonville aquarium on the Northbank.

sunday 12pm-5pm

Four years after a small group of like-minded
individuals formed a nonprofit to bring an
aquarium to Jacksonville, it may seem as
though not much has been done. But Erika
Sepega, volunteer treasurer and website
administrator for AquaJax, doesn’t see it
that way at all.
“There are hurdles and roadblocks a project
like this runs into before doors open. It can
be upwards of 20 years for projects like this
to move from a sketch on a restaurant napkin
until you can open the doors,” she said. “I
don’t think we’re behind the ball; we’re
progressing in a forward fashion.”
Sepega, a geophysicist, a licensed commercial hard-hat diver, and mother of two
small children, became interested in the
venture when she saw the AquaJax exhibit
at One Spark in 2014. Now, in addition to
minding the group’s funds, Sepega also dons
the Monty the Manatee mascot costume to
drum up interest in and support for the
multi-million-dollar project.
One of the first steps taken was a $50,000
feasibility study, funded in part by the One
Spark prize for first place in the public
crowdfunding vote in the science category.
The two-month study by ConsultEcon
Inc. is finished but not yet publicly available,
according to Sepega. “We’re in the process
of updating the website, and will include
information from the study. I can say the
study did support Jacksonville’s ability to
maintain an aquarium of the proposed
size and stay in the black. That was a very
happy result.”
The next steps include nailing down five
acres of property for the aquarium and
signing on a champion, followed by the
launching of a capital campaign, Sepega said,
indicating they are hoping to put the facility
near the Jacksonville Fire Museum, west of
Metropolitan Park on Gator Bowl Boulevard.
“We have been working with Shad Khan
and Iguana Investments for a couple of years
now. We meet every month or two,” she
said. “They have given us the permission

Erika Sepega goes undercover as Monty the
Manatee, the AquaJax mascot.

to say that Shad Khan and Iguana Investments
support our efforts and are interested in
the aquarium, but Mr. Khan has no interest
per se in funding an aquarium. Of course,
it will be an attraction bringing people to
the hotels and restaurants.”
Sepega stated the latest proposal for the
Shipyards does include three open areas
where an aquarium could be located, although
the facility is not written into Iguana
Investments’ plan.
“One spot is the one we wanted; one is
where they would prefer to put it, near a
hotel; and the other is a place with opportunity for expansion and parking,” she said.
“They have put some thought into where
the aquarium would fit into the big picture.”
The piece of the puzzle is funding, including a champion donor. AquaJax Founder
George Harrell and JJ Hammond have been
meeting with many influencers throughout
Jacksonville, said Sepega.
“Even when it comes to the 13,000 Facebook
followers and the community events, it’s
hard when you have an organization that
people have supported for a couple of years
and we have not made any major breakthroughs with the two major pieces of the
puzzle,” she said. “We hope to be gearing
up toward a larger capital campaign toward
the end of the year.”
The AquaJax team will hold a fundraiser,
Rayo de Mayo, Thursday, May 18, 6-9 p.m.
at Engine 15 Brewery, 6633 Myrtle Ave. N.
Tickets can be purchased at Eventbrite.com.

Mr. Frame It

Custom Picture Framing • Mirror Framing
Jerseys & Conservation Framing
Shadow Boxes • & More!
2104 University Blvd. W. • 904-737-2919
www.mrframeit.com
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‘Wall-to-wall’ development planned for Florida Baptist Convention property
By Lilla Ross and Marcia Hodgson
Resident Community News

floor,” said Boyer. “The building is 80-feet
high. It’s very dense. It will cover the entire
block, kind of wall-to-wall on the block.”
The developer is also planning to provide
a portion of the multi-use bike/pedestrian
multi-use path, which the city plans to
have connect the Southbank Riverwalk
with the new multi-use bridge that will
cross the Fuller Warren Bridge, the easement behind Nemours Hospital that will
continue down Children’s Way and Nira
Street to Kings Avenue Parking Garage
and The District—Life Well Lived—
Jacksonville, she said.
“These folks are constructing along their
entire frontage on Nira a 16-foot-wide
unobstructed multi-use path/plaza, which
is a link in that system. Baptist-MD
Anderson has a requirement to do it on
the Baptist properties as you move back
toward Children’s Way. So, to the extent
these get under construction, the reality
of that coming into being sooner rather
than later is really likely,” she said. “I think
that’s a big asset for the whole community
in this area.”
The “bank space” occupied by First
Atlantic Bank on Nira Street is the “missing
link” to the multi-use path circuit, Boyer
said. “We have to figure out how we get
across that block over to the Kings Avenue
Parking Garage and The District,” she
continued.
Since lack of parking is such an issue
in San Marco, Boyer said she felt the
developers had adequately covered the
problem, even though they are providing
less than the normally required spaces for
such a project.
“Normally you have to provide about
eight parking spaces per 1,000 square feet
of restaurant space plus some additional
parking for your employees. They are
providing seven,” she said. “But they are
providing seven in the light of the fact
that they are going to have 345 units in
the building so certainly some number of
their patrons are going to come from
inside the building. In addition, the parking
garage is only a block away, so if there is
ever a parking challenge, people will

certainly park in the garage, especially if
there is broad sidewalk and easy access
to the garage.”
Although the name of the buyer has not
been released, the property will be developed by Block One Ventures. The architect
and planner for the project is Baker Barrios
Architects Inc. and the engineer is EnglandThims & Miller Inc.
The Florida Baptist Convention, which
had occupied the red-brick building since
1960, moved to new offices in Southpoint
in March. The move ends an era for the
Florida Baptist Convention, which purchased the property in 1958. It has been
home to the state headquarters of the
Convention, as well as its publication, The
Florida Baptist Witness, and the Florida
Baptist Financial Services and Florida
Baptist Credit Union.
The Florida Baptist Convention and the
Florida Baptist Witness moved to a building
it purchased from the Northeast Florida
Regional Council at 6850 Belfort Oaks

Place. The Regional Council moved to
the WJCT building downtown.
Barbara Denman, communications
director, said the Florida Baptist Convention
reduced its staff by about two-thirds a
couple of years ago and no longer needed
such a large building.
The Florida Baptist Convention originally invested about $1 million in the
property and building, and later made
renovations and additions valued at $5
million. The assessed value of the property
is $5.7 million.
Once the sale is completed, 51 percent
of the money will go to the Florida Baptist
Convention for its world missions program,
Denman said.
The project is the latest in a major redevelopment of San Marco that includes
The District on the Southbank, Broadstone
River House, a Southbank residential
community on Prudential Drive, and the
new Baptist MD Anderson Cancer Center
on Palm Avenue and San Marco Boulevard.

people break down the barriers to taking
active transportation modes in the city,”
said Amy Ingles of Riverside, Jacksonville’s
bicycle/pedestrian coordinator in an email.
It is important for motorists to see cyclists
in regular clothing peddling to work so
more drivers will be encouraged to give
their vehicles a rest and use bikes, she said.
Ingles encourages participants to take a
photo or video of themselves on their
By Marcia Hodgson
commute and post it on social media using
Resident Community News
the hashtag #CarFreeWeekJax. The City is
also interested in having non-motorized
Motorists, move over. The Jacksonville commuters fill out a Google Form survey
City Council has proclaimed Friday, May 19, about their commute, asking for information
as Bike-to-Work Day, and the City’s Bicycle about the distance, mode, employer, etc.
Pedestrian Advisory Committee is chal“Super commuters,” will be recognized
lenging residents to ride their bicycles, walk, during a special awards ceremony at
or use public transportation in attempting Intuition Ale Works after work on Friday,
a car-free commute for the entire week be- May 19, 6 to 8 p.m. For those who posted
ginning Monday, May 15 to Friday, May 19. commuter selfies and participated in the
“The goal is to build awareness of the City’s survey, prizes will be offered for “Longest
active transportation initiatives, and to help Commute,” “Most Enthusiastic,” “Most

Days Participated,” etc. To qualify for a
prize, participants must fill out the survey:
tinyurl.com/CarFreeWeekJax, and participate in the social media photo/hashtag
posts. While sipping discounted beer,
attendees at the celebration can network
with like-minded cyclists and pedestrians,
Ingles said.
Pedestrians and runners are also encouraged to participate, and drivers who don’t
think riding, walking or biking is feasible
are encouraged to switch to public transit or
carpool, or even park a distance away from
their place of employment. Regular bus or
skyway riders are encouraged to simply get
off one or two stops earlier, Ingles said.
In Ordinance 2017-295, which was introduced by District 4 Councilman Scott
Wilson, the Council lent its support to
Car-Free Week by citing bicycling as an
“environmentally friendly” form of transportation, and encouraged all Jacksonville
citizens to support Bike-to-Work Week.

In the Ordinance, the Council also declared
cycling as beneficial to health and said, by
setting aside the time for cycling to work,
it hopes its citizenry can gain a greater
public awareness of bicycle operation and
safety in an effort to reduce accidents, injuries
and fatalities on Jacksonville’s roadways.
“The City Council encourages Jacksonville
citizens to partake in National Bike-to-Work
Week, from May 15 through May 19, to
take advantage of the opportunity to enjoy
the health benefits, to reduce commuting
costs, and to improve overall attitude and
morale,” reads the Ordinance. “It is important
that all levels of government, employers
large and small, and the community as a
whole encourage bicycling as a viable
transportation alternative, both as means
of reducing pollution and alleviating
roadway congestion.”
For more details on eligibility or sponsorship, visit jacksonvillebikemonth.com/
carfreeweek.

Another large residential multi-use
development has been approved for San
Marco.
During a meeting April 25, the
Jacksonville City Council unanimously
approved rezoning for the former Florida
Baptist Convention property at the corner
of Hendricks Avenue and Nira Street,
opening the way for more residential
apartments and retail space in the South
Jacksonville area.
Prior to going to City Council, the Land
Use and Zoning Commission unanimously
approved the project during its meeting
April 18.
The Florida Baptist Convention had
requested the property be rezoned as a
planned-unit development (PUD) prior
to its sale. It also desired to change the
land use from Community/General
Commercial to High Density Residential.
The property currently consists of
several buildings including the Baptist
Convention Center Building, a building
that houses the offices of the Florida
Baptist Financial Services and the Florida
Baptist Credit Union, a metal storage
building and a building that was used
for theological-education classes and as
a recording studio.
Block One Ventures plans to build a
maximum 345 residential units and up
to 30,000 square feet of retail and commercial uses on the 3.45-acre site at 1230
Hendricks Ave.
The proposed seven-story building will
include retail, restaurant, and office space
on the first and second floors, as well as
parking, an amenity center, courtyard, and
pool with studio apartments to two-plus
bedroom units on the upper floors.
Included in the plan will be a rooftop
restaurant, said Jacksonville Council President Lori Boyer during a meeting of the
San Marco Merchants Association April 19.
“The retail on the second floor would
be integrated if you had a two-story
restaurant or a two-story shop on the first

Dump the
gas pump

Commuters encouraged
to go car-free in May

The proposed site plan for property owned by Florida Baptist
Convention calls for “wall-to-wall” development.

We keep patients functioning, mobile and pain free.
Specializing in Senior Foot Problems as well as General Podiatry.

Center for Foot Health
Diabetic Foot & Wound

GERIATRIC FOOT CENTER
2550 Park Street
Dr. Earl Horowitz, Podiatry

904.387.0433

centerforfoothealthcare.com
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Downtown Investment Authority selects Shad Khan’s master plan for Shipyards
By Kate A. Hallock
Resident Community News
In his cover letter to the City of Jacksonville,
Shahid Khan, president of Iguana Investments
Florida and owner of the Jacksonville
Jaguars, said he wants to move his proposed
project from “world-class vision to a
world-class reality.”
“We believe the City’s vision and Iguana’s
vision for the redevelopment of this
property are perfectly aligned: mixed-use,
world class design, and international
capital implementing an iconic mixed-use
development on downtown’s catalytic
riverfront site.
“No proposer is more vested in the success
of the redevelopment of this riverfront
property than Iguana. Iguana’s affiliates,
the Jacksonville Jaguars and Bold Events,
lease the stadium, amphitheater and covered
flex field adjacent to the property,” he said
in his letter.
With three proposals to redevelop the Aerial view of the Northbank properties which would be used in the redevelopment plan proposed by Iguana Investments.
City-owned property known as The Shipyards
under consideration, Khan’s proposal was
The proposal stated implementation of
A tentative schedule included in the
ultimately the winner, unanimously selected the master plan will require more than $500 proposal would put construction of Phase
by the Downtown Investment Authority at million in private investment, but did not I beginning in 2019. Phase I includes the
its April 18 meeting. This is the second time provide any figures for the total potential residential units, hotel, office, retail, and
Khan’s company has won the pitch. In 2015, cost of the development, which would restaurant, including parking and assothe DIA also selected Iguana Investments include condominiums, apartments, office, ciated public space.
but it never resulted in a development retail, and restaurant space in addition to
Iguana Investment’s proposal requires
contract. That earlier bid did not include the hotel, and a private marina.
the City to bear the burden of environmental
Metropolitan Park, which was added to the
Portions of the property would be reserved cleanup necessary to prepare the Shipyards
proposal for a total of 70 acres.
for public use and remain as city property, for development, improve certain Bay
According to Khan’s proposal, Metro Park to be developed with other funds. Those Street infrastructure, relocate Metropolitan
would be the site of a five-star hotel with uses include attractions, such as an aquarium, Park, construct mooring for the USS Adams,
up to 250 rooms. A new park, Veterans Park, mooring space for the USS Charles Adams, among other requirements.
would be constructed in the middle of the public parks, parking, and improvements
Next step will be negotiation of the City’s
70-acre parcel, where Hogan’s Creek meets for Hogan’s Creek Greenway, Bay Street and share of the costs, which will result in a de- Rendering shows possible mooring space for the
the St. Johns River.
A. Philip Randolph Boulevard.
velopment agreement for City Council vote. USS Charles Adams

How do we know tHis neigHborHood
like it’s our own?

because it is!

Construction on Riverfront bulkhead to begin in August
A dangerous and crumbling bulkhead
will continue to keep San Marco’s Riverfront
Park – a favorite location for residents to
fish, sunbathe, picnic, or walk along the
St. Johns River – off limits this summer.
According to the City of Jacksonville
Public Works Department, things are
progressing slowly for the bulkhead repair
project, but not fast enough to allow use by
San Marco residents this summer.
In May, Public Works expects to give
the contractor “formal notice” to commence
work, said City Spokesperson Tia Ford.
By August 2017, permitting and design
completion for Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the
project should be finished. Construction
is slated to begin in August 2017 and
continue through November 2017 on Phase
1, which consists of 510 linear feet on the

north end of the park near Laverne Street,
she said.
Meanwhile, in October 2017, Public
Works anticipates it will receive approval
from the Jacksonville City Council for
Capital Improvement Plan funding for
construction on the second phase of the
project. In November, just after Phase 1 is
complete, construction will begin on Phase
2, which consists of 180 linear feet of bulkhead on the south end of the park, she said.
Completion of the entire project is anticipated to occur by March 2018, Ford said.
To alleviate safety concerns, the city
erected a temporary, six-foot-high chainlink fence along River Road, which currently
spans the park’s entire length. The fence
will remain until construction on the
bulkhead begins.
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Ronald McDonald
House welcomes two
new board members
Michael Smith of the Southside and
Nancy Ferrara of Ponte Vedra Beach
have been named as new members of
the Board of Directors of Ronald
McDonald House Charities of Jacksonville.
Smith serves as Vice President-Positive
Tr a i n C o n t r o l a n d S t r a t e g i c
Implementation for CSX Transportation.
Ferrara works as Executive Vice
President, Operations and Continuous
Improvement for Voya Financial, Inc.
“I am honored to have Mike and Nancy
join our Board of Directors,” said Diane
Boyle, executive director or RMHC of
Jacksonville. “Mike is well known for
his strategic vision, commitment and
enthusiasm. Nancy will bring invaluable
business experience and insights into
RMHC’s mission. I welcome them to
their new roles and look forward to all
they will contribute to the Board as we
further our mission of keeping families
together.”
The RMHC of Jacksonville Board of
Directors is comprised of individuals
from the medical, business, academic,
and volunteer communities of Northeast
Florida. The Board provides counsel
and guidance in the direction and
operation of the organization as well
as to help raise awareness of the organization’s services to the surrounding
communities.
Ronald McDonald House in San
Marco serves as a “home away from
home,” providing lodging, meals, transportation and a community of compassionate care to families who need
to be near a hospital for their child’s
treatment.
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Voya Financial, Junior Achievement
launch ‘Skills to Achieve’ program
Students from the Academy of Finance
at Wolfson High School for Advanced
International Studies and Leadership were
the first to take advantage of a new program
launched by Voya Financial, Inc. and Junior
Achievement (JA) of North Florida on the
Voya Financial campus in Baymeadows.
The innovative new program, Skills to
Achieve, invites high school students to
participate in stimulating one-day programs
at different corporate locations. During
the visits, the students will learn what
skills are needed to succeed in a specific
industry as Voya employee volunteers
teach lessons on financial literacy and
workforce readiness using the Junior
Achievement curriculum.
“The Skills to Achieve program developed Finance students from Wolfson High network with executives from Voya Financial and Junior Achievement
for Voya Financial by Junior Achievement of North Florida. Front: Alaysha Green, Malcolm Smith, Aries Fahnbulleh and Cody Beard of Wolfson. Back:
is a testament to both organizations’ com- Laura Baro, Voya senior resources advisor, human resources; Diana Ireland, Voya Financial vice president
mitment to youthful career exploration and of retirement services center, James Yaws, Voya Financial, Jeff Machols, Voya Financial vice president of
financial success,” said Steve St. Amand, continuous improvement and board member with Junior Achievement of North Florida, Ines Guerrero,
president, Junior Achievement of North Voya Financial director of sales quality and community partners group, Steve St.Amand, president, Junior
Florida. “Voya is a leader in financial planning, Achievement, North Florida.
and Junior Achievement is the world’s largest
financial literacy program provider. The students skills in financial literacy, entrepre- like Junior Achievement and the many
partnership will help more young people neurship, and workforce preparation.
schools who participate in JA programs.
appreciate the opportunities at their disposal
“At Voya, we’re committed to supporting We’re excited to build on our history of
and what they have to do to succeed.”
and leading initiatives that drive financial support for JA by launching the Skills to
Voya Financial donated $5,000 toward the awareness and improve education,” said Jeff Achieve program, which furthers our goal
program, and the launch event began with Machols, a Voya vice president and JA board of teaching hands-on, real-world content
an oversized check presentation, followed member. “We recognize, for meaningful and fostering skills that will be essential for
by Voya employees teaching the Wolfson change to occur, we need great partners students to succeed in the future.”

Community Nutcracker presents $50,000 to eight local charities

Nancy Ferrara

Michael Smith

Community Nutcracker, Inc. distributed
$50,000 in donations to eight local charities
during a presentation at the Florida Theatre
April 12. A donation was made to the featured
charity, Dreams Come True of Jacksonville,
and the following organizations: Community
Hospice PedsCare; Designs from the HeART;
Healing Every Autistic Life (HEAL);
Jacksonville Speech & Hearing; Learn to
Read; Sanctuary on 8th Street, and WeCare
Jacksonville.
Proceeds were raised from the 25th annual
production of The Nutcracker Ballet, sponsored by Community First Credit Union,
which was presented in December 2016 at
the Florida Theatre. Including these donations,
Community Nutcracker, Inc. has donated
over $600,000 to locally-based non-profit
organizations since 1993.

Julia S. Fattahi | Florida Network Realty
904.728.8992
julia.fattahi@floridanetworkrealty.com
www.juliasellsjacksonville.com

$449,000 | MLS#876641
Custom home in the
heart of the historic
district. Certain features
can be customized while
under construction. Call
for details.

Located at 920 Acosta St. Jacksonville, FL 32204 | Avondale / Ortega Metropolitan
© 2017 BHH Affiliates, LLC. An independently operated subsidiary of HomeServices of America, Inc., a Berkshire Hathaway affiliate, and a
franchisee of BHH Affiliates, LLC. Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices and the Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices symbol are registered service
marks of HomeServices of America, Inc.® Equal Housing Opportunity. Information not verified or guaranteed. If your home is currently listed
with a Broker, this is not intended as a solicitation.

Members of the Community Nutcracker Board of Directors join with representatives from all eight local
charities and Community First Credit Union, the 2016 principal sponsor for the production, to celebrate
$50,000 in donations granted to organizations from the Northeast Florida community.

Hightide is

FrESH

AUTHENTIC

WE DELIVER!
904.683.7396 HighTideBurrito.com
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Sub shops raise $45,000 for Wolfson Children’s Hospital
Who knew eating submarine sandwiches
could be so lucrative for children in need
of medical attention?
Wolfson Children’s Hospital received a
check for $45,000, from Jersey Mike’s Sub
Shop’s 7th Annual “Month of Giving” fundraising campaign April 3.
Wolfson had joined forces with 13 Jersey
Mike’s locations throughout the Jacksonville
area for the annual fundraising campaign and
benefitted each time a Jersey Mike’s customer
at any location made a donation to the hospital
throughout the month of March.
The campaign culminated on March 29,
when all local Jersey Mike’s restaurants
donated 100 percent of their sales during
that day to Wolfson Children’s Hospital.
More than 440 sandwich orders alone were
placed online with the Jersey Mike’s restaurant
on Roosevelt Boulevard by Baptist Medical
Center employees and were delivered to the
medical center.

the hospital’s Newborn Intensive Care Unit
four years ago.
“Wolfson gives life and attention to so
many kids that need it in this community
and never asks for anything in return,” said
Phillips. “Without a facility like Wolfson to
help families deal with serious conditions
or those who cannot afford quality treatment,
Jacksonville would not be the same. It was
an easy organization for our group to support
because the hospital touches so many people,
and would not exist without the tremendous
local support.”
Last year, the Month of Giving campaign
Wolfson Children’s Hospital President Michael Aubin
raised more than $33,000 for Wolfson
stands with Wolfie and Andrew Maider, owner of the
Jersey Mike’s Subs store on Roosevelt Boulevard.
Children’s Hospital and over $4 million for
180 different charities nationwide. Since
Jersey Mike’s franchisee Michael Phillips 2010, Jersey Mike’s locations throughout
said he chose Wolfson Children’s Hospital the country have raised nearly $18 million
as the company’s local charity of choice as for worthy charities and distributed more
a way to give back after the excellent treat- than 1.5 million free sub sandwiches to help
ment one of his twin daughters received in numerous causes.

Hospital president named to national board
Michael Mayo, FACHE, hospital president
of Baptist Medical Center Jacksonville, has
been appointed to the Council of Regents,
the legislative body of the American College
of Healthcare Executives.
The Council of Regents serves as the
vital link between ACHE and members by
approving governance and membership
regulations as well as promoting ACHE
programs, services, and activities within
their respective areas.
Mayo, a San Marco resident, took office
at the Council of Regents meeting March
25, during ACHE’s 60th Congress on

Healthcare Leadership in Chicago. As a
Regent, he will represent ACHE’s membership in the Northern and Western
Chapter of Florida.
“I’m very honored to have been selected
by my peers to serve in this leadership role
with the American College of Healthcare
Executives,” Mayo said. “I look forward to
making an impact and helping to shape the
future landscape of health care leadership.”
As hospital president of Baptist Medical
Center Jacksonville, Mayo is responsible for
the operational and strategic direction of the
691-bed flagship facility on the Southbank.

Michael Mayo
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Community Hospice
announces name
change, new brand
Community Hospice of Northeast
Florida announced a name change to
Community Hospice & Palliative Care
to reflect its growing line of services
and programs. With the new name, the
organization also introduced a refreshed
logo, with colors that represent the four
elements of self that impact the overall
quality of life of its patients and families:
physical, emotional, spiritual and social.
Since 1979, Community Hospice has
served the end-of-life needs of patients
and families in Northeast Florida. In
February, Florida’s Agency for Health
Care Administration (AHCA) awarded
Community Hospice a Certificate of
Need to begin providing hospice
services to the residents of an 11-county
region of north and north-central
Florida, including Gainesville, Palatka
and Lake City. The new name and logo
better reflect all of the services and
programs offered, as well as the communities the organization now serves.
“It is important that our name reflect
the growth of organization beyond
solely providing hospice services, as
well as our geographic expansion from
serving five counties to a 16-county
service area,” said President and CEO
Susan Ponder-Stansel. “The refreshed
name honors the unique value and
heritage that “Community” has within
our organization, and aligns our growing
palliative care services with our hospice
care, since both are designed to provide
comfort and support to those facing
serious and life-limiting illnesses.”

Women’s Giving Alliance
hosts national forum

Martin to step down as
SMMA Executive Director

The Women’s Giving Alliance (WGA), an
initiative of The Community Foundation
for Northeast Florida, recently hosted the
2017 Women’s Collective Giving Grantmakers
Network (WCGN) National Leadership
Forum in Atlantic Beach.
The WCGN 6th national conference,
“Women Together Making Waves,” brought
women from across the U.S. to Northeast
Florida to connect, learn and share. The
conference co-chairs were Paula Liang and Women’s Giving Alliance (Photo by Benear Interiors, Inc. © laird/blac palm inc.)
Martha Baker.
Conference highlights included keynote
The WCGN consists of 49 giving groups grassroots, philanthropic movement that
speaker Jackie Bezos, president, Bezos in 24 states – including the Women’s Giving empowers women to join together, invest
Family Foundation, and speaker Teresa C. Alliance of Northeast Florida – and rep- their financial resources and strengthen
Younger, president and CEO of the Ms. resents more than 13,000 women. Collective their communities.
Foundation for Women.
Giving Grantmaking is a rapidly growing,

After only one year, Diane Martin, executive director of the San Marco Merchants
Association, is resigning.
Martin, a San Marco resident who took
over from longtime SMMA Executive
Director George Foote last year, said she
is forced to step away from the position
so that she can help her parents move to
Florida from their home in Houston, Texas.
Her last day on the job will be May 31.
A lack of continuity in the work should
not be a problem for the SMMA after
Martin’s departure. SMMA President Robert
Harris said Foote may be returning to the
position of executive director on June 1.
“He would be a great fit,” Harris said.

1204 Monticello Road
St. Nicholas Park Classic
Circa 1940

$485,000
A stone’s throw from the St. Johns
River, enjoy fireworks at the end of
the street when the stadium lights up.

Representing Homes of Distinction with Two Decades of Determination.

Jesse Rain

Anne Burpee Rain

904-536-3081

904-472-9809

Realtor

®

jrain904@gmail.com

Realtor®

abrain4@gmail.com
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After 25 years in San Marco Square, Stellers
Gallery moves to Philips Highway

Scott Riley, Jr., Scott Riley, Maureen Riley Regas and Graham Riley pose with painting of the Stellers Gallery
building by San Marco artist Dennis Campay during a reception at the gallery March 30.

For Stellers Gallery owner Scott Riley, from
the end of an era sprouts a new beginning.
Riley moved his inventory from the
4,500-square-foot gallery he inhabited in
San Marco Square near the fire station to a
much larger space next to Hugo’s Furniture
store at 3139 Philips Highway. The new
11,000-square-foot showroom means Riley
will own one of the largest art galleries in
the Southeast.
Riley opened Stellers Gallery in 1985 in
a Baymeadows space loaned to him by
developer Chester Stokes, when he began
to exclusively represent his brother, nationally acclaimed artist C. Ford Riley of
Mandarin. The gallery was named after
one of C. Ford Riley’s first successful
paintings, the Stellers Blue Jay.
Two years later, he decided to transform
the gallery into a “destination,” by moving
it into another Baymeadows building. It
was there he realized his vision of hanging
his brother’s paintings in a residence-like
venue. “My vision for my gallery was for it

Koren Baptist pastor
becomes U.S. Citizen
Thulai Mu, pastor of Southside Koren
Baptist Church in San Marco, which caters
to Burmese refugees, became a naturalized
citizen of the United States April 7.
Mu, who was born a Baptist and forced
to leave Burma at age 14 due to the political
climate in his native land, spent 15 years in
Thailand as a refugee before moving to
Jacksonville in 2010. Mu became pastor of
Koren Baptist Church in 2011 and helped
plant the church within the walls of Southside
Baptist Church in 2012.

to look like a home. I had beautiful furniture
in it and all of Ford’s paintings were placed
like they were in a home,” he said.
Riley began to take on other artists’ work,
soon outgrowing the space. When the larger
location at 1409 Atlantic Blvd. came available
in 1992, Riley jumped on it. For several
years he had a second gallery in Ponte Vedra
Beach, which he subsequently sold.
Since then he has fostered the careers of
dozens of successful Jacksonville artists
including Jim Draper, Steve Williams, Dennis
Campay and Michael Andrew Perry, both
of San Marco, and his brother, Folk Artist
Paul Riley, of Venetia.
Riley grew up in Ortega and is a graduate
of Robert E. Lee High School. A love of
art runs deep within his family. In addition
to both his brothers, Riley’s mother,
Maureen, was also a painter. She founded
the “Artists Five” group of prominent
Jacksonville women artists, which included
Alice Ulmer, Christine Schmidt, Ula Bull,
and Margaret Berg.

“I have been wandering for 36 years in this
world without any nationality,” said Mu. “To
become a U.S. citizen is the first time I’ve had
a nationality. Even though I lived in Burma,
I had no Burmese identity, only refugee status,
and that is not nationality.
“I want to thank God for bringing me to
the U.S. and to thank America for allowing
me to become a citizen of the United States,”
he continued. “I also want to thank Southside
Baptist Church for welcoming me through
the process so my family can live in Jacksonville
and I could become the pastor of Southside
Koren Baptist Church.”
Mu lives in St. Nicholas with his wife,
Moowah Paw, and his five-year-old son, John.
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Library Director wins
national recognition,
announces retirement
Jacksonville Public Library Director
Barbara A. B. Gubbin, a resident of the
Fairfax Manor neighborhood, was chosen
by the American Library Association to
receive the 2017 Ernest A. DiMattia, Jr.
Award for Innovation and Service to
Community and Profession.
In early April, Gubbin announced her
decision to retire effective June 30, 2017.
The award, supported by the DiMattia
Family, recognizes a public librarian who
demonstrates leadership in anticipating
emerging trends in services, products and
technologies that will enhance the library’s
position in its community. The winner
also participates in the life of the community
using membership in and volunteer service
through a broad range of community
organizations and projects. Gubbin will
be presented with the award, along with
$5,000, and a plaque at the upcoming
annual ALA Conference June 22-27, 2017
in Chicago, Illinois.
Gubbin is being honored for her many
accomplishments throughout her library
leadership career in which she significantly
increased library access for children,
engineered library advances even in the
tightest economic times, and built strong
connections between urban core populations and their public library.
When the city’s budget was reduced by
$4 million in 2012, Gubbin took actions
that not only maintained but also fortified
valuable library resources, repositioning
the Conference Center at the Main Library
from a city-funded operation to an independently-run, entrepreneurial, revenue-generating enterprise. In the years

Barbara A.B. Gubbin

following the budget cuts, Gubbin worked
with the Board of Library Trustees to
secure $1 million to restore library hours
at 11 libraries.
Gubbin was appointed director of the
Jacksonville Public Library in 2005. She
oversaw the opening of seven new libraries,
including the 300,000 square-foot Main
Library, and renovations under the Better
Jacksonville Plan. Gubbin previously
served as director of the Houston Public
Library from 1995-2005, where innovative
programs she initiated continue to grow
and expand to this day.
Active in the Florida Library Association
(FLA), she has served on the Board and
chaired its Legislative Committee. Gubbin
has also been a Board member of the
Northeast Florida Library Information
Network (NEFLIN). Elected to the Public
Libraries Committee of the International
Federation of Library Associations and
Institutions (IFLA) she co-authored the
IFLA Public Library Service Guidelines,
focusing on public library standards of
operation and service.

Let us help you find the
Perfect Property or Home

A FuLL SeRvice
ReAL eSTATe Agency
Specializing in Sales, Tenant Placement and Property Management

From single family to multi-family purchases, we can help
to manage the entire process from the purchase, to the
rental, maintenance and upkeep. We can even help you unload
investments, handling the listing and closing on the other end.

NOT SO BOARD MEETING.
BLACKSHEEP5POINTS.COM

We hold the keys to your success.
Call today to start building yourTraditions with us!
1046 Riverside Ave. | Jacksonville, FL 32204

904.683.5230
TraditionsJax.com

*Business lunch delivery is available.
1534 OAK STREET JACKSONVILLE FL 32204 | 904.380.3091
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Clean homes for cancer patients

Creative Grain opens
on Hendricks Avenue
Want to get creative, but don’t have the
space at home? Kim Allawat of Mandarin
and her daughter, Racheal Melo of San
Marco, have opened Creative Grain Studios
at 1814 Hendricks Ave. to provide a creative
space away from home where folks can do
craftwork without worrying about set-up,
Kim Allawat and Racheal Melo
spills, distractions, or clean-up.
Most crafts at Creative Grain involve help they need to build something
wood, and clients often enjoy making wonderful from scratch.
personalized wooden signs, planter boxes,
The mother and daughter duo have
Lazy Susans, and trays. The women been in business for a year, having moved
eagerly hold workshops, birthday parties, March 15 from their previous location on
Mommy and Me events, or team-building Alford Place in San Marco. Having grown
sessions at their shop or on the road. As up in Jacksonville, Melo said it has been
a military spouse, Melo said she does a her dream to have a business and live in
lot of business with military organizations, the San Marco neighborhood. “San Marco
and often heads to bases in the area to is such a great place. I just love this quaint
conduct workshops.
little town,” she said, noting her son attends
“Everyone gets to choose something a nearby Montessori school. “I just love
different,” said Melo, adding that at that within one block of work is my son’s
Creative Grain studios guests get all the school and my home. I love it.”

New restaurant on Hendricks offers large portions
Hungry as a bear? Saucy Kitchen, a new
sandwich shop on Hendricks Avenue in
San Marco, is just the place to accommodate
those with a big appetite.
The new restaurant, which opened at
1615 Hendricks Avenue, specializes “in
large portions for a good price,” said Saucy
Kitchen General Manager Stuart Speckman.
On the menu are open-face and hand-held
sandwiches, salads, soups and “quarter-pound” Stuart Speckman
cookies, with no item priced higher than
$10, Speckman said.
Berman in Jacksonville, is open Monday
The new restaurant, which is part of a through Saturday, 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. and
chain of four restaurants owned by Daryl on Sunday, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Because the last thing anyone wants to
do when they are very sick is to clean
their house, Jean’s Clean Team, a San
Marco-based cleaning company, is cleaning
houses for a handful of cancer patients
undergoing radiation or chemotherapy
treatment, who are supported by the
Apryle Showers Foundation.
“I recognize that people need some relief
from their household chores under normal
circumstances, so I can only imagine the
effort, time, and energy to try to cope while
undergoing cancer treatment,” said Jean
Hill, CEO of Jean’s Clean Team. “I’m a firm
believer in the health and emotional benefits
of a clean home, so I am delighted to
support some families in need.”
In 2017, Jean’s Clean Team will be cleaning
the homes of up to 10 families on a regular
basis, depending on the individual needs
of the cancer patient, while they are undergoing therapy.
“We are so pleased to have Jean’s company
engaged with our Foundation and to offer
this kind of tangible support to patients,”
said Bill Schmidt, the husband of the
Foundation’s namesake, Apryle, who died
in 2015 after a battle with Stage 4 (metastatic)
breast cancer.
The Apryle Showers Foundation got its
start after friends provided Apryle Schmidt
with a weekend gift of respite. During the
weekend away, Bill said his wife commented
that “any parent fighting cancer with kids
at home should be given the same gift.” When

Apryle Showers President Lauren Stafford and
Jean Hill, CEO of Jean’s Clean Team

Apryle entered hospice, she and her husband
started the Apryle Showers Foundation to
serve individuals between the ages of 30 and
55, who are currently undergoing cancer
treatment, in a similar fashion.
The organization’s goal is to give respite
through a short vacation to cancer patients
by giving them some peace outside of their
normal environment, allowing them to
spend time alone or with their family in a
place of tranquility, such as the beach or
the mountains. The Foundation looks for
donations such as in-kind vacation homes,
hotel rooms, restaurants, spas, and other
services that can meet the material and
emotional needs of those suffering from
cancer. In each case, the Foundation asks
each beneficiary what would best serve
them in their fight against the disease.

New bakery on San
Marco Square
Have a hankering for a piece of red velvet
Oreo cheesecake or a chocolate eclair?
New to San Marco Square is Amaretti
Desserts, which has moved into the storefront adjacent to the San Marco Theatre.
An offshoot of the larger Amaretti Desserts
– a bakery located at 14965 Old St. Augustine
Road in Mandarin, where all the confections
are made from scratch daily – the new
pastry place occupies a small space in front
of the new “second” screen in the recently
renovated San Marco Theatre. The theatre
and pastry shop are connected, making it
easy to enjoy a sweet confection while
viewing a movie.
Amaretti’s is open from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Monday through Thursday, on Saturdays

Chef Tom Gray, Sarah Marie Johnston and the team at Town Hall

Town Hall opens in San
Marco Square
Marissa Damiano

from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. and Sunday from 9
a.m. to 8 p.m. The store is owned by Donna
and James Damiano and is operated by
their daughter, Marissa Damiano, and
managed by Jesse Saint Cyr. For more
information contact amarettidesserts@
gmail.com or call (904) 416-3387.

unlock your
brain’s poTenTial
wiTh biofeedback

Biofeedback and Associates provides
neurofeedback and biofeedback
training which teaches you to manage
your brain and body. It can improve
how you think, feel, and function.
We can help you manage brain
imbalances with specialized biofeedback
and neurofeedback training programs.
This training allows you to improve
health and wellness by tapping in your
body’s natural healing abilities.

These Techniques can help:
• Improve concentration
• Stabilize mood
• Improve sleep
• Improve memory
• Increase relaxation
• Increase sports performance
• Increase academic performance
• Increase energy levels
• and more.…

NoRtHeast
iNc.
BiofeedBack associates offLoRida,

904.646.0054 • Biofeedbackassociates.com • Most Insurances Accepted

Town Hall, a new 50-seat restaurant
owned by Moxie Restauranteurs Chef Tom
Gray and Sarah Marie Johnston of Granada,
has opened in San Marco Square.
The eatery, which is located at 2012 San
Marco Blvd., will be open for dinner seven
nights a week, brunch on Saturday and
Sunday, and for happy hour Monday through
Friday at 3 p.m. It will specialize in “seasonal
modern cuisine with a comfortable West
Coast vibe.”

“We wanted the restaurant to have a
residential feel,” said Johnston, noting in
the “living room” lounge hangs an original
painting by San Marco artist Dennis Campay,
and the full-service bar was designed so
customers will feel like they are “hanging
out at a friend’s kitchen counter.” Bottles
of wine are also available for purchase.
Gray said he has devised a deliberately
small menu, offering a variety of appetizers
and only one beef, chicken, lamb, fish, pasta,
and vegetarian dish as well as three desserts.
“Small kitchen, small menu,” Gray said.
“The menu is small enough so I suggest you
try everything.”

Need a Riverfront Bungalow in Town or a Golf Estate at the Beach?
Missie Sarra LePrell Can Help With Both!

Dock
Deck
Updated
Close to
The Square

Lagoon to Golf
Estate Home
Pool
New Kitchen
Close To TPC

1998 River Road ~ San Marco

8052 Whisper Lake Lane W. ~ Sawgrass Island

Missie Sarra LePrell,
Broker Associate, gri
Multi Million Dollar Producer
904.803.4141
Missie@MissieSold.com

Expect The Best
Each office independently owned and operated.
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Commodore Alex Harrison welcomed at Epping Forest

Serving on the 2017-2018 Board at Epping Forest Yacht and Country Club next year are (standing) Michael
Mussallem, John Moore, Holly McMurry, George T. Henley, Holly Rosenbloom, Annie Tutt, Morgan Teichert.
Seated: Victor Barbe, rear commodore and fleet captain; Hillary Almond, vice commodore; Alex P. Harrison,
commodore; and John E. Trainer, Jr., immediate past commodore.

The wind was brisk and the setting sun
was making its way toward the horizon
as Epping Forest Yacht Club & Country
Club held its 29th Change of Command
ceremony March 31.
During the traditional evening ritual, which
was held near the club’s marina on the St.
Johns River, former Commodore John E.
Trainer, Jr., watched as his burgee was replaced with the flag of incoming Commodore
Alex P. Harrison of Julington Creek.
Rev. Dr. Nicholas G. Louh, senior pastor
of St. John the Divine Greek Orthodox
Church, gave the invocation and benediction,
while former Commodore Dennis Guidi
served as master of ceremonies, tearing up
the traditional script with much fanfare
only to replace it with one of his own.
As tradition would have it, Guidi introduced the commodores in attendance from

other yacht clubs, as well as the many
former Epping Forest Yacht Club commodores sitting in the audience before embarking on the traditional ceremony which
marks the changing of roles for Epping’s
flag officers and board members.
Serving under Harrison will be Vice
Commodore Hillar y Almond, Rear
Commodore and Fleet Captain Victor
Barbe, and Trainer as well as Board
members George T. Henley, Annie Tutt,
Morgan Teichert, Holly Rosenbloom, Holly
McMurry, John Moore, Michael Mussallem
and Eric Nord.
Mussallem, Moore and Nord are new to
the board this year. Retiring from the board
were Nathan Moore, Allen Morley and Guidi.
Epping Forest Founder Herbert H. Peyton
was recognized and made a few short remarks
before inviting the crowd to dinner.
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Hammer named as Douglas
Anderson principal
Melanie Hammer of San Marco has been
named the new principal at Douglas
Anderson School of the Arts.
Hammer, who currently serves as DA’s
Assistant Principal, was highly recommended for the position by her predecessor,
Jackie Cornelius, who mentored her and
served in the position for more than 20
years. Cornelius retired from the position
in mid-April.
“It’s been an incredible experience as
an educator and arts advocate to have
been principal of this wonderful school
for the arts,” said Cornelius. “I’ll always
treasure the part I played, and I’m excited
that Melanie Hammer is going to take
over the reins for our students who are
studying the arts.”
“Jackie has done an outstanding job in
making Douglas Anderson the nationally
recognized arts school it is today. She has
been a leader in cultivating arts education
and ensuring the community understands
the importance of arts for all,” said Hammer.
“I share Jackie’s passion and dedication to
the arts and am excited about adding to
her legacy and commitment, not only in
taking Douglas Anderson to the next level,
but also by being an advocate for the arts
and education in our community.”
Hammer joined DA’s staff 12 years ago,
serving for three years as a math teacher,
one year as curriculum coordinator and
eight years as assistant principal.
In 2016, she was nationally recognized
as the top emerging leader in arts education
in the United States by the Arts School
Network (ASN). It was the first time an

Melanie Hammer

administrator from a Northeast Florida
school has received the prestigious award.
“It is an incredible and much-served
distinction for Melanie,” said Cornelius
about the award. “She has been a keystone
to our success at DA. Melanie has brought
superb artistic awareness, academic innovation and leadership skills to the
school as an arts administrator.”
Hammer holds a Bachelor of Science
degree in Mathematics Education from
the University of Georgia and a Master’s
degree in Educational Leadership from
the University of North Florida. Prior to
teaching at Douglas Anderson, she spent
three years teaching at a magnet school
in Atlanta. In 2007, she earned National
Board Certification, was selected as DA’s
2007-2008 Teacher of the Year, and served
as President of the Florida Assistant
Principal Association in 2016.

Volunteers who worked at UCOM’s Food Pantry April 11 joined Victor Rukab, who donated freezers, tables
and shelves to the nonprofit. John Davoli, Sr., who joined Rukab in the donation was unable to attend.
From left, George Barnwell, Brenda Thomas, UCOM Board Member Cathy Barnwell, Malcolm Hanson,
Wayne Williamson, Sharon Moran and Victor Rukab, Sr.

UCOM receives generous
in-kind donation

The duo donated $20,000 worth of shelving
and freezer equipment to the food pantry
at 3349 St. Augustine Road in early April.
“Victor Jr., who works for his dad, dropped
John Davoli, Sr., of Craven, owner of off the equipment and installed it,” said Sara
the Metro Diner, and Victor Rukab, Sr. of Mitchell, executive director of UCOM. “Both
San Marco, owner of B&B Restaurant men (Victor Rukab Sr. and John Davoli, Sr.)
Equipment, have joined forces to make are very generous and pride their company
things much easier at UCOM Urban on the old school thought that integrity and
Services in San Marco.
a handshake still mean something,” she said.
UCOM’s mission is to “make sure no one
Specifically, the men donated two comfaces hunger alone,” according to its website. mercial-size freezers and eight freezer-grade
Its goal is three-fold: 1) to provide emergency shelves as well as three commercial tables
relief to those facing “food insecurity (food and two rolling trays to the nonprofit.
pantry);” 2) to provide at least one hot meal
UCOM also recently received capital
a day to those who are homebound due to support, in addition to its monthly support,
various reasons (Meals on Wheels); and 3) from Southside United Methodist Church,
to provide a way to help those willing to Hendricks Avenue Baptist, San Jose Church
raise their earning potential and break their of Christ, All Saints Episcopal Church, South
cycle of crisis (CNA [Certified Nursing Jacksonville Presbyterian Church, and
Assistant] Scholarship Program).
Assumption Catholic Church.

One-of-a-kind estate located on 20 acres on the St. Johns River
This 8051sqft estate has it all! All lovingly restored original hardwood
floors, staircase and fireplaces. The home was built with entertaining
in mind offering an open floor plan with a large chef’s kitchen with
stunning wood beams, 6 large bedrooms, 5.5 bathrooms, multiple
gathering areas, a salt water pool with pool house, a dock, boat lift
which provides great views of the St. John’s River. The property also
offers a top of the line equine facility that is fully fenced with 4 pastures
and a 5 stall barn with separate bath, feed, tack and laundry rooms,
sitting area, horse shower and regulation size arena. $1,500,000

Elizabeth Hudgins, REALTOR®
904.553.2032 cell
904.280.0486 office direct
elizabeth@elizabethhudgins.com
www.elizabethhudgins.com

“From Cottages to Castles”
© 2017 BHH Affiliates, LLC. An independently operated subsidiary of HomeServices ofAmerica, Inc., a Berkshire Hathaway affiliate, and a franchisee of BHH Affiliates,
LLC. Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices and the Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices symbol are registered service marks of HomeServices of America, Inc.®
Equal Housing Opportunity. Information not verified or guaranteed. If your home is currently listed with a Broker, this is not intended as a solicitation.
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Local conservation groups join forces with global
foundation at The Arc Jacksonville Village

Front: Alyssa Maynor, Jordan Mayfield, Tanisha Mugwimi, Kayley DeLay; back: Dr. Nayla Osman-Chahlavi,
Andrea Mail, Mary Baer, Jane Lanier, St. Vincent Foundation president and system chief development officer

Mary Awards recipients honored
St. Vincent’s HealthCare announced the
four recipients of the 3rd Annual Mary
Awards at a ceremony on April 20 at the
San Jose Country Club. The winners –
Kayley DeLay, Jordan Mayfield, Alyssa
Maynor and Tanisha Mugwimi – are all
high school seniors.
The young women were honored for
their courage and willingness to serve God
and their neighbors through their faith
community. The awards were created
around St. Vincent’s HealthCare’s core
values: Service of the Poor, Reverence,
Integrity, Wisdom, Creativity and Dedication.
More than 70 applications from Duval,
Clay, Nassau, St. Johns and Baker counties
were reviewed before 12 finalists were
chosen and interviewed by the judges.

One finalist from each of the four categories received a Mary Award and a
$1,000 gift.
The evening’s keynote speaker was
Andrea Mail, a Jacksonville resident and
graduate of Harvard University and the
University of London. Mail has traveled
to more than 80 countries and lived in
Jerusalem, Paris, London, New York,
Boston and Jacksonville. Her professional
background includes leading an educational foundation, event planning, fundraising, life coaching, public relations
and fitness instruction. She volunteers
extensively and serves on the boards of
WJCT, Generation W, the Jewish Community
Foundation, Galinsky Academy and the
Jewish Women’s Renaissance Project.

Joined by individuals from Greenscape, the Late Bloomers Garden Club and The Arc Jacksonville Village
residents, representatives from the HDR Foundation present a check for $8,650 to Greenscape as its
executive director, Anna Dooley, plants the first tree for the project.

The HDR Foundation, Greenscape and
the Late Bloomers Garden Club are partnering to provide 90 trees on and around
The Arc Jacksonville Village. Opened in
April 2016, The Arc Jacksonville Village is
a nationally recognized model of affordable,
apartment-style communities designed for
individuals with disabilities to live independently and inclusively.
On April 17, the HDR Foundation awarded
Greenscape an $8,650 grant to plant 70 trees
at The Village for beautification, storm water
retainage, energy conservation and to provide
a wildlife habitat. The Foundation awards
four grants nationally, this being the first
one in Florida. The Late Bloomers Garden
Club is donating funds to plant approximately
20 large oak trees around the community.
On Saturday, May 6, volunteers will join
together from 9 a.m. to noon to plant the
trees around the neighborhood.

“This collaboration reminds me that it
takes a village to provide shade for The Arc
Jacksonville Village,” said Anna Dooley,
Greenscape executive director.
The HDR Foundation was founded in
2012 by a global engineering company based
in Omaha, Nebraska, and has provided
more than half a million dollars in grants
to local organizations and the communities
in which they work, focusing on education,
healthcare, healthy communities, and a
healthy environment.
“We are thrilled to partner with such
generous organizations to support The
Village in such a unique way. We are grateful
for vision of the HDR Foundation, Greenscape
and the Late Bloomers Garden Club to join
together to make a lasting impact for the
residents and the community,” said Jim
Whittaker, president and CEO of The Arc
Jacksonville.

Dr. Loren Z. Clayman takes home top award
Dr. Clayman’s Plastic Surgery Center and
Miracle Spa has been awarded the Companies
with Heart Award for their generous charitable contributions in the local community.
The award is presented to for-profit businesses
that, throughout the year, go above and
beyond expectations, by offering charitable
donations to nonprofits.
The team at the practice maintains relationships with various organizations, to
include the City Rescue Mission, Hubbard
House, and the Clay County Humane Society.
They volunteer resources to the local Boys
& Girls Club, Episcopal Children’s Services
and continue to allocate their time and
efforts to various causes. The award was
given on behalf of 904 Magazine at a recent
awards ceremony.

As it all comes together,
let us help you make the best
first impressions, from the
Save the Date to
the Invitation.

Offer expires 5/31/17.

Impressions

Personalized Stationery & Calligraphy
Weddings & Showers • Party Invitations
Baby & Kids • Bar & Bat Mitzvah

Since 1986, making unforgettable special occasions & unique moments last forever.
th

Call us & experience the difference of shopping locally!
904-396-6195 | 1957 San Marco Blvd.
www.impressions-sanmarco.com
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Local firm thanks friends, associates Morning Star gala

celebrates school’s
60th anniversary

Gregory Redmond, Mike Jorgensen, Dennis Guidi, Peter Shutters, Adam Owens and Bret Kessler

Lawyers and members of the law firm Harris Guidi Rosner P.A. treated special guests
to a company cookout April 7. The firm’s parking lot in San Marco was converted into a
tented and catered buffet-style barbecue outing, which featured many culinary treats.
Beautiful weather, great food, and good company took center stage as billowing smoke
and finger-licking sauces were delivered by Country Caterers of Keystone Heights.
The firm, located at 1837 Hendricks Ave., was established in 1986 and continues to
serve clients in the areas of personal injury, criminal defense, family law/divorce, workers
compensation, social security/disability, and civil law.

Robert Harris with Tom Perryman of Country
Caterers and Sheriff Mike Williams

The event raised $25,000 after expenses
to Monies raised to provide classroom
enhancements, educational tools, technology
and specialized programs. Partial proceeds
from this year’s gala will also benefit the
“Building A Brighter Future” campaign to
help offset start-up costs of the long-awaited
high school program.

Traci Walker, Maria Johnson, Rick Walker

Ray and Joann Leskanic with Jamie and Jim Terry

Todd and Kelly Lehman,
Mallory Davison, Trenna Booth

Angela Whitson and brother
Mark Whitson, Michelle Tackett

Ashlea Edwards with Paul Palasz

The Ophthalmic Practice Of
Dr. Charles P. Adams, Jr., Welcomes

St. Nicholas
neighbors spruce up
historic cemetery
Nearly 30 St. Nicholas neighbors and
friends broke out the chainsaws and trash
bags as they worked to spruce up the Historic
St. Nicholas Cemetery on Olive Street April
1. The event was organized by Dr. Kay Ellen
Gilmour of St. Nicholas, who has written a
book about the cemetery entitled, “A
Genealogical History of Florida: Revealed
in the Historical St. Nicholas Cemetery.”
On hand during the event was guest
speaker Emily Jane Murray of Flagler
College, coordinator for the Florida Public
Archeology Network, who spoke to the
group about resetting, recording, and repairing broken grave stones, as well as

The setting for “A Night on the St. Johns”
Gala and Auction to celebrate the 60th
anniversary of Morning Star School couldn’t
have been more perfect. The April 8 event
was held at the Haskell Building, which
overlooks the river from a park-like campus.
Amid a wide variety of silent auction
items, guests enjoyed gourmet cheeses,
smoked salmon, crab cakes, coconut shrimp,
chicken and beef dishes, as well as handmade
desserts by Joann Leskanic and Jamie Terry,
former staff at St. Paul’s Catholic School.
The school’s comfort dogs, Nova and
Zenbowie, were on hand to greet guests,
who had fun with virtual props at an
open-air photo booth and danced to the
sounds of DJ Icon of Streetworx Music.
Morning Star is the only special education
school in the Diocese of St. Augustine, and
this year added a ninth grade, with plans
to build a high school building. The school
serves multiple counties, welcoming
children with learning differences, attention
deficit disorder, autism spectrum disorders,
and mild intellectual disabilities.

Brittany Ransom Agee, M.D.

Nearly 30 friends and neighbors turned out to
do a spring clean-up at the Historic St. Nicholas
Cemetery April 1.

long-term management strategies to help
preserve the cemetery. Murray also demonstrated how to clean the headstones without
harming them.

Utilizing her advanced skills, Dr. Agee will serve both the Riverside and
Fernandina Beach offices. Established in Jacksonville in 1984, the
practice provides comprehensive ophthalmology services, including:
• Cataract and glaucoma management
• Diabetic eye exams
• Dry eye treatment
• Laser-assisted cataract surgery
• Premium intraocular lens implants
Make an appointment soon to meet Dr. Agee
for a consultation about your eye health!
Call us at 904-354-2114 to schedule an appointment
at either of our offices in Jacksonville or Fernandina Beach.

www.adamseyes.net

Kelly Tomson and her children, Jennifer, Lauren
and Samantha, helped clean up the grave sites in
the historic cemetery in St. Nicholas April 1.

Jim Williams utilizes a chainsaw during a
neighborhood clean-up effort at the historic
cemetery in St. Nicholas.

RIVERSIDE OFFICE
1034 Riverside Avenue
Jacksonville, FL 32204

FERNANDINA BEACH OFFICE
1411 South 14th Street, Suite G
Fernandina Beach, FL 32034
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Member-Guest tournament draws players from both sides of river
San Jose Country Club members and with players from historic communities on
their guests enjoyed a full weekend of tennis the other side of the river.
during the Club’s Member-Guest tournament
The ladies finals’ results are as follows:
April 18-23.
“Evert” Division, Vicki Nelson/Violet Deen
In all 92 teams – the most ever – competed def. Heaju Lee/Mary Hendrix, 5-7, 6-4,
with several San Jose members teaming up 6-0; “Williams” Division, Cindy Berzsenyi/

Remembering Ginger Wise Patsy, who regularly played in the tournament before her death in September
2016, were (top row) Erika Tucker, Janet Olinto, Melissa Brannon, Tracy Langley, Laura Ferguson and Julie
Edwards. Bottom row: Cheryl Pearthree, Allison Wise, Beth Seeker, Margaret Samuels, and Emily Katsikas

Jeralyn Forcier def. Laurie Scott/Liza Mark Thompson/Durga Goodupu (Finalist),
Barnett, 5-7, 7-5, 6-4; “Graf ” Division, “Nadal” Division, Derek Kettel/Al Nejad def.
Jessica Chefan/Haley House def. Susan Tod Eikner/Jason Hess, 6-4, 7-5; “Djokovic”
Tygart/Amber Redden, 6-4, 4-6, (5); “Ginger Division, Dean Scott/Keith Edwards def.
Patsy” Division, Kasey Ritter/Erica Tucker Erik Berger/Forest Gibson, 6-4, 7-5; “Murray”
def. Tracy Libby/Connie Fischer, 6-4, 6-4; Division, Steve Cochran/Shawn Vernon def.
“King” Division, Martha Jakab/Tina Biggers Hunter Hayden/Michael O’Neal (Def.);
def. Allison Wise/Kelley Rimer, 6-2, 6-4; “Wawrinka” Division, John Cumbow/Frank
“Hingis” Division, Nancy Hennessy/Alicia Morreale def. Paul Van Wie/Andy Kidd.
Degrado def. Laurie Naugle/Kendall Taylor,
During the tournament, a cadre of
6-4, 6-1; “Davenport” Division, Pattie women players sported “For the Love of
Lamell/Reba Shrewsbury def. Catherine Ginger” buttons and tee-shirts as a meSchaefer/Evie Edenfield, 7-5, 4-6, (1); morial to Ginger Wise Patsy, a club member
“Court” Division, Tracy Langley/Linda who passed away in September 2016.
Cunningham (Champions), Kate Elliott/ Included in the “Ginger Club” were many
Leigh Bryan (Finalist); “Navratilova” Division, of her friends and fellow teachers at
Jackie Kennedy/Joanne Kennedy (Champion), Hendricks Avenue Elementary School,
Mandy Gast/Amanda Blocker (Finalist).
including Erika Tucker, Janet Olinto,
The men’s finals’ results are as follows: Melissa Brannon, Tracy Langley, Laura
“Federer” Division, Eric Berzsenyi/Rich Ferguson, Julie Edwards, Cheryl Pearthree,
Redick (Champion), Will Morgan/Tripp Allison Wise, Patsy’s sister-in-law, Beth
Porterfield (Finalist); “Sampras” Division, Seeker, Patsy’s sister, Margaret Samuels
Ramon Bescansa/Flavio Soares (Champion), and Emily Katsikas.

GOJax serves Jesus by doing good in the community
More than 100 members from six different
churches spent April 8 doing community
service projects throughout the San Marco
area as part of GOJax, a semi-annual, multichurch effort spearheaded by Southside
Baptist Church.
Serving the community were church
members from Southside Baptist, South
Jacksonville Presbyterian, Southside Koren
Baptist, and The City.Church, all of San
Marco, as well as Lakewood Presbyterian,
and The Pulse Ministries of Spring Park.
While a segment of the group stayed
behind at Southside Baptist Church to pray

for the success of the event and the community, the balance of the workers fanned
out to work at several other locations. One
group did landscaping clean-up at Julia
Landon College Preparatory School, while
others cleaned and moved furniture at Belinda Gallogly and Cindy Smith, both of
Florida Baptist Children’s Home. Some Southside Baptist Church, helped stock shelves of
cleaned up landscaping and stocked the the UCOM food pantry on St. Augustine Road.
food pantry shelves at UCOM Urban Services,
while another group traveled across town conduct a yard sale in the prayer garden in
to renovate the teacher’s lounge at RL Brown front of Southside Baptist Church with
Elementary School near Springfield.
proceeds going toward Her Song’s goal of
A small group also partnered with vol- building a safe house for survivors of human
unteers from the nonprofit Her Song to trafficking in Jacksonville.

Teens from Pulse Ministries helped clean the houses
at the Florida Baptist Children’s Home April 8.
Assisting in the effort were Keisha Shipman, Jaylynn
Mobley, Hope Guinn, Lindsey Schlegel, Alana
McDaniel and Pulse Ministries Pastor Ed Wolanski.

WINSTON FAMILY YMCA
221 Riverside Avenue
904.355.1436

Stop by the Welcome Center today
or sign up online at

FirstCoastYMCA.org.
Financial assistance is available.

Ready to start a career
in real estate?
Contact me for a consultation.
Gonzalo Mejia,
Vice-President/Managing Broker
904.731.5800

We’re in your
neighborhood.

Watson San Marco Collection

For fifty years, our customers have allowed us to be a part
of making their dream home a reality.

MEET OUR AGENTS
Well-designed light-filled floor plan in Greenland Chase
12223 Lavenhorn Rd. • 3 bedrooms / 2.5 baths • 2,431 sqft
$310,000 • MLS 877321
Butler/Corbett Team 904-716-7863

Southside’s Secret Cove brick home!
8230 Cutter Pl • 3 bedrooms/ 2.5 baths • 2,586 sqft
$322,000 • MLS 871170
Butler/Corbett Team • 904-716-7863
Laura Lander
904-673-2526

This beautiful brick home is ready for your personal touch!
2969 Mandarin Hollow Dr • 5 bedrooms / 3 baths • 3,304 sqft
$375,000 • MLS 875346
Josh Rosenberg 904-707-9070

Avondale classic in the heart of Jacksonville!
1242 Hollywood Ave • 3 bedrooms/ 2.5 baths • 2,032sqft
$424,000 • MLS878104
Josh Rosenberg 904-707-9070

Jennifer Grunewald
904-608-8410
(speaks Spanish)

Michael Leachman
904-309-2000
(speaks German)

Joseph Poletto
401-450-9720

Huge family home in the heart of San Jose!
2344 La Mesa • 4bedrooms/4.5 baths • 4,780 sqft
$650,000 • MLS875251
The Transition Team 904-349-1390/904-535-8686

Charming estate BRICK home has been well cared for.
3423 Hidden Lake Dr E • 4 bedrooms/3 baths •2,278 sqft
$275,000 • MLS 861982
Butler/Corbett Team 904-716-7863

Congratulations Top Producers March 2017
Top Sales Agent: Joseph Poletto
Top Sales Team: Dream Home Team
Top Lister Agent: Charles Anno
Top Lister Team: Butler/Corbett Team

Liz Reiman
904-535-8686
(speaks Portuguese)

Charles & Lorna Anno
904-993-7487/904-485-0675

Butler/Corbett Team
904-716-7863

Joshua Rosenberg
904-707-9070

Bruce Homeyer
904-349-1390

Eleana Carrion
904-476-8682
(speaks Spanish)

Watson Executive Showcase

8845 PALLAZZO TERRACE

$925,000

Magnificent Mediterranean Waterfront Villa with 5 Bedroom/5 Bath home brimming
with high-end designer details throughout – is a Must See! A beautiful courtyard
entry with plunge pool/outdoor kitchen welcomes you. Enjoy the of comfort in this 2
story gem located on Goodby’s Creek.

MLS 876524. Jennifer Grunewald 904-608-8410

View more of our Jacksonville Proper ties at Wa t s o n R e a l t y C o r p. c o m

Legendary Quality Service
Since 1965
800.257.5143 • WatsonRealtyCorp.com

904.731.5800
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ExZOOberation
Celebrated in White
From unique dance routines to beautiful artwork on
display, the Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens annual
ExZOOberation gala April 4 was an evening to remember.
With a tremendous turnout and patrons donning their
best White Party attire, the annual soiree paired celebration
with conservation, in a truly unique setting. The zoo’s
gardens and garden exhibits treated patrons to an open
array of enjoyment and festivities, with cool cocktails,
delicious eats and a fun-filled evening for adults.
Missie Sarra LePrell, Kathy Hartley and Darlene Hinson

Lindsey and Ty Petway

Justin and Erica D’Arienzo with Brooke and Aaron Penland

Chris and Jessica Wynne with Jennifer, Irene, Rachel and Chris Lazzara

Laura Kettell with Sherry Bartlett, Cindy Thompson,
Lee Kettell and Vivian Kellermann

The Cummer Museum’s Acting Director, Holly Keris, with
co-chairs LeAnna Cumber and Liz Parks

Josh and Stefani Ashby with Olivia and Charles Bush

Cummer Ball Celebrates the Permanent Collection

Vanessa Holland with Tiffany Massey, Kasey Wagner, Co-Chair Molly Curry and Mayor Lenny Curry

It was an evening fit for a garden party and soiree, as patrons participated in fun and fanfare along the St.
Johns River in the enchanted Cummer gardens. Complete with outstanding weather and tremendous turnout,
the festivities included a bagpipe performance.
This year’s ball paid respects to the countless works in the Permanent Collection at the museum and looked
back on the history of gracious donors, fine works, and carefully curated collections – from Classic to Contemporary.
The evening was made possible by support from countless patrons, but special work by Pam Paul and Martha
Baker, alongside Event Co-Chairs Liz Parks and LeAnna Cumber helped to make this year special. Honorary
Chair Joannie Newton, and grandchildren of the Stein and Newton families, including Ashley Stein Wotiz,
Kimberly Stein Tonning and Kelly Stein Kuntz were on hand to celebrate – and pay tribute to – the hard work
of the ball committee, museum staff, junior docents and volunteers.

Hope Has a Home in Jacksonville!

BUILD HOPE. Your GENEROSITY saves lives. THANK YOU.
Thanks To our generous campaign donors
who have made The hope Lodge possibLe!
we have reached our goaL!
The Give Hope a Home campaign to build, furnish and operate a no cost lodging facility for cancer
patients and their caregivers is completed. Special thanks to all of our founding supporters, who have
paved the way during this campaign with their generous gifts of $10,000 and greater.
Richard M. Schulze Family Foundation
Mrs. C. Herman Terry
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Tomm
Mr. Gerald Pomeroy
Weaver Family Foundation
Bryan Family Trustees of the
Henry and Lucy Gooding Endowment
Mr. and Mrs. A. Dano Davis
The Jim Moran Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Semple
Jacksonville Jaguars
Bernard A. Egan Foundation
Florida Blue
Fidelity National Information Systems
Mayo Clinic
Zimmerman Family Foundation
Marder-Pond Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. David Stein
Tempur-Pedic, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Hap Stein
Addison Hines Charitable Trust
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Chartrand
Donald C. McGraw Foundation
Sunrise Rotary Club of Orange Park
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hill
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Gay
Mr. and Mrs. James Mueller
Dr. and Mrs. Scot Ackerman

Mrs. Joseph Roth
Jack and Irma Hoornstra
Foundation Trust
Mr. and Dr. Lesnikoski
Mr. and Mrs. John Godfrey
Mary Kate Shannon Trust
St. Vincent’s HealthCare
Mr. and Mrs. Mel Gottlieb
Mr. and Mrs. Doug Hooker
Mr. and Mrs. Allan McCorkle
The Cascone Family Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. George Deese
The Marco Family Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Collier
Raymond James
Eric Friedheim Foundation
Ring Power Corporation
Victory Board of St. Simons Island
Winner Circle Charities
Whirlpool, Inc.
The Goldstein Fund Trust
Mrs. Margaret Brynild
Mr. Leonard Pavelka
Mr. and Mrs. John Donahoo
Diermeier Family Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Michael McKenny
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Weintraub
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Morales

Mr. Raymond Schulze
The Taft Foundation
Mr. Joseph Castrogiovanni, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph DeVitto
Harry Shapiro Foundation
Dr. John Montgomery
Ms. Donna Lundy
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Shircliff
Ms. Anne Nimnicht
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Coggin
Black Knight Financial Services
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Williams
Mr. and Mrs. Mel Toran
Mrs. Kellie Ann Kelleher
Tine W. Davis Family Foundation
Wolverine Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. KC Caldabaugh
Mrs. Mary Virginia Skinner-Jones
Ms. Charlotte Moore
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Torgerson
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Green
Mr. and Mrs. William Buckingham
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Gooden
The Lazzara Family
Mr. and Mrs. William Mennen
Ms. Jean Ackerman
Mr. and Mrs. David McCurry
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Jamie and Tom Anderson

David Talarico and Lisa Aimone

BBQ bash raises funds
for better sight, support
It was another great gathering in show of support for
an area nonprofit that makes a difference for the eyesight
of countless citizens in Northeast Florida. The Westernthemed party brings its top supporters together to enjoy
smoky barbecue and cold beverages, all while bidding
on silent auction items, enjoying musical entertainment,
and celebrating camaraderie and fellowship.
Vision is Priceless provides vision screenings to
school children, homeless and the indigent in our
community. The organization’s top program offers some
lucky recipients a cataract surgery, free of charge, during
a special Gift of Sight event at the holidays. By growing
programs and raising awareness for the importance of
vision care and the impact it can have on our population
here in Jacksonville, the organization changes lives.

Scott Houser and LeAnn Fox

Did you know one in four school-aged children in
Duval County have a vision impairment severe enough
to affect learning? To get involved or learn more facts
about the importance of supporting these programs,
visit www.visionispriceless.org.

Mirandie Gilder and Stephen Chambers

Margaret and Fitzhugh Powell, Sr.

Betty, Tom and Claire Autrey with
Sandy Livingston and Buck Autrey

Wendi and Chris Sutton with Ali and Trenton Parete, Dearing and Brad Thoburn

New York ﬂair brought to Gabriel House of Care gala
There were countless grateful guests present at the Gabriel House of Care’s annual gala at the TPC Sawgrass
Clubhouse April 8. This year’s theme, Central Park After Dark, was supported by Honorary Chairs Jorge and
Leslie Bacardi along with hundreds of event attendees.
The Bacardi Corporation stepped up for the title sponsorship alongside A Care Connection, Mayo Clinic,
the Jacksonville Jaguars Foundation, W.W. Gay Mechanical Contractors as well as Dan and Cecilia Carmichael.
Gabriel House of Care continues to serve families in need as they travel to receive organ transplants. Those
in need of lifesaving respite during their battles with severe complications and organ transplants have a home
away from home at Gabriel House of Care on the Mayo Clinic Campus in Jacksonville. The nonprofit, its
facilities, and greatest givers have a direct connection to the success of the mission, to learn more visit www.
gabrielhouseofcare.org.

rolex
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are ® trademarks.

John and Cathy Sullivan with Drs. Nicole and John Staman

www.ManormorSir.com www.SothebysRealty.com
5233 San Jose Boulevard
Jacksonville, Florida 32207
904.731.9770

1300 Marsh Landing Parkway
Jacksonville Beach, Florida 32250
904.285.7700

5548 First Coast Highway #101
Amelia Island, Florida 32034
904.277.6522
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Service.
Experience.
Results.
The Law Firm of Pajcic and Pajcic takes great pride in being able
to give back to our community. The success Pajcic and Pajcic has
had in the courtroom not only benefits our seriously injured clients, but other
deserving members of our community that the law firm cares so much about.
For more than 40 years The Law Firm of Pajcic & Pajcic represents individuals and families who have suffered serious
personal injury or wrongful death due to the fault of others. All 12 of our attorneys are AV rated "preeminent".
We are one of the few firms on Martindale-Hubbell's list of Top Ranked Law Firms in the Southeastern U.S. to
receive the perfect 5.0 rating in client satisfaction.

We take pride in our personal attentive service to clients.
Martindale-Hubbell's list of
Top ranked Law Firms

BEST
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Women’s Auxiliary begins fourth
decade of Celebrity Chefs
Now in its fourth decade, the 31st annual
Celebrity Chefs Tasting Luncheon and Silent
Auction to benefit The Salvation Army was
held March 30 at the Prime Osborn Convention
Center, which was decorated with a Spring/
Easter theme.
Hosted by the Women’s Auxiliary, the
event featured 11 chefs primarily representing
a variety of charitable organizations, including
Molly Curry, Jacksonville’s First Lady; Lori
Delgado Anderson, executive director for
Mission House at Jacksonville Beach; Darren
Dailey, president and artistic director for
Jacksonville Children’s Chorus; Jordan
Joseph, volunteer coordinator for the Catty
Shack Ranch Wildlife Sanctuary; Keli
Coughlin Joyce, executive director for the
Tom Coughlin Jay Fund Foundation; Susan
King, executive director for BEAM (Beaches
Emergency Assistance Ministry); Joe Markley,
regional director for First Florida Credit
Union; Michael O’Brien, CEO for the Greater
Jacksonville Area USO; Emily Friend O’Leary,
president of the Jacksonville Junior League;
Jennifer Plotkin, regional vice president for
TD Bank, and Lisa Rinaman, the St. Johns
Riverkeeper.
Although final figures are not in yet, thanks
to its supporters, the Women’s Auxiliary is
well on its way to meeting its philanthropic
goal of $85,500.

– South Kitchen + Spirits –
Open Daily at 11AM
Happy Hour 3PM to 6PM every day
+ 10PM to midnight Thursday - Saturday

904-475-2362
3638 Park Street
Jacksonville FL 32205
www.south.kitchen

Major Janine Vincent, Keli Coughlin Joyce, Jennifer Plotkin, Emily O’Leary, Joe Markley, Molly Curry, Mike
O’Brien, Susan King, Lori Delgado Anderson, Lisa Rinaman, Darren Dailey, Jordan Joseph, Major Rob Vincent

Chef Darren Dailey, Hostess Susie O’Quinn

NORTH
Women’s Auxiliary Founder Rita Joost with
President Carol Hamilton

Hostess Barbara Maurer, Chef Jennifer Plotkin,
Hostess Dianne Lott

Rocky Joseph with daughter Chef Jordan Joseph

Garden Club members gather before Blooms Galore sale
Members of 34 garden circles from all over Jacksonville gathered
for a members-only preview sale April 7 at the Garden Club of
Jacksonville in Riverside to kick off the 10th Annual Blooms Galore
& More plant sale the following day.
Organizing the event, which is one of the club’s major fundraisers,
was Carol Waters, a Wildflower Circle member and president of
the Garden Club of Jacksonville.
Seen at the event were Gail Beveridge, manager of the Community
Gardens, and Ernest Bigelow, a Riverside resident, African violet
specialist, member of three separate garden circles and staff member
of the Garden Club of Jacksonville.
In addition to a plant sale, the Garden Club sold items that
were left over from its annual flea market as well as new merchandise – jewelry, scarves, and the like – to fund its projects
throughout the city, including a variety of civic plantings and
garden therapy activities.

FLORIDA

BApTIsT 2 DIvIsION

We provide complete Obstetrical
& Gynecological Care including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Peggy Allcorn, Irene Woodworth, Gail Beveridge and Jennifer Newman

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low & High Risk Obstetrics
Well Woman Exams
Adolescent/Pediatric Gynecology
Menopause/Hormone
Replacement Therapy
Abnormal Pap Smears
Contraception
(including IUD & Nexplanon)
Abnormal Uterine Bleeding/Fibroids
Endometrial Ablation
Pelvic Pain
Sexual Dysfunction
Reproductive Medicine & Infertility
Incontinence & Prolapse
In-Office Surgery
Minimally Invasive Surgery
Robotic Surgery
3D/4D Ultrasound

W. David Boyd, MD
Catherine Mcintyre, MD
lindsay Denicola Foutz, MD
Staci tanouye, MD
rahil Malik, MD
Joette e. anderson, arnp
lisa M. rhoad, arnp
e. reagan thomas, arnp
leslie Mcpartland, arnp

904.208.2550
San MarCO at BaptiSt DOWntOWn
836 Prudential Drive, Suite 1202
Peggy Davies, Anne McKenzie and Donna Davis

Lynn Chadbourne, Julie Howard, Martha Jane Harris and Patsy Gaillard

ManDarin-SOuth at JulinGtOn Creek
12110 San Jose Boulevard
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Family fun bonds neighbors
during Granada Fest

Golf Classic a
Big Draw for
River Garden
As the second largest fundraiser for the
River Garden Foundation, the annual golf
tournament has raised over a million
dollars over the course of the last 21 years.
Since its inception, the annual goal is to
maximize the funds raised, to continue
training staff through the Albert Z. Fleet
Geriatric Training Center at River Garden.
The Training Center provides continuing
education, training, and professional
advancement for staff.
This year’s tournament was held at the
Deerwood Country Club and continues
to be a top golf tournament for those
seeking a competitive tournament, while
still benefitting a great cause. Remarkable
dedication and success of the tournament

|

Title Sponsors Jody and Janne Brandeburg of
Hardage-Giddens

has continued through the years, as
Chairmen Mark Lodinger and Michael
Price, have been at the helm for every
tournament to date. Sponsors for the
tournament have also been dedicated for
many years, including the devoted HardageGiddens Funeral Homes and Cemeteries,
the title sponsor.

Food, fun and games were on tap during
the Granada neighborhood’s annual Granada
Fest celebration April 1.
During the afternoon event, clowns made
balloon animals and painted faces while
children played volleyball, laser tag, chess,
Jenga, and took turns seeing who could
hula hoop the longest. Most families picnicked and enjoyed a barbeque in the
neighborhood’s central park.
At the end of the evening, just before the
day’s raffle winners were announced, Amy
Stapleton, a representative of the Granada
Fest Organizing Committee, presented Lynn
Chadbourne, a longtime resident, with a
certificate of appreciation and a gift for her
work restoring the iconic lamp posts.
Chadbourne, who has been a historical
resource for her neighbors, lives in one of
the original Granada homes, which was
built by her grandfather, Lawrence Howard,
the original developer of the Granada
subdivision.

On behalf of the neighborhood, Granada
Fest Organizer Amy Stapleton recognized
Lynn Chadbourne for her service painting
neighborhood light posts.

John Guelde with Karisa Akin, Candice Moody and Paul Campbell

Kids of all ages enjoyed laser tag at the annual Granada Fest celebration in April.

Six-year-old Isabelle Jackson has her face painted
during Granada Fest April 1.

Sean Ayoto and Kevin Stanley play Jenga as Jake
Gordon gives advice during Granada Fest April 1.
Stanley’s parents, Dominique and Kevin Stanley, Sr.
watch with their younger son, Dylan.

The Gordon family had a blast at Granada Fest April
1. From left, Alex, Dana, Jake, and Samantha.

Harby Jewelers
JACKSONVILLE’ S DIAMOND SOURCE FOR FOUR GENER ATIONS
LOCATED IN RIVERPLACE TOWER
1301 Riverplace Blvd. • Suite 2552 • (904) 346-0642 • www.harbyjewelers.com

Craig Jones and his daughter, two-year-old
Beatrice, had fun at Granada Fest.

James Lindsay and Quinn Gray enjoy laser tag at
Granada Fest April 1.
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Supporters gather to support mental health services
More than 80 supporters of Pastoral
Counseling Services (PCS) gathered for a
benefit dinner at the San Jose Country
Club April 11 to raise funds for PCS’s
counseling scholarship fund to cover mental
health services for those in need in the
community. The event raised $47,398, said
Cliff Thomas, new executive director for
PCS. “This is a major victory for us and
our community,” he said.
Present at the event were several members
of the religious community on both sides
of the river including Rev. Dr. Bruce
Hedgepeth, a San Marco resident and

senior pastor of South Jacksonville
Presbyterian Church; Rev. Vickie Bossuot
of San Jose, chaplain of Riverside House
and Apartments; Rev. Ana Lugo of San
Jose, a Presbyterian minister and gift
planner for the Evangelical Lutheran
Church in America, Rev. Steve Goyer of
Riverside, senior pastor of Riverside
Presbyterian Church; and Patricia McElroy
of San Marco, executive director of Spiritual
Care at Baptist Health.
During cocktails, prior to dinner, Andy
Clarke, organist and choirmaster at Riverside
Presbyterian, played the piano.

Jim Campbell, Marilyn Carpenter and Jill Campbell

Beth Touchton with Cliff Thomas and Cathy Soud

Nancy Felton with Christine and Scott Cavan and Carle Felton

Paul Soud with Judy and Dr. Lou Lothman

JoAnn Paylor with Lad Daniels and Patricia McElroy

Eight sheroes, one hero honored at annual Women, Words & Wisdom event
For the seventh year, the Women’s Center Edwards, University of Florida associate
of Jacksonville held its Women, Words & professor, nominated by University of
Wisdom program coupled with the third Florida College of Medicine Jacksonville;
annual Unsung Sheroes recognition to honor Janey Fox, Human Resources professional,
women and men who work to improve the nominated by General Federation of
lives of women.
Women’s Clubs, Florida; Kaye Glover,
At the April 4 event, held at the Schultz Focus on Excellence development director,
Center, eight unsung sheroes and one unsung nominated by Florida Blue; Joann Telfair,
hero were acknowledged as employees, Gateway Community Services, Inc. women
volunteers or members of an organization. services director, nominated by Gateway
The honorees included Charlene Balfour, Community Services, and Sgt. Erica Weber,
Wounded Warrior Project IT director, Cold Case Sexual Assault Kit Initiative,
nominated by Expanded Horizons Literacy nominated by Jacksonville Sheriff ’s Office.
Program, Women’s Center of Jacksonville; The unsung hero was Clete Deller, Re-entry
Susan Cornehl, Independent Education specialist at Public Defender Office, 19th
Management professional, nominated by Circuit, nominated by the Women’s Center
American Association of University Women of Jacksonville Nassau County Sexual
Jacksonville Branch; Maggie Cveticanin, Assault Response Team.
LSF Health Systems Child Welfare Integration
Keynote speaker at the evening event was
coordinator, nominated by Lutheran Southbank resident Nicole Thomas, president
Services Florida Health Systems; Dr. Linda of Baptist Medical Center South.

Kathy Vandervliet, Marjorie Broward, Shero Susan and Ernie Cornehl, Carolyn Smith

1980 Greenwood Avenue • $1,975,000 NEW LOW PRICE
Avondale Riverfront Estate | 5BR/6BA 7,500 SF

Linda Strickland
REALTOR®
lindastrickland@comcast.net
www.janieboyd.com

904.881.4811

100 OFF

$

$

“NEW” TERMIDOR TERMITE
Elimination & Protection
100% GUARANTEED

Call for Details

New customers only. Must present coupon at time of estimate.

New customers only. Must present coupon at time of estimate.

Not valid with any other offer. Expires 5/31/17.

Not valid with any other offer. Expires 5/31/17.

50 OFF

FREE

$

Family Owned & Operated Since 1938

LAWN
SERVICE

“NEW” ANNUAL SERVICE (APC)
Pest Elimination & Protection
GUARANTEED for 1 Full Year

(904) 389-3323 (DEAD)

New customers only. Must present coupon at time of estimate.

25 OFF
RODENT PROTECTION
& PROOFING

BED BUGS

Prevent Asthma, Lyme, Zika and other infectious diseases and illnesses

12th Service FREE with a 1 Year Contract
New customers only. Must present coupon at time of estimate.
Not valid with any other offer. Expires 5/31/17.

Not valid with any other offer. Expires 5/31/17.

$

LYME DISEASE

25 OFF

FLEA SERVICE

®

Protect your home & family
Rodents can carry over 35 diseases

New customers only.
Must present coupon at time of estimate.
Not valid with any other offer. Expires 5/31/17.

50 OFF

$

BED BUG SERVICE
Call for Details
New customers only.
Must present coupon at time of estimate.
Not valid with any other offer. Expires 5/31/17.

MOSQUITO
SERVICE
CALL FOR DETAILS
New customers only.
Must present coupon at time of estimate.
Not valid with any other offer. Expires 5/31/17.
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In their Easter bonnets with all the frills upon them

Breakfast
Lunch
& Dinner

It’s as much a San Marco tradition as the
Christmas tree lighting in Balis Park. For
the past 65 years at Easter time, the children
at South Jacksonville Presbyterian Preschool
have paraded through San Marco marching
after a large, white Easter bunny, and this
year was no different.
On April 13, accompanied by a police
escort, the two-to-five-year-old students at
the preschool donned elaborately-decorated

bonnets and their finest Easter finery to preschool parades over the years as a
join their parents and teachers in a parade student and having put more than one
around the Square. Following the parade, child through the school.
the children returned to the school for re“Fern Apple was my teacher and she was
freshments and an egg hunt, just as they have later the principal,” he said, mentioning one
done for more than three generations.
of the school’s early leaders. “I had a positive
Simon Michael, Jr., of St. Nicholas was experience and it’s been positive for both
on hand to watch his grandson, Simon my children and grandchildren. All you
Michael IV (Sammy) take his turn in the can do is try to give them a good education
parade. He said he has viewed a good many and steer them onto the right path,” he said.

North Florida’s
#1 Diner.

Void Magazine • Folio Weekly • Florida Times Union

San Marco

3302 Hendricks Avenue
(904) 398-3701

Samara Kredell, Kara Raldiris, Lily Keller, Everly Mason and Sarang Oh check out their bounty after the
Easter egg hunt at South Jacksonville Presbyterian Preschool.

MANDARIN

12807 San Jose Boulevard
(904) 638-6185

Ortega

4495 Roosevelt Boulevard
(904) 999-4600
Sunday – Thursday • 6:30 am to 8:00 pm
Friday & Saturday • 6:30 am to 8:30 pm
metrodiner.com

Natalie Kleyla sports a floral motif during the South
Jacksonville Presbyterian Preschool Easter Parade
in San Marco Square.

Nelly and Kara Raldiris during the Easter egg hunt
at South Jacksonville Presbyterian Preschool.

Leo Pulido with his mother, Paula, and sister,
Cecilia, during the South Jacksonville Presbyterian
Preschool Easter Parade.

San Jose Catholic places second in STEAM competition
San Jose Catholic School placed second
behind Holy Family Catholic School
during the First Annual S cience,
Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Math
(STEAM) Day competition at Bishop
Kenny March 4.
The competition for students in area-wide
diocesan grade schools was hosted by the
Bishop Kenny High School Science department, under the leadership of
Department Chair Vicki Schmitt.
Eighteen teams, consisting of four students
each, constructed a “pasta bridge” prior
to arriving at Bishop Kenny. Upon arrival,
each bridge was entered into a competition
judged by professional engineers. Their
evaluation of each bridge included a weight

FREE CANDY CUBE
MOTHER’S DAY

WITH $40 PURCHASE

In stores only. Ends 5/14/2017. Restrictions apply. See Store for details.

Lemon Meringue
Malt Balls

Sea Salt
Caramels

Mother’s Day Box

60

$

Peanut Butter
Meltaways

test where an empty bucket was installed
below the bridge to test its durability.
While the judging took place, participating
students competed in a scavenger hunt
across the Bishop Kenny campus that included
a variety of experiments, demonstrations
and activities in the various scientific disciplines. Teams were accompanied by Bishop
Kenny student volunteers who helped guide
students around campus and submit their
work via the school iPad. The scavenger
hunt included a demonstration of liquid
nitrogen ice cream, which the children had
an opportunity to sample.
Holy Family’s first team won the bridge
competition. Its second of two teams placed
third in the event.

Mint Julep

Gift Set

INCLUDES:
ITALIAN CANDY FLOWERS
4 CANDY CUBES
CHOCOLATE BAR
HONEYCOMB
SALTWATER TAFFY
DIPPED COOKIES

The Sweetest Destination on Earth!

400 North Hogan Street // Downtown Jax
855.SWT.PETE // SweetPetesCandy.com

Enthusiastic grade school students observe an experiment in Bishop Kenny’s science lab during the
school’s First Annual STEAM Day competition March 4.
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Miramar student takes home gold at State Science Fair
Andrew (A.J.) Horkan of Miramar, a
student at San Jose Catholic School, was
the only Northeast Florida student to win
his division at the Florida State Science Fair
in Lakeland, March 28-30. Approximately
800 students from around the state presented
their science projects at the three-day event,
which included a junior and senior division
and culminated in an awards ceremony.
Students from The Bolles School,
Episcopal School of Jacksonville, Bishop
Kenny High School, Julia Landon College
Preparatory School, San Jose Catholic,
and Stanton College Preparatory School
were among 31 students from Duval
County, who took home awards, cash
prizes and scholarships.
Four students from Northeast Florida –
Lindsay Poulos, a San Marco resident from
Episcopal, Devanik Biswas and Maanasi
Garg of Stanton and James Staman, a Ponte
Vedra resident from Bolles were selected to
present their projects at the Intel International
Science and Engineering Fair in Los Angeles
May 14-19.
Bolles’ students Ann Maris Walton of
Avondale and her partner Sneha Reddy of
Southside earned a spot in the International
Sustainable World (Engineering Energy
Environment) Project Olympiad (ISWEEEP)
in Houston, Texas May 3-8.
Horkan placed first in the Earth and
Environmental Science category with
his project “Converting Yard Waste and
Paper into Clean Energy.” He also received
$200 from the Florida Department of
Agriculture and Consumer Services, and
a certificate and nomination packet from
Broadcom MASTERS.
San Jose Catholic dominated the junior
division. Other local students who attend
San Jose Catholic, live in the San Marco
area, and took home hardware were Izabelle
Young of San Jose, Jack Brophy of Lakewood,
and Juliana Namen of San Jose.
Young placed second in the Biomedical
and Health Sciences category with her
project, “Solving the Bioload of Xerostomia.”
She also received a certificate and nomination
packet from Broadcom MASTERS.
Namen placed second in the Earth and
Environmental Sciences category with a
project entitled, “The effect of Bioadsorbent

Andrew Horkan

Materials on the Concentration of Heavy
Metals in River Water.” She also received a
$200 cash award from the Society of Mining,
Metallurgy and Exploration (SME), Florida
Section, and a certificate and nomination
packet from Broadcom MASTERS.
Brophy placed second in the Physics
and Astronomy category with his project,
“Using Body Heat to Create Electricity.”
He received a $150 cash award from the
Robert and Judy Kryger Family as well
as a certificate and nomination packet
from Broadcom MASTERS.
In the senior division, Lindsay Poulos
of Episcopal, a San Marco resident, received
an $8,000 scholarship from New College
and second place in the Biomedical and
Health Services category for her project,
“The Effects of Secondhand E-Cigarette
Vapor on Drosophila melanogaster.” Of
seven Episcopal students, she was the only
one living in the historic districts to win
an award.

Kathleen McClellan of Bishop Kenny
was nominated for a half-tuition scholarship for Florida Institute of Technology,
and received a $350 cash award from the
Florida Association for Food Protection
for her project, “Sterilization of Bacteria
on Restaurant Menus to Reduce Cross
Contamination,” which placed fourth in
the Microbiology division.
Bishop Kenny’s MaryAlice Young of San
Jose took second place in the Physics and
Astronomy Division with a project entitled,
“Using a System of Electromagnetic Fields
to Create a Cumulative Force that Simulates
the Effects of Earth’s Gravity in Outer Space.”
Meanwhile Camila Moreno of Bishop
Kenny received a certificate and $25 gift card
from the Seminole County Science, Math
and Engineering Fair as well as a certificate
and laptop backpack package from the
United States Air Force for her project.
In the junior engineering division, Julia
Landon College Preparatory School student
John Blake Caven of San Marco placed third
with a project entitled,” Athletic Drones?
The Effect of Automous Algorithms on
Robotic Intelligence.”
Bolles sent nine students to the state
science fair, and it was the second straight
year Walton and Reddy competed in the
Lakeland event. They placed third in the
Environmental Engineering category with
their project, “Introduction of Mycorrhizae
into Non-Mycorrhizal Plants: A Model
to Reduce Phosphorous Fertilizer.” The
pair received a $150 cash award from
Florida Agriculture in the Classroom, Inc.
and a $250 cash award from the American
Society of Agricultural and Biological
Engineering, Florida section.

• Home of West Jacksonville’s
ONLY Yamaha Master Tech
• Large Inventory of
Stocked Yamaha Parts
• Covered & Uncovered Boat Slips
• Dry Storage
Front: Collin Hazelip, Matthew Bradstreet, Alexandria Perricone, Marylinda MacLaren, Garrett Rice; back:
Darius Patterson, Patrick McFeely, Gustavo Camacho

The Arc Jacksonville celebrates its UNF graduates
Collin Hazelip of San Jose was among eight graduates of The Arc Jacksonville’s On
Campus Transition college experience program with the University of North Florida.
The April 20 graduation marked the 11-year anniversary of the partnership between
UNF and The Arc Jacksonville. Since it began in 2006, 139 students from across the
country have participated in the two- and four-year program. During the 2016-2017
school year, 31 students were in the program, which sees an average of 78 percent of its
graduates secure employment within the community.
Hazelip has been employed at Publix for the past five years. He is the son of Christopher
and Sally Hazelip, head of North Florida School of Special Education.

Theatre Jacksonville’s Summer
Camp explores the world of live
performance with experienced
artists who love to share their
passion for theatre.
Children gain self-esteem,
confidence, communication tools
and friendships.
For ages 7-13

Session A: June 5-30
Session B: July 10-Aug. 4

ENROLL TODAY!

(904) 396-4425

www.theatrejax.com

• KenCraft Boat Sales
• Engine Service & Repairs
• Expert Fiberglass &
Gelcoat Repairs
• 35-Ton Marine Travelift
• Custom Fabrication

2017 Boat show in MetroPoLitan Park
May 19th & 20th
Come meet our new yacht broker, tom davitt.

4599 Lakeside drive | 904.384.1383
www.sadlerPoint.com
Monday-Friday 8-5 | saturday 9-4 | CLosed sunday
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Third graders enjoy visit
from Riverkeeper

Skylah Pryce of San Jose Elementary, the
school’s ‘Golden Duck’ winner, who jumped
209 times without a mistake.

San Jose Elementary
students jump rope
for heart
San Jose Elementary students proved
jumping rope is not only an activity
for the playground when they raised
nearly $2,000 for the American Heart
Association in April.
Under the watchful eye of now
retired physical education instructor
Donna Cowdrey of Ortega, the students
managed to raise $1,960.10, by jumping
rope during gym class. “The amount
was almost double our goal of $1,000,”
said Cowdrey.
To raise the money, the children
solicited pledges as to how many rotations they could complete, with Skylah
Pryce receiving the “Golden Duck”
award for 209 jumps without a mistake.
The school’s donation qualifies it
to receive $100 in U.S. Games certificates for PE equipment as well as a
Jump Rope for Heart banner, said
Mark Owens, youth market director
for the American Heart Association.

Third graders at San Jose Episcopal Day
School had a special treat March 31 when St.
Johns Riverkeeper Lisa Rinaman came to
their class to speak about the St. Johns River.
Rinaman, who is coincidentally a parent
of two students at San Jose Episcopal Day
School, served as a “guest expert” in the
school’s third-grade study of the history of
Jacksonville, a cross-curricular unit involving
arts, science, and social studies. The students
have also been reading the novel, “Trouble
on the St. Johns River” by Jane R. Wood,
which coincides with their investigation of
the importance of protecting the St. Johns
River and its surrounding habitats. Wood
also plans to visit the students to discuss
her book.
In her talk, Rinaman shared ways to
protect the river, including water conservation,
trash pick-up, limited use of fertilizer, and
the necessity of cleaning up pet waste. She
said a large array of wildlife live in and

St. Johns Riverkeeper Lisa Rinaman instructs third graders at San Jose Episcopal Day School about the
wildlife living in and around the St. Johns River watershed.

around the river, and mentioned that the
watershed covers approximately 8,800 square
miles and has over five million people living
in its vicinity. “The students learned about
animals like the alligator, manatee, and bald
eagle, and the important role they play as

part of the St. Johns River habitat,” said
Caitlin O’Keefe, director of education and
curriculum.
As part of their Jacksonville study, the
third graders will also take a day to tour
important landmarks in the city’s history.

Retired Jaguars kicker surprises students on Field Day
Recently retired Jacksonville Jaguars
kicker Josh Scobee was a special guest at
the Jacksonville Country Day School annual
field day March 31. He spoke to the students
about the importance of positivity to team
performance in sports.
In observing Field Day, he said he was impressed as to how JCDS students support one
another. He also attempted to punt a football
over the school’s Smith Center building.
“Field Day provides a special memory that
the kids can recall and smile upon,” said
Tonya Elstein of San Marco, director of
education for Pre-K 3 through second grade.

Divided into three teams, the school’s
students competed in the 40-yard dash, the
potato-sack race, tug-of-war, and other
traditional field-day activities as music
boomed from a speaker.
Less traditional events enjoyed by the
students included animal relays, in which
students performed various relay races by
mirroring different animals. This included
bear crawling, crab walking, bunny hopping,
horse galloping, and cheetah running. The
older students also participated in soccer
penalty and football tossing contests.

Former Jaguars kicker Josh Scobee spoke to the
students at Jacksonville Country Day School during
Field Day March 31.
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DA honors retiring principal
with surprise celebration

Many VIP guests attended the surprise student performance at Douglas Anderson School of the Arts in
honor of Principal Jackie Cornelius’s retirement. From left, Linda Stein, Betsy Lovett, Barbara Spurlin, Jackie
Cornelius, and Lawrence DuBow.

By Marcia Hodgson
Resident Community News
Not only are the students and faculty of
Douglas Anderson School of the Arts superb
at putting on a show, they are also capable
of keeping a secret.
Although DA Principal Jackie Cornelius
had declared she wanted little fanfare as
she approached her upcoming retirement
in mid-April, students and faculty moved
her to tears by showcasing their talents
during a surprise hour-long performance
in her honor April 13.
“I’m speechless,” said the San Marco
resident. “They promised me they were
not going to do anything. I told them I
didn’t want a big to-do.”
Serving the Duval County Public School
System for 47 years, Cornelius began as an
English teacher and Dean of Students at
what is now Westside High School, only to
finish her last 29 years at Douglas Anderson,
first as its arts director and vice principal,
and then as principal, having been handpicked in 1996 by her good friend and
mentor, former DA Principal Jane Condon.
In her 21 years at the helm, Cornelius
enlarged upon Condon’s vision, taking
DA, an arts magnet patterned after the
Houston High School of the Performing
and Visual Arts, to the next level and in
the process gaining national respect from
the arts community.
Under her tutelage, Douglas Anderson
has received countless awards, including
recognition as a National Blue Ribbon
School of Excellence, a National Model
School, a National Leader School by the
U.S. Department of Education and as one
of the Best Academic High Schools in the
country by Newsweek magazine.
During her tenure, Cornelius also helped
establish the Douglas Anderson School of
the Arts Foundation, which she intends to
continue to serve as executive director
during her retirement. The Foundation
assists the public magnet school by raising
money to support its programs and the
needs of individual students so they can
realize their full potential as artists.
She also oversaw two expansions of the
campus, including a new academic wing,
finished in 2015, which houses 20 academic
classrooms, four state-of-the-art science
labs, musical theatre and dance specialty
classrooms, a lighting and costume shop, a
cafeteria, and a 500-seat amphitheater.
For her work in supporting the school
and the arts in the greater Jacksonville
community, Cornelius has received countless
recognitions. She was the Eve Award recipient in 2002, and has also earned the
Florida 200 Leadership Award/Arts for a
Complete Education; the National
Technology Excellence Award from
Highwired.com and the National Secondary
Principals’ Association; the National

Service Learning Award from the U.S.
Department of Education; Outstanding
Arts Educator Award from the Jacksonville
Arts Assembly; Woman of Distinction
Award from the Gateway Girl Scout Council;
Women of the Year from River City BPW;
and the Excellence Award for Most
Outstanding Drug Education from the
Florida Commissioner of Education.
Upon her arrival at the DuBow Theatre
April 13, Cornelius was met with a standing
ovation from students and faculty, as well
as VIP guests including Lawrence DuBow
and Linda Stein, both of San Jose, and Helen
Lane and Betsy Lovett, both of Ortega,
among others.
“I just think the entire inspiration for all
this is Jackie,” said Lovett. “It’s her personality,
it’s her love of the students and the sort of
genuine applause she gives them without
just clapping. They sense this wonderful
inspiration from her. She inspires me.”
Calling the show Cornelius’ “commencement ceremony,” Mistress of Ceremonies
Simone Aden, an English and theatre teacher
at the school, kicked off the farewell tribute
with a short film where DA faculty members
shared heartfelt feelings and memories about
her tenure, such as “She was always one to
see the big picture and rush toward it.”
After the film, the audience was wowed
with performances by DA’s award-winning
Jazz Ensemble as well students performing
modern dance, guitar, orchestra, piano,
ballet, and vocals.
Former student James Boyd, who is
currently an artist in residence at Jacksonville
University, spoke during the event as did
Condon and Deborah Knauer, chairman of
the School Advisory Committee. Cornelius
was presented with a huge bouquet of flowers
courtesy of Lovett as well as a large metal
wall sculpture created by Kue King, a former
student, which was commissioned by faculty
members and friends.
Afterwards Cornelius said she was
overwhelmed by the event. “I look forward
to continuing my support of the school by
working with community leaders and
expanding the city’s awareness of our
wonderful program,” she said.
“My goal is to have it so when people in
the community speak about how great our
city is, they will, of course, talk about the
beautiful St. Johns River, our incredible
museums – The Cummer and MOCA – our
football team and our zoo. But we will know
we have arrived when they say, ‘We also have
this incredible school of the arts, modeled
after the one in Houston, that provides all
students that audition and are serious about
intensive arts study, with the experience and
skills to be competitive in the world,’” she
continued. “I’m most proud that this school
provides its students, many of whom would
never otherwise have been able to have this
kind of experience, with what is necessary
to become tomorrow’s artists.”
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Foote and teammates take silver in college fencing event
Regan Foote of San Marco and three of
her teammates on the University of Florida
Fencing Team won the silver medal in the
foil competition at the Southern
Intercollegiate Fencing Association Finals
in North Carolina March 26.
Winning the gold at the foil event was
a composite team comprised of fencers
from Virginia Tech and the University of
Virginia. George Washington University
of Washington, D.C. placed third in the
foil competition.
Also competing in the finals were teams
from the University of North Carolina at

Erika Cintron, Regan Foote, Isabelle Nencia, and
Kyla Mcleod.

Greensboro; Georgia Tech, the University
of Tennessee, and the College of William
and Mary from Williamsburg, Virginia.

Miramar student
advances to national PTA
Reflections competition
A film entitled, “Disowned,” by Sydney
VillacortaBuer of Miramar won the top
award – a Certificate of Excellence – in
the Florida PTA Reflections contest and
will represent the state in the film category
in the National Reflections Competition Patricia ‘Kendall’ Cosper and Sydney VillacortaBuer
June 24 in Las Vegas.
stand with certificates of excellence won in the
Also winning an award of excellence in regional PTA Reflections contest. VillacortaBuer’s
the state competition in the dance category entry in the film category received top honors in
was Madison Minkley from Douglas the state competition and will represent Florida in
Anderson School of the Arts.
the National Reflections competition.
A nationwide arts appreciation and
recognition program for students from recognized in literature, while eight from
pre-kindergarten to 12th grade, Reflections Douglas Anderson were recognized in
asked students to express themselves on their categories, including Amanda Trujillo
a common theme, “What Is Your Story?” (dance), Christiana Sanacore (dance),
Several local students received Certificate Cristion Dirkhising (music composition),
of Merit recognition in the state competition, Elijah Johnson (music composition), Ane
but will not advance to the national contest. Yates-Campbell (photography), Roudy
Emma Lee of San Marco, who represented Leonard (photography) and Corey Kreisel
Hendricks Avenue Elementary, was (visual arts).

Beat the Summer RUSH!

$25
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Rhino Rangers’ art to be displayed
at Hendricks Avenue Baptist

Members of DA’s award-winning Jazz Ensemble I took top honors at the Swing Central Jazz competition
in Savannah in March.

DA takes home national
award, and all that jazz

St. Johns Country Day students Jack McNulty, Carolyn Tyson-Guess and Ella Wilkes work with Art Teacher
Anna Reynolds-Patterson creating a rhinoceros as part of their Rhino Ranger studies.

Rhino Rangers is another name for
the sixth graders at St. Johns Country
Day school.
For the past three years, students at St.
Johns Country Day have had the unique
privilege be part of the White Oak
Conservation Project, an educational
program sponsored by the White Oak
Conservation area, a 600-acre section of
the 7,400-acre White Oak Plantation near
Yulee. The conservation area houses more
than 200 animals from more than 20
species, including several endangered
species, and is internationally known for
wildlife conservation.
The students will study many facets
about the endangered rhinoceros and will
create multiple art projects, which will be
on display at Hendricks Avenue Baptist
Church in San Marco. The opening of the
HAB exhibit will be Wednesday, May 31,
from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m., and the display will
run until the end of August.
St. Johns Country Day became involved
with White Oak Conservation five years

ago when it developed an adult conservation
program, and Tina Sachs, science department chairman at St. Johns Country Day,
was selected to be one of the first participants. During her visit, she developed
the partnership with the White Oak staff,
which had expressed a desire to develop
an educational program for children.
This year, St. Johns’ sixth graders will
focus on five different rhino species,
studying poaching causes and solutions,
as well as complete budgets that compare
the cost of protecting rhinos in the wild
versus raising them in captivity. On display
will be students’ reflective essays, written
from a rhino’s perspective, and activist
artwork that is meant to help educate the
outside community.
“We get to do this in real time, in our
backyard, and our students learn that you
can make a difference in the world, you
can make change,” said Sachs.
To view the exhibit on weekdays, call
the church office at (904) 396-7745 for
admission.

already-legendary stack of trophies and
awards. Give them all the awards, I say.”
DA faculty member Donald Zentz, who
leads the Jazz Ensemble, said his band
The Douglas Anderson School of the members “demonstrated a high degree of
Arts Jazz Ensemble I beat out 12 jazz bands stylistic integrity to the music,” which made
from all over the nation to win the 2017 the difference.
Swing Central Jazz competition at the
A very enthusiastic Jackie Cornelius,
Savannah Music Festival March 29-31.
who recently retired as principal of DA,
In addition, DownBeat Magazine recog- said she was thrilled by the Jazz Ensemble’s
nized DA’s Jazz Ensemble as one of the top performance. “It was extremely compethigh school jazz bands in the country during itive,” she said. “Jason Marsalis, brother
its 2017 Student Music Awards April 25.
to Wynton Marsalis, was there, and he
In a review of the finale entitled, “Savannah set a piece that has never been played
Music Fest’s Swing Central Jazz Finale proves before, and he requested that our band
future is in good hands,” which appeared perform it,” she said.
on the Do Savannah arts and entertainment
“It was a commission, and it was absolutely
website, Joshua Peacock wrote, “Not only wonderful,” Cornelius continued. “Three
did these high school kids out-perform my of our former students are in New York
rigid expectations, but they also wholly won with Wynton Marsalis, and they were at the
my heart, especially the soloists, which is a festival doing workshops. Next year, they’ve
key part of the competition.
[the festival] commissioned Alphonso
“Miles Davis said, ‘Anybody can play. The Horne, who was listed in Vanity Magazine
note is only 20 percent. The attitude is…80 as one of this country’s greatest jazz mupercent,’” Peacock continued. “The soloists sicians – DA student Alphonso Horne – and
out of Douglas Anderson School of the Arts they’ve commissioned him to do a piece
Jazz Ensemble are cocky and have earned that will be performed next year by the
the right to be. These Florida kids have more winning group,” she said proudly.
talent in their little fingers than most jokers
DA’s Jazz Ensemble I is the premier band
making millions. Reasonably, the Douglas in the jazz studies program at Douglas
Anderson School won this year’s Faircloth Anderson. This year was the fifth time DA’s
Award playing an original piece by Jason Jazz Ensemble I has performed as a national
Mars a lis, adding to t he s cho ol’s finalist band at Swing Central.

Bolles lower schoolers
gain hands-on experience
with the St. Johns River

and a pilot whale as well as the vertebrae
of a right whale; and a representative from
the Mandarin Museum, who exhibited
nautical artifacts.
Each child took a 30-minute tour aboard
the St. Johns River Taxi and listened to
Whitehurst Lower School students were
an educational talk by Deb Fewell, an
given the opportunity to have a close enalumna of Bolles. They also made blue,
counter with the St. Johns River, which
red, and green fish rubbings from trigger
lines the back end of their San Jose campus,
fish and flounder, fished for blue crab the
as Bolles celebrated “Rollin’ On the River
old-fashioned way with chicken necks
Day,” April 7.
and string off the Bolles dock, and tasted
Students from pre-K to fifth grade learned
fried gator tail and shrimp – some for the
about ecology and the important role the Michelle Mas and Cole Sandifer fish for blue crab
first time – courtesy of Bolles Executive
river has in their lives as they gathered in off the dock at The Bolles School April 7.
Chef Paul Matthews.
the Peyton Boathouse and Rice Family Crew
“I learned that it’s against the law to
Complex to take part in several river-related discussed the St. Johns River watershed; touch someone else’s crab trap,” said
hands-on activities.
Dr. Jeremy Stalker, a marine science pro- Victoria Soares, a second grader. “Also,
On hand were Emily Floore, education fessor at Jacksonville University who showed that alligators and manatees live in fresh
director for the St. Johns Riverkeeper, who the children skulls of a bottlenose dolphin water, not salt,” she said.

Tasting gator tail for the first time, courtesy of Bolles
Executive Chef Paul Matthews, were Laya Pakala,
Riley Powell, Parker Owens and Alex Klussan.

Sam Nath, Alex Stewart, Brody Rice, Gabe Morris
and Chloe McGrath enjoyed a ride on the river taxi.

See www.esj.org/summer to sign up for camps.
Programs run May 26 - August 3

Grades K-12
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Wolfson, Lee High Schools included
in athletic trainer program next year
Samuel W. Wolfson High School for
Advanced International Studies and Leadership
in San Jose and Robert E. Lee High School
in Riverside are among five high schools
that will have a full-time athletic trainer on
hand during the next school year.
The announcement was made by representatives of the Jacksonville Sports Medicine
Program (JSMP) during a press conference
March 31 at EverBank Field.
The athletic trainer initiative, which began
in July 2015, is part of the Jacksonville Sports
Medicine Program’s Project 17, a concerted
effort to place full-time certified athletic
trainers at all 17 high schools in the Duval
County Public School system by 2020.
The effort is to support youth sports injury
prevention and care. So far, seven Duval
County high schools – Andrew Jackson,
Baldwin Middle/Senior, Englewood, Jean
Ribault, Westside, and William Raines – are
in already in the program, which will grow
incrementally during the next three years
to serve all 17 high schools in the county.
Stanton College Preparatory School, First
Coast High School, and Ed White High
School will join Lee High and Wolfson in
being included in the program next year.
“This sports safety effort has been embraced
by all schools currently participating because
it offers a comprehensive strategy to keep

our kids safe while they play sports,” said
Robert Sefcik, executive director of JSMP.
“Many sports injuries are preventable, so
that is our goal; however, when injuries
occur, being able to recognize and immediately respond to the injury is critical. That’s
what certified athletic trainers do,” he said.
So far athletic trainers in the program
have treated more than 70 sports-related
concussions, monitored 42 reports of
symptoms that could be related to dangerous
cardiac conditions, and identified more
than 61 athletes suffering from heat
exhaustion.
During the press conference, Florida Blue,
Brooks Rehabilitation, and Memorial Hospital
announced a financial partnership with the
program. Florida Blue, which was represented
by Darnell Smith, market president, donated
$100,000, while Brooks Rehabilitation, which
was represented by Michael Spigel, president
and COO, is contributing $75,000 over three
years to the Project 17 program. Memorial
Hospital, which was represented by Dr.
Lance Snyder, orthopedic surgeon and sports
medicine physician, announced a commitment of $64,000 over two years.
Other organizations supporting the effort
are Wolfson Children’s Hospital, Jacksonville
University, the City of Jacksonville, the
Jaguars, and the National Football League.

San Marco student wins
national writing award
Aoife O’Riordan of San Marco, a senior
at the Bolles School, was the first writer in
Bolles history to win a Scholastic Art and
Writing Award on the national level.
O’Riordan’s poem, “Northern World,”
was awarded a National Silver Medal by a
panel of creative writing professionals in
New York City March 14. Her work was
selected from among more than 330,000
student works from across the United
States, which were submitted by their
teachers into the national competition this
year. Only one percent of the works submitted won a national award.
O’Riordan heard about her achievement
for the first time when she was honored at
the Bolles convocation March 30. “She was
completely surprised,” said O’Riordan’s
mother, Cherie. “She was extremely happy
about it. She loves to write.”
In February, O’Riordan received four
Scholastic Art and Writing Awards from
the Alliance of Young Artists and Writers.
“Northern World,” received a gold key,
enabling it to be forwarded to the national
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Knights of Columbus help
deliver Easter baskets
Local children in foster care received
a visit from the Easter bunny thanks
to the Bishop Kenny Council of the
Knights of Columbus in San Marco.
Partnering with Family Support
Services of North Florida (FSS), which
is based on the Southbank, the Knights
helped bring nearly 2,000 Easter
baskets to local foster kids. Also assisting in the endeavor were Florida
Blue, Optum USA, and the Assumption
Catholic Church’s Women’s Club,
located in St. Nicholas.
Nearly 1,900 donated Easter baskets
were unloaded, sorted, and counted
at the Knights of Columbus hall on
Hendricks Avenue, where local social
service agencies received them for
distribution to foster children. The
Knights donated the use of their hall
to FSS and provided volunteers for
the Easter basket project.

Dick Collins of St. Nicholas and grand knight
of the Knights of Columbus Bishop Kenny
Council, holds one of nearly 1,900 Easter
baskets for local foster children.

Aoife O’Roirdan

competition. She received two silver keys,
one for her flash fiction story “10 Ways to
Look at a Stone,” and one for her poem,
“Blue Birds,” as well as an honorable mention for her poem, “Emerald Lands.”
The O’Riordan family’s annual trips
to Ireland sparked Aoife’s interest in
writing,” said Cherie O’Riordan. “She is
influenced by the ruins of Irish castles
and monasteries.”
O’Riordan has received scholarships to
attend the honors colleges at both Florida
State University and the University of South
Carolina and will choose to attend one of
the two schools next fall where she plans
to double major in English and Literature.

SAVING
WATER CAN
$AVE YOU
MONEY
PLUMBING INC.
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Bishop Kenny Anchor Club named best in state
The Anchor Club at Bishop Kenny High
School was named Club of the Year at the
annual Florida District Anchor Club
Convention in Kissimmee in March. An
offshoot of the nonprofit Pilot International,
Anchor Clubs are international youth
service organizations.
By winning the award, Bishop Kenny
qualifies to compete in the International
Anchor Club Convention in Las Vegas
in July.
Bishop Kenny’s Anchor Club was selected
due to the overall participation and achievement by its members. “This award is the
result of the time, talent, and treasure of
over 60 members who participated in
school and community service events,” said
Club Sponsor Berny Bakkar, a teacher at
the school. In addition to the overall award,
the club applied for and received awards
within two specific service categories
designated by the Anchor Club Organization.
Bishop Kenny received second place for
its No Texting and Driving Campaign in
the category of Brain Fitness and Health
Safety. It also earned a second place in the

Bishop Kenny Principal Todd Orlando, Anchor sponsor Jennifer Whitford, students Francesca Peralta,
Elizabeth Cratem, Anchor President Cassie Orlando, Emilie Peralta, Katherine Kaniut and Anchor Sponsors
Jessica Durbin, Berny Bakkar, and Blake Bachara

Anchor for Kids category for its monthly
service of cooking meals for children and
families staying at the Ronald McDonald
House in San Marco.
Bishop Kenny’s Anchor Club students
also participated in two large community
events recently – the annual Buddy Walk,
sponsored by the National Down Syndrome
Society and the Donna Fun Run for breast
cancer. In addition, Anchor members
have collected supplies for veterans and
the caregivers at St. Catherine Laboure
Manor, a senior community in Riverside,

where they also supply treats to faculty
and staff each month.
Serving on the Anchor Club board this
year are Cassie Orlando, president; Carson
Goodman, president elect; Emma Jane
Warren, secretary; Francheska Peralta,
chaplain; Emilie Peralta, convention chair;
Elizabeth Cratem; Katherine Kanuit, historian;
and Caroline Holloway, treasurer.
Goodman was voted treasurer for the
Florida District Anchor Club, and will not
only serve Bishop Kenny, but also all the
other Anchor Clubs in Florida.
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BK Boosters raise
$130,000 with auction
A sell-out crowd of more than 500
guests raised a net profit of $130,000
at the 31st Annual BK Boosters Auction
April 1.
The event, which took place in the
school’s gymnasium, was attended by
parents, alumni, and friends of the
school. The bill of fare included a dinner
provided by Carrabba’s Italian Grill
and dessert compliments of Bruster’s
Ice Cream.
Professional auctioneer Luman
Beasley volunteered his services and
kept bidding going as an enthusiastic
crowd raised their paddles in the live
auction portion of the program.
Meanwhile, the silent auction tables
featured beautiful gift baskets, gift
certificates for restaurants and getaways,
and items included electronics, sports
memorabilia, sporting goods, housewares, jewelry, artwork and more.
The Booster Club will use the money
it raised for projects that benefit both
the academic and athletic programs
at Bishop Kenny. Since 1986, the
auction has generated over $2.5 million.

IB students create banners to portray Wolfson’s multi-cultural community
Two International Baccalaureate students
will be taking charge of designing a portable
mural to showcase the growing multi-cultural
aspects of the IB community at Samuel W.
Wolfson School for Advanced International
Studies and Leadership.
Elena Pellumbi and Nicholas Johnson
will design and supervise the creation of
a series of banners on moveable canvas
that will portray buildings from different
cultures, where Wolfson students have
originated from, said Patricia Beach,
Wolfson’s art teacher.
“They will take buildings from different
parts of the world such as Greece, Iran,
Puerto Rico, Burma, and Haiti and put them
in Florida. The buildings will be drawn in
two-part perspective, to show how students
from the Wolfson community come from
different places,” she said. The center mural
will show an open view of a classroom with
flags from the different cultures that make
up the student population, she said, noting

We Make Your
WEDDING
SPECIAL

6 Piece Wedding Package
only $299
American Beauty Florist
2712 Park St.

388-0094

Wolfson IB students unpack paint for school mural.

the banners on either side of the central
mural will show the different types of homes
students would live in if they were still in
their native countries.
Once Pellumbi and Johnson, both juniors,
have sketched the buildings, more than 70
of their schoolmates – all the students in
Wolfson’s IB program – will assist in the
painting of the murals, Beach said.
To gather funding for the project, Beach
went on Donorschoose.org, receiving $997

from 12 contributors throughout the United
States, many of whom are art teachers but
unfamiliar with Wolfson High School. “It
was phenomenal. The furthest donor came
from California. I don’t know who the
people were, but they are great and just
want to help art programs.”
The money was enough to purchase paints
and other art supplies as well as 48 yards of
canvas with grommets. The goal is to have
the finished mural hung in hallways at the
school but to be able to move them to other
areas during special events, she said.
The students were slated to begin the
project after their IB exams, and will continue
painting the mural during the next school
year. “The project needs to be completed
by October 20 so we can include a photo
when we write thank you notes to our
donors,” Beach said, noting she is always
happy to receive donations from residents
in the local community to help purchase
art supplies for the school.

Bishop Kenny Junior Salem Farmand was one
of over 50 student volunteers that worked
the 31st Annual BK Boosters Auction.
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– In Memoriam –

Deborah Camp Liles
December 19, 1954 – March 23, 2017

By Marcia Hodgson
Resident Community News
San Jose Elementary Music Teacher Debbie
Liles may no longer be with us, but that will
not stop music, which she dearly loved,
from continuing at her school.
“She always said, “Don’t stop the music,
so we’re not going to stop,” said Reyna
Molina, a fifth grader who starred as Annie
Marquee at San Jose Elementary on April 4.
in the school musical production of the
same name last year.
in middle school. “She always looked for the
Liles, who lived in Panama Park and best in me, and she always pushed me to do
taught at San Jose Elementary 12 of her 19 stuff,” Molina said. “I wasn’t sure I should try
years with Duval County Public Schools, out for LaVilla, and she pushed me to try
was killed during a home invasion robbery harder. When I didn’t get accepted, she said
on March 23. Her senseless death left her it was okay because there is always next year.”
family, San Jose Elementary students, teachers,
Not only did Liles teach music to every
and parents reeling from the random murder child at San Jose Elementary, she often
of the beloved teacher.
worked off the clock to bring chorus and
“She was a unique individual who stepped the Jamming Pandas, an instrumental band
way outside the box. Sometimes I think that for third to fifth graders, to the school. To
is why we loved her,” said “Coach” Donna give the Pandas a chance to perform in front
Cowdrey of Ortega, San Jose’s physical of an audience, she would take them to
education instructor. “She stood out from Jacksonville International Airport to sing
the crowd. She wasn’t afraid to take a chance during the Christmas holiday.
or do something different, or dress up like
“She was the type of energetic person who
a clown just to be funny. That was just her would try hard to do things even though
persona,” she said.
she knew she might not be able to do them.
Liles was the kind of person that would She knew I had tutoring, but she wanted
blast her trumpet off-key or clash cymbals me to be in the Jamming Pandas so she
to get her students’ attention, said Cowdrey. always found a way to switch up the schedule
Often, she would appear on the school’s so I could do it,” Molina said.
morning news show dressed in costume to
Zander Vigil, a fifth-grade choral student,
motivate the children to participate in agreed. “She did chorus because she wanted
something, she said. “She never knew a to do chorus. She did it because she loved
stranger. If she saw you had a sad face, she us kids and she loved music. Her understanding
would stop and ask if she could help,” Cowdrey of music will always stay with all of us.”
said, noting Liles baked cookies for the
Thanks to Liles, each of the past 12 conentire staff at Christmas.
secutive years, San Jose Elementary has invited
“Music just exuded from her soul, and she 15 to 20 artists to perform on campus at the
wanted every kid – all 850 students here – to school’s Day of the Arts, a tradition that will
have that same love and passion for music. continue on Friday, May 12, said Smith.
She gave everything she had to the kids,” said
“It was her creation. She would network
San Jose Elementary Principal Paula Smith. with people and get various artistic talents
One such kid was Molina, who was so to volunteer their time,” said Smith. “She
inspired by Liles she wants continue music was very resourceful. In her years of building

Debbie Liles at the World
Trade Center Memorial a
few days before her death.

“Music just exuded from her soul, and she
wanted every kid – all 850 students here – to
have that same love and passion for music.
She gave everything she had to the kids.”
— Paula Smith, San Jose Elementary Principal

our program, she made many connections.
The day will be dedicated to her.”
In addition to the Jamming Pandas
and chorus, Liles also brought two musical
plays to campus each year – one for
younger students in December and another
for older students in May. This year’s
performance of the Wizard of Oz, scheduled for Thursday, May 25, will also be
dedicated to her, Smith said, adding Liles
had already chosen students for the parts
before she died.
“She loved putting performances together,”
said Cowdrey, who shared a portable
classroom and ate lunch with Liles every
day. “She was absolutely devoted to that
sort of thing. She wanted the kids to see
the symphony and expose them to things
they had not done before. She installed
self-esteem in so many kids by giving them
a chance to do something they couldn’t
do otherwise and to have them see they
could be successful at it.”

In addition, as a lasting tribute, the
school will install a “musical bench” in
her honor. “It will have piano keys for the
seat and musical notes for the back rest,”
said Cowdrey.
Some of the funds to pay for the bench
– $1,000 – have been donated by multi-platinum recording artist Josh Groban, through
his foundation, Find Your Light, said
Smith. Early during spring break, Liles
and her husband of 41 years, Mike, traveled
to New York City to see Groban perform
in Natasha, Pierre & The Great Comet of
1812 on Broadway with tickets purchased
by their five adult children, Rachel, Dana,
Michelle, Gerald and Rockey, said Smith.
Liles even had her photo taken with her
favorite singer, she said.
“She will truly be missed, and that is the
sign of a quality person,” said Cowdrey.
“So many people walk the earth and nobody
notices, but not Debbie Liles.”

ANTIQUES
&
SUCH
Antiques and Collectibles
CHANDELIERS
• LAMPSROYAL
• DININGDOULTON•
AND SIDE CHAIRS
SPODE
• WEDGEWOOD•
BALEEK
ORIENTAL SCREENS • CRYSTAL • FRAMED PICTURES AND PAINTINGS
WATERFORD • LIMOGES• COALPORT• DEPRESSION GLASS
BRASS AND CRYSTAL CANDLESTICKS • COLLECTORS’ ITEMS

Excellent gift opportunities

Many items now on sale!
4302A Plymouth Street (across Roosevelt from the Kent Campus, FSCJ)
10:30-5:30 Tues., Thurs., Fri. & Sat.

INK, SILK,
AND GOLD
ISLAMIC TREASURES FROM THE
MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, BOSTON
MAY 19 THROUGH SEPTEMBER 3
Experience Islamic art in a variety of
periods, regions, and mediums, presented
as a comprehensive exhibition for the
first time since the Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston began collecting Islamic art more
than 130 years ago.
For more information, visit
cummermuseum.org.

CANCELLED
R Open House R
Miramar Animal Hospital has been a staple in the San Marco community for
over 30 years, originally opened by Dr. Dawne Lazar in 1986. After being
an integral part of the practice for 3 years, Dr. Greg Stacey and his wife,
Dr. Jennifer Ferrin, purchased the animal hospital in March 2016. This past
year has been filled with such great response from the community, and we
would like to show appreciation to everyone in the San Marco area. Please
join us for an afternoon filled with food, drink, and door prizes. Come meet
our staff and check out the changes we have made to better serve you.

The open house originally
scheduled for May 6 has been cancelled
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Jackson Square
development FROM PAGE 1
What Bobilin and Rosen have planned
is considerably smaller than the “transit-oriented” community Cissel envisioned
and the city had approved, which consisted
of 900 multi-family rental units and 350,000
square feet of commercial space. “We are
planning to develop in accordance with
the PUD, but with a lower density,” said
Rosen. “We are not planning to do a
transit-oriented development. That was a
much more intense project.”
As the PUD has already been approved
by the city, the developers are seeking a
minor modification from the Planning
Commission in June. The modification seeks
to swap the locations of Phase 1 and Phase
2. Bobilin indicated they will change the
name of the development after construction
begins, and will apply for a separate address
for Phase 2.
They have already discussed the project
with the San Marco Preservation Society,
Jacksonville City Council President Lori
Boyer, and the city’s planning department,
said Bobilin, adding that he and Rosen
intend to speak about the project to the
San Marco community at a future SMPSsponsored town hall meeting.
“So far, all three parties have been supportive of our plan,” Bobilin said. “If everything goes well at the community
meeting and the Planning Commission
meeting, we anticipate a start of construction
in the beginning of 2018 with expected
delivery 16 months afterwards in the
summer of 2019.”
The partners plan to develop the area in
two phases. Phase I will cover slightly more
than eight acres on the north end of the
property, he said.
Phase 1 will include 286 apartments – one,
two and three bedrooms – within three
four-story residential buildings. A single
one-story 10,000-square-foot retail building
will also front Philips Highway.

Site plan for the
Jackson Square
development offered
by Chance Partners

The residential buildings will offer a
pool, clubhouse, and fitness center – full
amenities consistent with a new Class A
apartment building, said Rosen. Surface
parking will surround the buildings, providing an adequate number of spaces for
all the residents, he said.
“We believe we can bring the correct
amount of density to the area,” Bobilin said.
“Our project should help be a catalyst for
this whole eastern portion of San Marco.”
“We’re excited that we’re closer into
town than the bulk of the product that is
out near the Town Center and JTB (Butler
Boulevard),” Rosen said.
Bobilin agreed. “We’re both infill developers, so we’re always looking for in-town
opportunities,” he continued. “We’ve joked
that if you gave us a suburban property,
we would probably design it as an infill.
That’s our strong desire. We believe in
in-town neighborhoods,” he said. “Similar
to St. Johns Village and the Commander,

which has great access to the Shoppes of
Avondale, Jackson Square has great access
to the San Marco area and San Marco
Square. With the I-95 access that is being
completed this year, it will have great access
to the highway system as well.”
Although Cissel had plans to make
Jackson Square into a community oriented
around public transportation systems so
that cars could be unnecessary, Chance
Partners has no such plan. “We are firm
believers in walkability, and we try to incorporate in all our projects our own internal
bike-share program for our residents,” said
Bobilin. “We purchase bikes for the property
and allow our residents the ability to take
a bike and use it to go down to San Marco
Square or wherever they want to go. It’s a
unique thing we do.”
With Philips Highway as the primary
access to development, and a secondary
access from Mitchell Place, the developers
said they expect Jackson Square residents

traveling to San Marco Square to utilize
a new sidewalk along Philips Highway,
which is being built as part of the Overland
Expressway project, to head toward
Atlantic Boulevard and San Marco Square,
said Rosen.
“The initial phase will not connect roadways onto River Oaks,” he said.
The developers have not begun to envision what Phase 2 will be, and until
Phase 1 is complete they said it will remain
as it is now. “We may put up a fence and
trees and landscaping as it abuts the Phase
1 property,” said Bobilin.
Chance Partners has engaged Kimley-Horn
as Jackson Square’s engineering firm. They
are also working with Buck Pittman, a
professional landscape architect in Jacksonville.
“We think we are adding something that
is complementary to what has been going
on in Jacksonville for several years,” said
Rosen. “We’re very bullish on Jacksonville
and its in-town neighborhoods.”

increases the river’s flushing capacity,” he
said. “Tributaries are like our kidneys. We
have silted them in through construction
and road debris and by blowing clippings
into the street,” he said. Having street
River problems: salinity and nutrients sweepers routinely clean the streets would
help in cleaning up debris, and it is important
In an interview at the Marine Science after a tributary is dredged to have a
Institute April 17, White said the two main campaign against throwing debris down
problems facing the river today are the storm drains. “Until you stop the source
increase in salinity and nutrients, which of the sediment, you will have to keep up
are the cause of algae blooms. While salinity, with the dredging because silt will flow
caused by a lack of rainfall and water-use right back in,” he said.
patterns in Central Florida, is beyond an
White said he is optimistic about the
individual’s control, White said there is river’s future due to the increased awaremuch individual residents can do to assist ness of the St. Johns by City Council
in limiting the amount of nutrients that President Lori Boyer’s Waterways Initiative,
flow into the river.
the city Waterways Commission, and
“People don’t fully appreciate that what other entities such as TruJAX, which has
they do impacts the river,” White said. discovered that water has much to do
“People think, ‘what I do doesn’t really matter,’ with Jacksonville’s identity.
yet if we could get more people to reduce
The Marine Science Institute has worked
the amount of fertilizer they use and not to hard to educate the public and bring an
blow leaves and grass clippings into the increased awareness of the river, he said.
street, it would make a difference.
Through its research, it is encouraging the
“Also, it is important to be very strategic city to add more artificial reefs in the St.
in watering. I don’t water my grass. I only Johns. The two manmade reefs, which lie
water my fruit trees and my garden. My 1,200 feet off Riverfront Park in San Marco,
grass stays fairly green, though it’s mostly are already drawing fish and more fishermen
weeds,” he chuckled. “It’s wasteful to water to that section of the river, he said.
your lawn all the time.”
JU’s recent cooperative partnership with
Although the upcoming Jaxport dredging Ocearch, a nonprofit organization that
project will most likely cause damage to does research and tracking on great white
the river, dredging smaller tributaries such sharks and other large apex predators, will
as Millers Creek can be “beneficial” to the also help draw attention to Jacksonville
health of the St. Johns, White said. “It and subsequently the river, he said. Ocearch

has recently made its home base at JU, and
Chris Fischer, the founder of Ocearch, is
now the university’s “Explorer in Residence,”
he said, adding that the Ocearch research
vessel was docked at JU in April.
“Jacksonville may be the key to what
Chris says is the “North Atlantic Great
Shark Puzzle,” he said. “They (the sharks)
all come through here, and what is starting
to emerge from the data is that the female
animals give birth every two years and
their migratory patterns reflect that. The
males, on the other hand, try to mate
with every female they can find and tend
to go back to the calving areas on an
annual basis.”
The folks at Ocearch are also looking at
the impact of plastics and currents and
other ocean phenomena, he continued,
noting that although Ocearch concentrates
on the sea, its research will still raise awareness of the St. Johns and its problems.
“Anytime you raise awareness of the environment, the rising tide floats all boats,”
White said. “Ocearch at Jacksonville University
will bring attention to Jacksonville, and
Chris Fischer is pumped about having some
sort of center here where we can have
displays and tours and all that. All we need
is money, and a little time,” he said.
“I think it’s fascinating that all this interest
in the river is coming to a point,” he said.
“As somebody who has worked on the river
for 40 years, it’s kind of fun to see this kind
of grassroots support. It’s what we only
dreamed of 30 years ago.”

Toxic algae bloom
a lack of rainfall, and an especially “bad
drought” in Central Florida.
“Right now, salinity is running high – 20
to 23 parts per thousand at JU while at the
mouth of the river at Mayport, it’s running
almost full strength sea water at 35 parts
per thousand. The situation at JU is a little
bit higher than normal,” White said, adding
the water temperature was 75 degrees at
the university, and at the mouth of the river,
72 degrees.
In short, the current situation is “very
stressful for marine organisms,” he said,
noting when a “deluge” of rain comes, it
drives the salinity down temporarily causing
a yo-yo effect with the river’s salinity, forcing
many marine species to shift to different
parts of the river.
“We’ve been watching all the submerged
vegetation in the river in Duval County
go away because of the high salinity.
This will cause a problem in the foreseeable future, especially when we see
potential dredging without active
mitigation,” he said.
However, the State of the River report
was not all bad news. White’s JU colleague,
Dr. Gerard Pinto, reported recently the
manatee had been “delisted” from the endangered species list and placed on the
“threatened” list.
“We have 6,200 manatees, which is a lot
higher than in the 1980s when the number
was around 1,200,” said Pinto, noting in
2017 there have been only two manatee
deaths, one due to watercraft and the
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other due to stress from the cold. “The
population is really coming back and
growing,” Pinto said. “In the last 10 years,
it has increased significantly.”
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Car show raises over $4,000
for senior community center
Marli Albright, Mose and Chris Meide, Billy Peters, Nancy Skelly Miller and Jack Mizell

Landon High Class of ’65
celebrates 70th birthdays

Rev. Rodolfo Godinez, associate pastor of San Jose Catholic Church, visits with Charlie Greene, whose
all-original 1965 Ford Mustang convertible was judged “Best Classic-American,” at the 2nd Annual San
Jose Car & Truck Show.

Residents of San Jose Apartments I and
II were the real winners of the 2nd Annual
San Jose Car & Truck Show April 1 at
Dupont Station in San Jose.
The event, which was presented by Key
Buick GMC Hyundai, raised $4,175 for the
Bishop John J. Snyder Community Center
at their apartment complex on Galicia Road.
The community center is a self-sustaining
facility where seniors from San Jose
Apartments gather for potluck dinners,
health fairs, entertainment, and other events.
The car show was coordinated by the San
Jose Apartments Board of Directors and
the Family Housing Management Company.
The St. Augustine Catholic Diocese formed
the company to manage low income, HUDsubsidized facilities for seniors.
“It was a well-organized great show – great
people, great day of fellowship,” said Alma
Ballard, executive director/management
agent for Family Housing. “The residents
enjoyed being out and were appreciative
to see people of the community come out
and support them in their time of need.”

Comprised of 42 American and Foreign
class cars as well as modern-era vehicles,
twice the number as last year, the vehicles
were judged in five categories by car enthusiasts and journalists Dan Scanlan and
Bill Bortzfield.
Best in Show was a 1965 Ford Mustang
owned by Ken Byrd of Middleburg. Charlie
Greene’s all-original 1965 Mustang won
the Best Classic American category.
Alexander Watkin’s 1945 Ford GPW was
judged Best Truck, and a 1966 Volkswagen
Beetle 1300 owned by Dennis DuBois won
the Best Classic Foreign category. The
Best Modern Era winner was a 1971
Mustang Mach 1 owned by Art Yates. A
1957 Ford Thunderbird convertible owned
by Bill and Derinda Byrd was selected by
show participants and visitors to win the
Krispy Kreme People’s Choice Award.
In addition to Key dealerships, other
show sponsors included Dick Erickson
and Sun Tire, Krispy Kreme doughnuts
in Mandarin and Pepe’s Hacienda and
Restaurant at Dupont Station.

Any event will do as an excuse for a
party if you are a member of Landon High
School Class of 1965, and collectively
celebrating 70th birthdays is just as good
an excuse an any other.
Students of the last class to attend Landon
High before Wolfson High School was
built and their alma mater became Landon
Junior High School, and eventually the
magnet, Julia Landon College Preparatory
School, are exceptionally close, said reunion
organizer Anita Tiffany Dunford of San
Jose.
Although the class held a large celebration
in honor of their 50th reunion only two
years ago, many members of the class

came back to celebrate their 70th birthdays
with a gathering at the Hilton Garden Inn/
Homewood Suites March 31 and a birthday
dinner party at the River City Brewing
Company April 1. Out of 250 graduates,
70 made it back to the party, including
Tonya Goss Hicks from Boston, Mass.,
and Gail Wilson Hallyburton of Bloomfield
Hills, Mich.
“Many members of the Landon High
School Class of 1965 attended with fellow
students for all 12 of their school years,”
said Dunford. “Jacksonville was much
smaller then, and lifelong friendships
have continued for many years. Most of
us knew all the parents and siblings of
that era. Life was simpler then. In fact, at
that time, the city mailing address was
simply Jacksonville 7, Florida. Now it is
zip code 32207.”

HAE Class of 1967 to hold 50th reunion
It’s been a long time – 50 years to be exact -- since elementary school, so members
of the 1967 6th grade class at Hendricks Avenue Elementary want to get together.
A reunion of all HAE sixth graders from 1967 will be held Saturday, June 17 at
4:30 p.m. at duPont Station at the corner of Dupont Avenue and St. Augustine Road,
where the former HAE students will catch a charter bus. The bus will head downtown
to a few craft alehouses before heading back to duPont Station and dinner at the
Athens Café, said organizer David Zavon.
To RSVP or glean further details about the event, contact Susie Price at (904)
-655-2762 or Marcia Hunter at (904) 549-5649.

ThΣ brΦnzΣ
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THE WAY WE WERE: CATHERINE AND KARA WILLIAMS
By Lilla Ross
Resident Community News
For 20 years, they were roommates. Now
they are neighbors. The best of friends. Not
every mother and daughter can say that,
but Catherine and Kara Williams can.
Until recently they lived together in the
house on Thornwood Lane in San Marco
that Catherine’s father bought in the 1940s.
Now Kara, 54, lives across the street, just a
few steps away from her mother and a house
of memories.
“My father always loved this house,” said
Catherine, 87. “I have, too. I love the openness,
all the windows. I feel comfortable here.
There are so many memories.”
When she was young, Catherine and her
sisters, Marie and Shirley, took over the top
floor of the split-level house while her brother
David and their parents had bedrooms on
the first floor.
“At the end of the street was a park and a
little stream, Craig Creek, that flowed through
it. It’s been cut off now, but we used to go
down there and play,” Catherine said. “It was
very pretty.”
On hot summer days, they would go
downtown to Barrier’s Ice Cream on Main
Street or to a place on the Northside where
horses would grind sugar cane and you
could buy cane juice.
“Sometimes we would get in the car and
drive out to the airport,” Catherine said. “It
was a nice long ride out to the airport, and
it was nice and cool.”
Catherine’s father, Nicholas Ghiz, came
to the United States in the 1920s from
Damascus, Syria. She not’s not sure why he
settled in Jacksonville. It may have been
because he fell for a Georgia girl — Ona
Mae Williams of Waycross.

Over the years Ghiz owned several businesses, including Nick’s 5 & Dime downtown
on Davis Street. His wife worked with him,
and when they were old enough, the children
helped, too.
His first business was a pool hall on
Edison Avenue, where the Chappelle School
is now located. The family lived on the
first floor of a Riverside duplex that is now
the studio of artist Daryl Bunn. They
played hopscotch and hide-and-seek in
the empty lot next door.
Across the street was a bakery. “We’d go
over there and get ‘long johns,’ what we call
eclairs,” Catherine said. “They were so good.”
The family had a maid. “Her name was
Minnie and she would tell us ghost stories,”
Catherine said. “We loved ghost stories. She
was so much fun.” They also listened to
ghost stories and mysteries on the radio,
especially “The Inner Sanctum” with its
squeaky door.
The children attended Annie Lytle
Elementary School, and Catherine remembers playing jacks on the wide porch. Her
favorite doll was a Shirley Temple.
The family moved to Forest Street where
her parents opened their first 5& Dime. It
wasn’t long before family moved to Gilmore
and Osceola Streets.
Catherine attended John Gorrie Junior
High School. “I remember running to school,”
she said. “I did that a lot. I don’t know if I
was late or what.”
Although the family moved to San Marco
while she was still in high school, Catherine
continued at Robert E. Lee. She described
herself as quiet and studious.
After school, she helped in the 5 & Dime.
“We dusted and straightened things out,”
Catherine said. “We watched the customers
for shoplifting. My father sold Bay Rum

w

watercrest
san jose

Kara and Catherine Williams in Holland

aftershave, which had alcohol in it, and
drunks would buy it and drink it.”
Kara remembered her grandfather’s 5 &
Dime, too, especially the rows and rows of
penny candy. “We also got free candy because
our grandpa owned the store,” she said.
But it wasn’t all study and work. Catherine
remembered going dancing with her friends
at The Pier on the river and to the movies
at 5 Points and Florida Theatre.
Her favorite thing were the sing-alongs
at Florida Theatre.
“I remember a man named Knight played
the organ and the bouncing ball jumping
from word to word (on the screen),” she
said. “Those were special times.”
The Florida Theatre was also where she had
her “big moment” when she and her sister
Marie performed a duet in a tap dance recital.
There were piano lessons, too. “We hated
the teacher,” she said. “When we did good
he would kiss us on the cheek. So, when he
came to the house, we’d run and hide. My
brother was the only one who learned to play.”
Catherine also remembered her mother
taking them to art classes in a building
Downtown. Catherine said she always
loved to draw and somewhere in the
house is a notebook of sketches she did
of her children.
Catherine graduated from Lee in 1947
and headed off to Florida State University
with her friends. “I went there because

everyone else was going there,” she said. “I
had to do what everyone else did. I didn’t
want to be different. I went to school with
a lot of smart people. They turned out to
be doctors and professionals,” she said.
She never settled on a major and came
home after two years and finished her
education at Jones College. Then Catherine
became a career woman, working for
Tucker Brothers Mortgage Company and
later as an intake worker at juvenile court.
“Nobody loved me. I was the one who
assigned cases to the case workers and
they were always complaining they had
too much to do,” she said.
One night she went on a blind date. She
and Joe Williams went dancing and everything changed.
Joe was a salesman at Ford Motor
Company and later at Claude Nolan Cadillac.
They liked dancing and music. He liked
Bing Crosby, Catherine was a fan of Frank
Sinatra. They got married at the Woman’s
Garden Club on Riverside in 1952, and
Catherine wore a street-length dress
covered in lace with a short veil.
They bought a house on Claremont Circle
in Spring Park where they raised their
children, Kim, Mark and Kara.
Catherine quit her job to take care of the
children but found ways to earn money
Continued on page 41
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from home, doing surveys either over the
phone or going door-to-door and conducting
market research with her children. Kara
remembers “helping” with market research,
taste-testing products. One she remembers
is Cheeri-Gos – a ring of Cheerios that you
could eat off your finger. It never made it
to the market.
Kara walked to Spring Park Elementary
and was met every afternoon by her dog
Pumpkin, a Dachshund Chihuahua mix as
she walked home. “One of the neighbors
told her she could set her clock by Pumpkin,”
Kara said.
Kara attended Landon Middle School
and graduated from Englewood High School
in 1981. She was a cross-country runner
and said she loved the outdoors. After high
school, she spent a year in Holland as an
exchange student, living with a family who
loved the outdoors, too, she said.
Kara said she formed a strong bond with
her Dutch family when she joined them
sailing and hiking. The family arranged for
her to study at a sports college where she
learned judo and folk dancing. “It was kind

Nicholas and Ona Mae Ghiz

The Williams family at Marineland:
Joe and Catherine, Kim, Mark and Kara

of funny, no matter what I did I was always
one step behind because everything was in
Dutch,” she said. “They treated me really
well,” Kara said. “We’ve kept in touch.”
Kara has been back several times to
visit them, and on one special visit, in
2000, she took Catherine to meet the
couple she refers to as her “Dutch mom
and dad.” When her Dutch mom was
dying, Kara flew to Holland to see her.
Although the Dutch mom had dementia
and recognized very few people, Kara
said she responded to her, tearing up as
she recounted the story.
After high school, Kara studied at Florida
State College at Jacksonville and University
of North Florida, where she saw bobcats
and other wildlife while running in the
nature preserve.
After earning a degree in recreation
management at FSU, Kara returned to
Europe and got a job for a year providing
outdoor recreation for Air Force personnel
at Ramstein Air Force Base. She organized
canoeing, skiing, and hang gliding trips all
over Europe.

When she came back to the United States,
she moved to San Antonio and tried her
hand at teaching. But she said she realized
she missed the camaraderie of the Air Force
and in 1992 joined the Air Force Reserve
at Lackland Air Force Base as a flight medic.
Kara didn’t know it at the time, but her
father had been a medic in the Army Air
Corps in World War II.
When her father died in 1998, Kara decided
to move back to Jacksonville. In 2000, Kara
and her mom moved into the house on
Thornwood. Seven years ago Kara bought
a house across the street then spent the next
six years renovating it.
Catherine was working full time as a
technical assistant in the cardiology department at St. Vincent’s Hospital. She took
information from patients and got them
ready for tests. “I loved the people,” she said.
“I’d heat blankets for them, transport them
from their room. I loved taking care of them.
Sometimes I held their hands.”
She stayed on the job until she was 79.
Kara had earned a recreation management degree at the University of North

Nicholas and Ona Mae Ghiz with
Catherine, Marie and David

Catherine and Kara Williams

Florida, but when she moved home she
decided to pursue a degree in social work
in the distance-learning program at FSU.
And then she, too, went to work at St.
Vincent’s as a discharge planner, where
mother and daughter had lunch from time
to time, despite having different shifts.
For the last seven years, Kara has been
working with chronically ill children at
Community PedsCare, the palliative care
program at Community Hospice. She’s still
a flight medic, attached to Patrick Air Force
Base in Cocoa Beach.
And for 20 years, Kara and her mom were
roommates.
“Mom has always been my best friend,”
said Kara, who never married. “That was
what was so hard about moving away.
When I’d go home from college, we would
talk in the kitchen because I wanted to
tell her everything going on in my life.
My father couldn’t believe we could talk
so much,” she said. “She’s the best roommate
I’ve ever had.”
There’s no doubt Catherine and Kara
Williams will spend Mother’s Day together.

We can take a
memory that’s
fading, and
help it flourish.
At Arbor Terrace San Jose, we have a progressive approach that redefines
the traditional idea of memory care. Our focus is on the memory that
remains, not what has been lost. Let us show you how we can provide
your loved one with peace–and everyone in your family peace of mind.

Schedule a tour of our transformative community today.
Call (904) 516-9697 or visit us online at www.at-sanjose.com
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Experience Membership at Epping Forest Yacht and Country Club
With the motto, “a tradition
of excellence and a lifetime
of memories,” Epping Forest
Yacht and Country Club, located at 1830 Epping Forest Drive
in San Jose, “prides itself on
being your second home,” said
General Manager Dan Cook.
That kind of “second-home”
atmosphere was exactly what
Alex Harrison, Commodore
of the Club, was looking for
when he and his family moved
to Jacksonville 15 years ago.
Harrison had tasted the same
special sense of community
in Denver, Colorado, when he
played golf with a colleague
while on business, and was determined not to settle for anything less when joining a club
in Jacksonville.
“While I am a golfer, I have
young children and a boat.
Joining Epping Forest has
made so much sense for our
family, and we couldn’t be happier,” he said. “Through the
years, we have developed lifelong friends. Of course, the
beautiful facilities, fantastic
service and food are a privilege
to enjoy, but it goes beyond the
amenities at Epping. It’s the
people that are the heart and
soul of this club.”
Most Epping Forest members
consider their club friends to
be their “second family,” agreed
Sarah Small, Regional Membership Director. “They join our

club to meet like-minded people,” she said, as well as to enjoy
Epping’s luxurious facilities.
The Club offers a variety of
family and children activities
on a daily basis. Members enjoy usage of the 12,000-squarefoot recreational center with
40-plus fitness classes per
week, cardio, and free weight
equipment. The children love
the waterslide at the family
pool as the adults enjoy their
separate pool and heated lap
pool. Epping also has six Har-tru
clay courts for tennis players of
all ages.
“One of our biggest selling points, especially for this
community, is our onsite child
services,” Small said. “We take
children of all ages, some as
young as three months. Our
members drop their children
off while they are on the property, and there is no need to find
a last-minute babysitter. I appreciate this because I am a new
mom myself and do not have
family in town to help,” she said.
“Our members utilize the
Cub’s Den as a place where
their children are safe, having
fun on property while parents
are enjoying dinner, working
out, lying by the pool or participating in one of our abundant
events,” said Small. “Or, when
school is out for the summer or
for various holidays throughout the year, the Club offers a

variety of camps such as tennis, sailing, fishing, aquatic
and crafts.”
“Another benefit of membership is the proximity of the Club
to the St. Johns River. Epping
has a 69-slip marina open to
all members with or without a
boat,” said Cook. Members participate in several marina deck
parties, watch the sunset at the
Mariner’s Deck Bar, and also
rent kayaks, paddleboards and
canoes. Epping Forest even provides certified sailing instructors, who teach lessons from
beginners to novices.
“We are unique,” explained
Small. “Unlike several other
Clubs in the area, we do not require any food or beverage minimum requirements or capital assessment fees for improvements.
We offer affordable membership
options for all lifestyles and ages.
Every membership level even
provides reciprocity to over 300
clubs worldwide.”
If members would like to
have more benefits nearby,
such as beachfront access or
for downtown entertainment
needs, they have the option of
adding on Ponte Vedra Inn &
Club, The Lodge & Club, and/
or The River Club downtown.
“There are so many benefits
inside our gates. Epping Forest
Yacht and Country Club is really a hidden gem of Jacksonville,”
said Cook.

Calling all Superhero grandparentS:
3Rd AnnuAl GRAndPARenTs &
RelATives As PARenTs PRoGRAM
of JAcksonville ReTReAT
July 22, 2017 | 10A.M-5P.M
Adam W. Herbert University Center
12000 Alumni Drive | Jacksonville

For more information
about joining the club,
please call Regional
Membership Director
Sarah Small at
(904) 421-2236
or reach her by
email at ssmall@
gatehospitality.com.

Now Open!
SALES CENTER

The 2017 retreat is open to any
Duval County grandparent
or relative caregiver 55 and
older who cares for a child
age 18 or under.
Free respite and childcare will
be available for the children
of attendees. Transportation
to the event is available upon
request. Please ask when
registering for the retreat.

regiSter now for free!
To reserve a spot, call Aging True

904-807-1203 or
904-807-1292

Registration closes July 4th!

aCtivitieS inClude:
• fRee food & BeveRAGes
• fRee swAG BAG foR cAReGiveRs
• infoRMATive vendoRs
• GuesT sPeAkeRs

A perfect blend of modern amenities and classic sophistication,
HarborChase offers stimulating activities, customized
programs, chef-prepared dining options, innovative health
services and meaningful care that truly transcends the expected.
Come by for a visit soon and experience the exceptional lifestyle
our residents will enjoy every day at HarborChase.

Be one of the first to pick your apartment,
join the Charter Club today! (904) 584-9838

on ToPics of kinshiP & GRAceful
AGinG As A kinshiP cAReGiveR

• PAMPeRinG seRvices such As
MAssAGes, Mini-MAnicuRes, MAke-uP &
hAiR-sTylinG

12350 San Jose Blvd,
Jacksonville, FL 32223
ALF #Pending

www.AgingTrue.com | 4250 Lakeside Drive

www.HarborChase.com
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National Twins Day – August 5 – holds double significance for San Jose resident
Who’s your neighbor? Karen Montana
inspires her family to do good.
By Kate A. Hallock
Resident Community News
San Jose resident Karen Montana, a twin
who married a twin, has always lived her life
by St. Francis’s phrase “Preach the Gospel at
all times; and when necessary, use words.”
According to her husband, Greg, Karen has
personified that maxim by living a life dedicated to family, church and community.
A volunteer by nature, Karen devotes herself
to supporting Assumption Parish, where she
founded and leads the Women’s Book Club
and Parents in Prayer, and at Assumption
Catholic School, where she leads Catholic
Schools Week, tirelessly standing out at car
pool, rain or shine, to collect canned goods
for Catholic Charities, inspiring her family
to also think first of others and do good
themselves, said her husband.
Get to know more about the woman
whose preferred outfit for costume parties
is “Flo from Progressive Insurance.”
Where did Karen spend her childhood?
Karen and her twin sister Jen were raised
in Amityville, New York, famous for the
book and film series, The Amityville
Horror. Growing up, she knew the folks
who lived in the famous house and had
friends on the same street.
What’s the worst and best thing
about being a twin?
The best part of being a twin is the special
bond Karen has with Jen, who she calls her
“former wombmate,” and the fact that Karen
and her husband Greg are both twins. Karen
would say there is really no worst part of
being a twin – the special bond, friendship
and shared experience of having a sibling
the same age makes it, by definition, an
amazing blessing.

Why did she study political science
and did she work in the field?
Karen studied political science at Georgetown
because of her love of history and the political
process at the center of it. Although she has
never worked in the field, she credits that
education for giving her a love of reading
and a bit of a knack for writing – something
that came in handy when she was a marketing
professional at Bank of America and at
Chase Manhattan Bank.
Does Karen know any
foreign languages?
Karen speaks conversational French, which
came in handy on her honeymoon in Paris,
and in subsequent trips with her husband,
two daughters and son to France and Belgium.
What’s her favorite holiday and why?
Karen’s favorite holiday is Easter – she so
enjoys celebrating the resurrection of Jesus
with family and friends – and eating chocolate
after giving it up this year for 40 days of Lent.
What’s Karen’s favorite things
to do in Jacksonville?
Since moving here five years ago, Karen’s
three favorite things to do in Jacksonville
are spending time with her family, volunteering and trying out the latest and best
recipes from the Food Channel. “Ask anyone
who knows her and they’re likely to tell you
about Karen’s famous Blondies, which she
bakes almost weekly for church club meetings,
the kids and their classmates, and for any
and all special occasions,” said Greg.
How do you surprise Karen?
For their 10th anniversary, Greg was able
to get the Charlotte Observer to publish
their love story. For their 20th anniversary,
Greg contacted The Resident for this special
Who’s Your Neighbor. Happy Anniversary!

Expires 5/31/17

Now Open
904 .619 .2247

Discover why over 17 million
homeowners trust State Farm®.
With your new home comes new responsibilities – like protecting your new investment
with the right amount of homeowners insurance. That’s where we can help.
CONTACT AN AGENT TODAY.

Cam Anderson, Agent
4555 San Juan Ave
Jacksonville, FL 32210
Bus: 904-381-1206
cam.anderson.hf1a@statefarm.com

• 100% SOY WAX CANDLES MADE WITH ESSENTIAL OIL BLENDS
• FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED
• COME SEE US EVERY SATURDAY AT RAM

Kathy Scott Insurance Agcy Inc
Kathy Scott, Agent
6018 San Jose Blvd
Jacksonville, FL 32217
Bus: 904-730-3665

statefarm.com®
0907508FL

State Farm Fire and Casualty Company, State Farm General Insurance Company, Bloomington, IL
State Farm Florida Insurance Company, Winter Haven, FL
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TAKING
CARE
OF
JACKSONVILLE’S CROWN JEWEL
River advocates say getting feet wet
is first step toward lifelong passion
BY ROB DEANGELO, RESIDENT COMMUNITY NEWS
While it’s certainly true you can develop a passion for something at any age, early
exposure to it can be key to a lifelong love affair. For these river advocates, dipping in
the toe or casting the rod as young boys have given them a deep appreciation and
love for our city’s greatest asset – its waterways.

Jimmy Orth, Riverkeeper
Executive Director

The St Johns River is the reason this city exists and we need to be better stewards of it.
For example, the city and JEA need to repair or replace leaking septic tanks (we have
thousands of them, I understand) which are the primary source of e. coli bacteria in our
tributaries, like Fishweir and Willowbranch creeks in my neighborhood. The city needs
to do more street sweeping to keep leaves and debris out of the storm sewers; and all of
us must quit blowing leaves into the street, and we need to stop using our waterways for
trash disposal.
The river provides so much for us. It’s a thing of beauty, it moderates the weather for
thousands who live near it, it provides drinking water for some cities, plus we kayak,
swim, water ski, boat, and fish in and on it.
Doug Coleman, founder of Jacksonville Ski Club

My father was an underwater archaeologist so you could say I’ve been aware of
the water and everything it has to offer
from my earliest days. I can remember
being on a surfboard at 4 or 5 years old.
I’ve also been teaching as a paddle sports
educator since 2000, helping to grow the
sport throughout the state.
Our area is conducive to water activities
and much of what I do involves safety,
education and instruction about, as well as
stewardship of, our waterways. Especially
the St. Johns River, which is so important
to Northeast Florida. I attribute my vitality
to being centered in a waterman’s lifestyle.
Keith Keller, Harbormaster of Epping
Forest Yacht & Country Club

I like to refer the St. Johns River as
Jacksonville’s crown jewel. The river gives
the city its main identity and the city gives
the river a grand finality it so very much
deserves. Our waterways offer something
for everyone. We can enjoy the beauty of
the banks of the river or we have user-friendly
waterways for everything from kayaks or
paddle boards to 300-foot mega-yachts.
Water activity is an economic driver for
North Florida so it is important we do all
we can to ensure our waterways are protected
and kept available to people.
Captain Jim Suber, City of Jacksonville
Harbormaster

©2017. Sea Tow.

Many people don’t realize that the St.
Johns is one of only 14 rivers in the entire
United States federally designated as an
American Heritage River. It received this
esteemed designation because of the tremendous historical, cultural, recreational,
ecological, and economic benefits that it
has provided to Florida and the historic
neighborhoods of Jacksonville where the
river is such a prominent feature and constant
presence in our lives.
I have the benefit of working on the river.
Our offices at Jacksonville University’s
Marine Science Research Institute overlook
the St. Johns. I have a fishing pole in my
office and occasionally head down to the
dock during my lunch break to clear my
head and soak in the sights, sounds and
smells of my surroundings. More times than
not, I fail to land a fish, but I always return
to my desk with a greater sense of purpose
and resolve for protecting this magnificent
waterway.

COST OF AN AVERAGE TOW HOME

NON-MEMBER: $650
MEMBER: $0

A Sea Tow membership saves you money where it matters the most.
®

Trust the local experts. Sea Tow Jacksonville \ 904-220-7500
Join now and receive $10 off new and renewing memberships using the code RNP
800-4-SEATOW
seatow.com
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I remember standing on County Dock in Mandarin, watching
the river. Beautiful yet underused. The St. Johns Riverkeeper was
working on the Georgia-Pacific pipeline issue at the time. I thought
my personal goal to swim across the river could demonstrate how
we can use recreation to bring focus to the issue and more community value to the St. Johns. After meeting with Jimmy Orth at
St. Johns Riverkeeper, JumpingFish, a nonprofit that advocates for
the waterways, was born. In the summer of 2011 after much training,
studying, practice and reconnaissance work, I swam it with a great
support team just as passionate about the river. It was 3.8 miles
across the St. Johns from Fleming Island to County Dock.
Up the River Downtown is now an annual event. A trained,
open-water team swims, accompanied by a flotilla of kayaks and
boats, from Jacksonville University six miles to the Riverside Arts
Market. It sends a message. That’s how the community can care
for the waterways. Use them or lose them. Use the River Taxi, walk
by the river, paddleboard, kayak or watch the dolphins.
Jim Alabiso, writer and founder of JumpingFish

Living in Atlantic City, New Jersey, and
traveling during the week, I wanted something to do on the weekend that would be
fun, enjoyable and adventurous. After
winning a 7-foot sailboat in a retail store
contest, I took it down the Brigantine canals
and knew right away that a) I enjoyed this
sailing thing and b) I needed a bigger boat!
After purchasing a Catalina 21-foot
sailboat with a swing keel, I set sail without
lessons. When I ran aground in the canal,
which was often, I just cranked up the swing
keel and off I went – my first “depth finder!”
Three boats and two states later, after
sailing Long Island Sound and the Gulf of
Mexico, I landed at The Marina at Ortega
Landing with my 32-foot Hunter, Euphoria.
I have spent many relaxing and enjoyable
days sailing the St. Johns River, participating
in the Light Boat parades and just relaxing
at the dock, where I can hop in the pool
or watch television in the clubhouse.
Warren Hickernell, General Manager,
The Marina at Ortega Landing

For me, water is not just a neighborhood setting but rather a
defining feature of my home, work and call to conservation advocacy.
I reside on a half-acre lot on Fishweir Creek. Since 1990, I have been
based at Lambs Yacht Center Yacht Brokerage. Much of the immediate
area is quite literally a “working waterfront” – three boat yards and
related services.
There is daily engagement with the boats, and often the adjacent
river, during trial runs and vessel demonstrations. It is always fascinating to experience the river and water environment at the docks
in its different states because of tides, wave action or wind.
And the people! All connected by the “water gene” but you don’t have
to have a large boat to enjoy area waters. Enjoy them by kayak, like I do!
Mike Webster, yacht broker

The St. Johns River contributes to so many aspects of our city, including real estate
values, commerce and quality of life. Growing up on the river gave me a special appreciation for it, but it wasn’t until the algae blooms in 2005 that I began to understand the
challenges facing the St. Johns. That summer, foul conditions on the river had a negative
impact on our business.
There are many ways to get your feet wet without a boat. Take a kid fishing. Jacksonville
has a great park system, many are waterfront. There are sailing programs and paddle
sports outfitters in this town for people with different budgets and ages. If more of us
realize the value of the St. Johns, advocate for it and expose its wonders, our community
and the health of the river will improve.
Brooks Busey, owner of Sadler Point Marina

The St. Johns and its tributaries have a
very specific meaning to me and my team.
It provides us with the means to become
better people. Rowing has one of the lowest
ratios of races to training hours, meaning
that athletes train many more hours per
competitive race than traditional sports.
Over 10 months of training, we’ll race about
eight times. Although this is a challenge to
keep people engaged, it develops the core
values that we want in our community. We
ask middle school and high school athletes
to work their hardest – three hours a day,
six days a week, for 10 months. This sport
takes dedication, patience, full reliance on
your teammates, and the courage to push
your body and mind to limits you didn’t
know were even there. It’s the most honest
sport anyone can do.
Chris Register, Director of Rowing,
Stanton Riverbank Rowing Club

“We Build e Best
and Fix e Rest”
Dock Repairs
New Construction
Piling Repair & Replacement
Bulkheads
Boat Li Experts
Gazebos & Nature Walks
Dock and Bulkhead
Inspections

904.387.4814
www.bwmarineconstruction.com
Established 1981 • DMS7-G
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DOSOMETHING

Want to get involved in the community? Sometimes it just takes a little push
to do something, from the smallest gesture to the grand donation. Get ready
to get nudged.
B Y M A R I A N J O H N S, R E S I D E N T C O M M U N I T Y N E W S

It’s never too early to instill a spirit of giving in children and often easier when they
know they are helping other children who are less fortunate. Jacksonville has many
nonprofits which focus on helping children get educated, clean and fed, and local students
do their part to make that happen. If their acts of selfless service motivate you to do
something, here a few charities that could use your help.

Catholic Charities
Donate: Put together an “Angel Kit” (bathroom kit, kitchen kit, preschool kids kit for ages
3-5, personal grooming kit, cleaning kit or baby kit). Go to www.ccbjax.org/how.php#volunteer
for complete list of what is needed in each particular kit. Donate children’s books, organize
a food drive at your company, church group or club to collect non-perishable food items.
Donate household and furniture items such as dishes, silverware, chairs, dining tables or
blankets for families in the Catholic Charities’ Refugee Resettlement Program. Financial
contributions can be made online at www.ccbjax.org. $100 provides groceries for a family of
four for three days and $50 can help a family to buy gas, food, diapers or school supplies.

Fifth grade science students at the
Bolles Lower School Ponte Vedra Beach
Campus have conducted one class experiment that will most certainly leave
them with a lasting impression.
As part of the school’s collaborative
STEM and service project, students not
only raise their own vegetable crops in the
campus gardens, they also learn about the
impact of child hunger in our community.
The science project includes students
volunteering to pack food bags to ensure
local children who are on a school meal
program have food to eat on the weekends
and during holiday school breaks.

Well into a cold December night,
Bolles students could be seen packing
food for organizations such as Hope for
the Holidays and Blessings in a Backpack,
two local groups which provide assistance
to families and children in need.
“We feel this is a wonderful way to
connect our learning in school with the
world around the students,” said Bolles
Science Teacher Carolyn Houston and
Fifth Grade Teacher Carol Quatrano in
their notes to parents about the project.
“It is also an amazing way to help our
children to give of their own time and
energy to serve our community.”

Bolles Lower School STEM Service Project members at their Blessings in a Backpack event.

Blessings in a Backpack

Donate: Hygiene products (unopened),
twin sheets, diapers, baby wipes, towels,
and socks. Go to www.sulzbachercenter.
org/content/kind-donations for a complete
list of items needed at the shelter.
Volunteer: Tutor youth, help adults with job
searching or prepare and serve a meal.
Volunteers with dental or medical experience
are especially needed in the clinics. Visit www.
sulzbachercenter.org/support-us/volunteer
for more information or call (904) 359-0457.

MAY 2017

The Bolles Lower School Did Something

Volunteer: Join the Women’s Guild, be an office helper or become a Refugee Resettlement
Mentor and help a recently arrived refugee family to transition into our community.
Contact volunteer@ccbjax.org or call (904) 632-0600.

Sulzbacher Center

|

Donate: According to Blessings in a Backpack, over 50 percent of children in Duval
County receive the Federal Free and Reduced Price Meal program at school. On the
weekends and during school breaks, many of these children need supplemental food
supplies. A $100 donation can provide food for one child each weekend for the entire
school year. Visit firstcoastblessingsinabackpack.com to donate. You can also mail donations to Blessings in a Backpack Bank Lockbox, P.O. Box 950291, Louisville, KY 40295
and in the memo line write “First Coast Blessings in a Backpack.”

The Sulzbacher Center downtown campus offers a
complete range of health-care services to residents.

Volunteer: Groups are needed to help collect and pack food for students to have during
spring break and around the holidays. For additional information, contact Kimberly
Ward, Managing Director, at (904) 574-6802 or kimberly@blessingsinabackpack.org

Eliminate fat with the
world’s #1 non-invasive
fat removal treatment.
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DePaul Professional Bldg.
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Includes Coolsculpting® consultation
afternoon tea with Lite Bites, free Gift
& special Pricing for attendees
20 weeks after CoolSculpting® session
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We’re thankful for

MOM!
Worship the woman in your
life, make sure she’s at the
top of the list!

Give her a Gift that Keeps
Giving…a pile of Cash, Gold Bars,
Jewelry and Diamonds!
Chocolate and Roses are so
cliché, give her a purse full
of cash today!

No calories…No guilt…No guessing.
WE BUY & SELL
RARE BANK
NOTES

WATCHES FROM:

• Rolex • Tiffany • Patek Phillipe
• Corum • Cartier • Le Coultre
• IWC • Piaget • Panerai
• Audermars Piguet • Blancpain
• Hublot • Vacheron Constantin
We are not a Rolex Agent

Congratulations Graduates!
Gold Balloons are great,
but CASH or SOLID GOLD is a
great gift for your graduate!

WE BUY & SELL
DIAMONDS
& JEWELRY

Don’t forget to treat your graduate to
a rare collectible coin, a Rolex or a
Diamond Necklace, Ring, Pendant or
other Jewelry and Estate Collectibles!
It’s an occasion fit for a collectible,
one they’ll never forget!

GOLD & U.S. SILVER COINS:
• Silver Dollars $20 & UP!
• Buying all Silver Coins 1964 & older
• Paying up to 2000% of face value

Diamond studs,
rings & loose
diamonds

A-Coin

www.
.com
6217 St. Augustine Road • Jacksonville, FL

(904) 733-1204

WE BUY & SELL
GUNS, SWORDS
& DAGGERS

Bank & House Calls Available for Large Estates Hours: Mon.-Fri., 10:30-5:30
All Transactions are Confidential
WE ARE NOT AFFILIATED WITH ROLEX CORPORATION OR ANY OF ITS SUBSIDIARIES NOR ENDORSED BY ROLEX IN ANY WAY. ALL TRADEMARKED NAMES, BRANDS, AND MODELS, MENTIONED
IN THIS AD ARE USED FOR IDENTIFICATION PURPOSES ONLY AND ARE THE SOLE PROPERTY OF THEIR RESPECTIVE TRADEMARKED OWNERS. A-COIN IS KNOWN WORLDWIDE, AND OUR
INTERNATIONAL CONTACTS ASSURE YOU OF SELLING TO THE COMPANY WITH THE WIDEST CLIENTELE OF ANY OTHER. WE GUARANTEE THE HIGHEST CASH PRICES. PLEASE NOTE... THERE IS NO
OBLIGATION TO SELL.. NO CHARGE FOR OUR EXPERTS TO EVALUATE YOUR TREASURES. MINIMUM PURCHASES APPLY. A-COIN IS NOT AFFILIATED WITH ROLEX USA. ALL TRADEMARKED NAMES,
BRANDS, AND MODELS, MENTIONED IN THIS AD ARE USED FOR IDENTIFICATION PURPOSES ONLY AND ARE THE SOLE PROPERTY OF THEIR RESPECTIVE TRADEMARKED OWNERS.

When it comes to heart care, listening helps us see your whole picture.
Caring for your heart starts with understanding what you love. Ascension® care teams at
St. Vincent’s HealthCare take the time to listen so we can understand all aspects of you and your life.

Find a cardiologist who is right for you at jaxhealth.com/heart.
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